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Chapter 1

Introduction

We, as humans, interpret the world around us through the objects and phenomena that we
perceive as well as from information sources other than our own perception (e.g. a teacher,
Internet). We are able to analyze and organize this information, realizing both explicitly and
implicitly that there are different types of relations among entities. Such relations are usually
based on commonalities of entities which make them to belong to similar categories. By dis-
carding noise or small differences, defining and analyzing what is relevant and organizing this
information, we build up our knowledge of the world.

The gained knowledge is applied afterwards on a regular basis for problem solving. This is
true even for the most common and apparently trivial procedures, such as picking up a pen to
write something. To perform this task, we need to know what a pen is before we can even find
it. Whit this knowledge we can inspect our environment and decide which objects belong to
the category pen. If we did not build up this knowledge before, we will not be able to find a
pen, even if it is in front of our eyes.

In order to decide if objects belong to the same category (or class), we must first learn the
common patterns that characterize the class by individual characteristics or similarities. To
achieve this, a set of examples is usually needed. We sense the objects and learn the charac-
teristics that are relevant to the class. Alternatively, one can determine the similarity between
objects to find out if they are sufficiently similar to belong to the same class. And probably our
brains process other criteria which cannot be easily formalized.

As computers become more and more powerful, there is growing interest in creating auto-
matic methods that are able to do the same: learn patterns relevant to categories and later
assign these categories to some unseen entities. The field of pattern recognition [1] is concerned
with the question of how to create these automatic methods that learn the relevant knowledge
for the characterization of categories from labeled objects, and that based on this, can decide
the membership of an unseen object to one of the categories.

1.1 Representations for pattern recognition

A fundamental question for pattern recognition systems is what defines what is “relevant” for
class memberships of objects in a particular scenario. Knowledge on this relevancy is generally
referred to as prior knowledge. An important consequence of this knowledge is that it guides
the way on how we need to represent the objects such that it is best suited to be exploited for
use in automated pattern recognition systems. The main approaches for representation in auto-
mated pattern recognition include: the feature or vector space representation [1], the structural
representation [2], and the (dis)similarity representation [3].
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1.1.1 Vector space representation

The vector space representation encodes measurements on objects in vectors of the same fixed
length. Based on, for example, statistical techniques, the vector space can be analysed for rep-
resentation of objects of particular categories [4]. Generally, the analyses in these vector spaces
assume metric dissimilarities [3], and most often even Euclidean [3] ones. However, a Euclidean
metric, despite being mathematically sound, may not be sufficiently robust or discriminative
for many real world problems [5, 6].

1.1.2 Structural representation

Suppose that we want to represent objects by their different parts and the relations among
those parts. Further suppose that the number of parts may vary from one object to the other.
In such a situation, the vector space representation is clearly unable to represent these objects.
For such problems, the structural representation is best suited, which represents objects in the
form of graphs or sometimes by strings [7]. A major limitation for the structural representation
is that, opposite to vectorial representation, there is a limited amount of analyses techniques
which are able to tackle classification (see [2] for an overview).

1.1.3 Dissimilarity representation

In the dissimilarity representation, introduced by Duin and Pekalska [3], pairwise resemblance
between objects is measured and used for representation. The approach is in agreement with
what humans perceive for creating the knowledge about different classes, so proximity informa-
tion may be more suitable to define class memberships than features of the individual objects.
The resemblance is usually provided by experts in the form of a square proximity matrix where
entries are the results of all the pairwise comparisons made for the objects. One interesting
aspect of this approach is that proximities can be computed directly on the original objects
as well as on top of vectorial or structural representations. Figure 1.1 presents a graphical
representation of the three main approaches.

The vector space representation seems to be a less robust modeling since it cannot easily
codify objects with variable parts, but much more classification techniques are available. The
structural representation is potentially a more robust modeling but less classification techniques
are available for this representation. The dissimilarity representation seems to be more in agree-
ment with how humans create knowledge about class differences [3]. Also there are still many
classification techniques available for this representation [8]. Within this thesis we therefore
focus on the dissimilarity representations.

1.2 Dissimilarity representations

As experts gained more experience on how to represent their data better for automatic analysis,
they started to incorporate invariances and expert knowledge in the dissimilarities they com-
pute. Due to this, more complex dissimilarities arose, which may even be non-Euclidean and
non-metric. The framework developed for dissimilarity representations addresses this type of
proximity measures. Initially the only classifier suited to handle the dissimilarity representation
was the k Nearest Neighbour Classifier (k-NN). This classifier however suffer from sensitivity
to noise and outliers which is even more harmful for small sample sizes. Besides, they require
high storage capacity, and they are in general very slow for classifying a new object. Another
limitation is that they do not use the information contained in the dissimilarities to remote
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the three main representations for pattern recognition

objects which may be helpful.
Dissimilarity spaces (DSs) were proposed to overcome the above limitations of k-NN classi-

fiers [3]. They offer a promising alternative for classification of dissimilarity data since they are
able to handle dissimilarities which are non-Euclidean and even non-metric, and they take into
account all the information present in a given matrix of dissimilarities between objects.

We assume in this thesis the following definition of a distance function and a dissimilarity
function. A metric or distance function on a set X is the function d : X × X → R+ where,
∀x, y, z ∈ X, it satisfies:

1 : d(x, x) = 0
2 : d(x, y) = 0↔ x = y

3 : d(x, y) = d(y, x)
4 : d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)

A dissimilarity function on a set X is the function d : X × X → R+ where, ∀x, y ∈ X, it
fulfills:

1 : d(x, x) = 0
2 : d(x, x) ≤ d(x, y)

It can be seen that the definition of dissimilarity function assumed throughout this thesis is
very general and has weak assumptions. For pattern recognition we believe that it is more im-
portant to create dissimilarity measures containing expert knowledge about the problem which
allows learning and class discrimination instead of imposing metric properties that might not
contribute to discrimination. Note that a dissimilarity can be transformed into a similarity by
straightforward operations, for example, a dissimilarity d can be transformed into a similarity
s by applying s = −d.

If the final goal after computing dissimilarities is learning from a set of objects, we do further
assume that: small values of dissimilarity represent high resemblance between the objects being
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compared, and, the more different the objects are, the larger their dissimilarity. This is the
monotonicity assumption.

Throughout this thesis we assume that an expert gives us a dissimilarity measure or matrix
for a dataset. There are procedures that automatically create dissimilarities [9], by learning a
“good” measure to discriminate objects. Albeit these procedures usually learn metric dissimi-
larities.

When Pekalska et al. [3] proposed the dissimilarity representation approach they claimed
that the nearness information is more important for discriminating between the classes than
the composition and features of each object independently. In addition, this approach has the
potential of unifying the statistical and the structural approach because, for example, dissimi-
larities can be computed from a structural representation. Next, using the computed dissimi-
larities, classification can be performed with any of the available classifiers for feature spaces.
Therefore, dissimilarity representations bridge the gap between structural and vectorial repre-
sentations [7,10]. In [11] we can find theory, methods, experimental results and open questions
on the dissimilarity representation.

According to [3], there are three different approaches for classification using a dissimilarity
representation:

1. k-NN rule applied to the dissimilarity matrix [12,13]

2. Classifiers constructed in an embedded space [14,15]

3. Classifiers constructed in a dissimilarity space [3, 11]

The first approach refers to the well known k-NN classifiers that can be considered as the
first dissimilarity-based classifiers. However, they operate on the original dissimilarities directly
while the other approaches map the data first to another representation space. In the case of
the second approach, the authors proposed to embed the dissimilarities into a Pseudo-Euclidean
space aiming to maintain the all vs. all dissimilarities as good as possible. In the third approach,
the data is mapped to a space that is built by a set of items called representation set or proto-
types set. This dissimilarity space is not aiming at preserving the dissimilarities. Instead, the
goal is to exploit the dissimilarities with the set of prototypes to build a good representation for
classification. However, there are some studies showing that the DS preserves the partial order
of dissimilarities [16], therefore despite the original dissimilarities are not exactly preserved as in
the embedded space approach, their order relations are. Figure 1.2 presents these classification
approaches.

One advantage of the dissimilarity space over the two others is that one does not need to
compute the full dissimilarity matrix: only the dissimilarities with respect to a set of proto-
types must be computed. In addition, when using an embedded space, the dimension of the
Pseudo-Euclidean space is generally defined by the amount of training data to be used by the
classifier which in classification problems without previous knowledge must be large. Besides,
the mapping is computationally expensive (O(n3)), and the projection of incoming test data is
still an open problem. Contrary, the dimension of the DS is defined by the number of proto-
types selected which is usually smaller than the training set cardinality. In addition, there is the
advantage of a trade-off between classification accuracy in the DS and computational efficiency.
The mapping to the DS is computationally inexpensive except for very expensive dissimilarity
measures, and the mapping on unseen data is well defined. Consequently, in this study, we will
focus on the third approach which is briefly presented in the next section.
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distance to the input test object x, classifiers in an embedded Pseudo-Euclidean space with the
related positive (E+) and negative (E−) Euclidean parts (see [14, 15] for more information),
and classifiers in a dissimilarity space

1.3 Dissimilarity space and prototype selection

The dissimilarity space was proposed by Pekalska et al. [3]. It was postulated as a Euclidean
vector space allowing the use of several statistical classifiers created for such spaces. Let X
be a space of objects which might not be vectorial, and let Z be a space of prototypes which
may coincide with X or may be composed by models of objects in X. Usually, in practice
we only have a finite sample T = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, such that T ∈ X. To generate the DS
we need a representation set R = {r1, r2, ..., rk}, R ∈ Z, which is a collection of prototypes.
Let d : X × Z → R+ be a suitable dissimilarity measure that allows one to compute some
type of resemblance between objects in T and prototypes in R, which extends to a n × k
dissimilarity matrix D(T,R). In case Z = X, d(·, ·) is provided by an expert to measure pairwise
dissimilarities between objects, but if Z contains models derived from the objects in X, d(·, ·) is
a function of the expert’s defined dissimilarities between the object and the other objects that
created the prototype model. Usually, the items belonging to R are chosen adequately based
on some criterion. Different criteria can be thought of depending on the data distribution and
nature of the problem at hand. It is often convenient to select the set R out of the given finite
set of objects T as a starting point. Once R is determined, the dissimilarities of objects in T
to objects in R are computed for obtaining the representation of T in the DS. The dissimilarity
space is created by the data dependent mapping φd

R : X → Rk where an object x is represented
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by the vector of dissimilarities between x and R:

φd
R(x) = [d(x, r1) d(x, r2) ... d(x, rk)]. (1.1)

Each coordinate of a mapped object in the DS corresponds to its dissimilarity with some
prototype and the dimension of the space is determined by the amount of prototypes used. The
question arises how to select the “best” set of prototypes for a given problem.

This thesis is concerned with the selection of the prototypes for the creation of dissimilarity
spaces which provide good trade-offs between classification accuracy and computational effi-
ciency. Ideally, we aim at achieving the best possible classification accuracy for the problem
in a selected dimensionality which may be defined by the user or by some intrinsic dimension
estimation method. Our interest is on small representation sets which avoid the theoretical and
practical problems of large dimensionalities [4]. In addition, sometimes a small representation
set can even lead to better classification results than a larger one, e.g. when we discard noisy
objects for prototypes or because the curse of dimensionality is avoided [17]. The minimization
of the number of dissimilarity computations is of great importance, especially for reducing cost
of online computations of dissimilarities for incoming test data and for measures that are ex-
pensive to compute.

The representation set is composed by items that are used in a combined way to build the
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Figure 1.3: Prototype selection considering the set of candidate prototypes as the training set:
The selected set of prototypes R is the one that maximizes a function g : 2C → R expressing
the representativeness of a set of prototypes.

dissimilarity space. These items are objects or models from the objects present in a dataset.
In the DS, dissimilarity vectors computed as shown in equation 1.1 are projected, and this
is performed by some specific dissimilarity measure. A more formal definition of a prototype
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selection method is as follows. We assume that we have a set T = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, where xj

may be original objects such as images, raw measurements, vectors, strings, graphs or any
other intermediate representation which might not be explicitly given. Instead, we are given
the dissimilarities between the objects, i.e. an n × n dissimilarity matrix D(T, T ). The set of
candidate prototypes C = {c1, c2, ..., cm} is constructed by the following function ck = h(T̂ )
with T̂ ⊆ T , where h is a function that provides some type of combination of the objects, e.g. a
linear one. Note that this formulation allows the case ck = xj . The general formulation implies
that the function may even return very abstract prototypes, e.g. clusters or any other model
as long as we can compute a distance or dissimilarity measure with the models. For some func-
tion g : 2C → R expressing the representativeness of a set of prototypes, a prototype selection
method finds a subset R = arg maxS g(S), where S ⊆ C. Therefore, the representation set is
a subset of prototypes that represents the dataset well in terms of g, where the interest is not
in individual prototypes, but on the representation set as a whole. A graphical representation
is shown in Fig. 1.3. Ideally, the more representative the set is, the better classification results
in the DS may be obtained. Each selection method has its own definition of representativeness
which is given by the selection criterion used (for more information about different criteria
studied to find representative prototypes see Chapter 2).

The selection of prototypes seems similar to the selection of features for feature spaces (see
Fig. 1.4). However, the interpretation of features is different from the interpretation of proto-
types since features might be very different and unique while dissimilarities are homogeneous
since they relate the same type of objects. Therefore, adequate methods for selecting features
are not necessarily adequate to select prototypes. A set of prototypes as well as vectors of
dissimilarities are homogeneous in the sense that they represent values of the same dissimilarity
measure. Whereas, a set of features may be very different since features may correspond to
different measurements, even not numerical e.g. categorical. Consequently, the comparison of
features is ill-defined. In contrast, the comparison of prototypes is well defined and it can be
performed in a natural manner by an expert-defined dissimilarity measure or by any distance
measure.

Some characteristics are specific for prototypes and cannot be easily established for features.
For example close prototypes represent redundant information. Homogeneously distributed pro-
totypes are likely to be good for representing multi-class problems since they should cover all
the classes. The most central prototypes in a dataset may not be good for representing multi-
class problems since objects from different classes in the same radius from the center of the
distribution will have the same representation. Analogies of these observations cannot be found
for the case of features.

Despite the fact that feature selection is different from prototype selection, The problems
related to high dimensional representation also hold for dissimilarity vectors as they hold for
feature vectors:

• High computational costs of classification and storage

• Problems related to the “curse of dimensionality” and small sample sizes

• High-dimensional representations are likely to contain noise since intrinsic dimensionality
of the data is usually small, leading to overfitting

These issues encourage the use of a reduced set of prototypes, which in turn promote the study
of new prototype selection methods which are able to find the best mapping to a dissimilarity
space leading to reduced vectors. A prototype set selection method has two main components:
the criterion to be optimized and the search method. The search space for the evaluation func-
tion is exponential and finding the optimal solution for the selection problem is intractable.
Special interest must be paid to the design of the selection strategy in order to be able to find a
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sufficiently good solution without having to analyze all possible solutions. We resort to heuris-
tics for fixing the cardinality of the potential set of prototypes and for exploring solutions in the
search space. The criteria to be optimized are either unsupervised or supervised. In the case of
an unsupervised criterion we only make use of the dissimilarity information taking advantage
of some underlying assumptions related to the objects distribution in the spatial sense. In this
category we can find clustering-based methods. In the case of supervised methods, class label
information is exploited usually in the form of minimization of a classification error. Other
possibilities exist, such as maximizing some interclass distance and minimizing some intraclass
distance.

Although we do not propose new approaches in the final classification step, we always use

Measurements 

Features Feature 
spaces 

Classification 

Dissimilarities Dissimilarity 
spaces 

Feature-based representation 

Dissimilarity-based representation 

Feature 
selection 

Prototype  
selection 

Figure 1.4: Diagram of a classification system for both the feature-based and dissimilarity based
representations emphasizing the selection of features or prototypes

the classification results as a reference to validate the methods proposed in this thesis. Thereby,
we provide a formal definition of a general classification function for a two-class problem (multi-
class problems will be recasted in two-class problems [18]). For a classification problem, there
is a labeled training set TL = {(x1, y1), ..., (xn, yn)} where x ∈ X represents the data and y ∈ Y
the corresponding class labels. A classification function is the function f : X → Y that for new
or unseen object x̂ ∈ X, f(x̂) assigns a class label ŷ to the object.

Classifiers operating in the DS suffer from similar issues as the standard classifiers operating
in a feature space: there might be a poor generalization especially if the dissimilarity measure
is not discriminative enough. Note that by selecting prototypes we do avoid problems with the
curse of dimensionality and small sample sizes. Further, by taking into account dissimilarities
with all the prototypes we compensate for locally-sensitive measures and obtain an improved
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representation. Moreover, the DS space provides some kind of nonlinear mapping that makes
the data better linearly separable. Consequently, the linear and quadratic classifiers have shown
good performance in previous studies of DS classification [19]. These classifiers, together with
the support vector machine and the 1-NN, are used throughout this thesis to show the effec-
tiveness of the proposed prototype selection methods.

All our experimentation protocols follow a similar methodology. From a given dataset, we
usually randomly partition it into training, validation and test set for a number of times and the
final reported results are the average over the results on the random partitions. The training
set is mapped into the DS and used for training the classifiers. The validation set is used for
selecting the prototypes and for computing the selection criteria, while the test set is used for
computing the classification errors. When our dataset is very small, we use the same set for
training and validation. Note that our validation set has a different purpose from validation
sets used to optimize classifiers. In our case, the validation set is the set of candidates to select
the representation set.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

The content of this thesis is divided into five main topics: Chapter 2 reviews the “Related
work” to show the reader the previous efforts devoted to select prototypes for classification in
the DS. Chapter 3 is concerned with “Prototype selection by genetic algorithms”. Chapter
4 studies the topic “Creation and selection of prototype models”, while Chapter 5 deals with
the “Selection of prototypes in extended dissimilarity spaces”. Chapter 6 provides some con-
cluding remarks and open issues.

In Chapter 2 we summarize and discuss some of the main strategies that had been pro-
posed for the selection of a representation set composed by objects or models in order to generate
dissimilarity spaces for general domains as well as for specific ones such as graph and string
domains. An analysis is performed on what was not yet addressed by these procedures, pointing
towards directions of research which guided the work developed in the subsequent chapters. The
best procedures in terms of accuracy, efficiency and ability to cope with non-metric dissimilarity
measures are highlighted.

In Chapter 3, we study the suitability of genetic algorithms (GAs) for selecting prototypes
by supervised and unsupervised criteria. It is shown that GAs are able to cope with local op-
tima better than other suboptimal procedures such as the forward selection for the problem of
prototype selection. We pay special interest to the problem of selecting prototypes out of very
large datasets. We propose two new methods for scalable prototype selection by using fast and
scalable unsupervised or supervised criteria, and exploiting the suitability of genetic algorithms
to find a good compromise between accuracy of the solution and speed of convergence. In addi-
tion, new versions of the methods are proposed and analyzed for the case that the datasets do
not fit into memory and the dissimilarities required by the selectors are computed on demand
avoiding the computation of the full dissimilarity matrix. Besides, we propose a methodology
for adapting the principal component analysis for the linear intrinsic dimension estimation for
moderate and large datasets. Parts of this chapter were published in [20,21].

Chapter 4 is devoted to study how to create and select a representation set composed by
models to generate generalized dissimilarity spaces (GDS). By this, we refer to a DS generated
by models as prototypes. We first study the selection of linear models of the objects called
feature lines and propose a new method for the selection of feature lines that copes with inter-
polation and extrapolation problems likely to occur in this representation. Besides, the method
showed to be more generally applicable to different datasets than the previously proposed meth-
ods based on the length of line segments. In the second part of this chapter, we propose the use
of new models based on clusters as prototypes and we study what statistics are more proper
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for measuring the overall distance between objects and the clusters. The minimum, maximum,
and average statistics are considered. We also propose a new method based on the Nyström
approximation to compute the subspace distance from objects to the subspace spanned by the
objects inside the prototype cluster. The suitability of the four proposals is studied for different
data distributions. In addition, standard supervised selection methods that optimize classifica-
tion in the DS are used for the selection of the best representation set based on clusters. The
two main parts of the chapter were published in [22,23].

Asymmetric dissimilarity measures have the peculiarity of returning two different values

Prototype 
selection

Selection
of objects

Selection
of objects

with extended
dissimilarities

Selection
of models

Unsupervised Supervised

Unsupervised
GA [8]

GA+1NN
in DS [7]

Supervised 
GA [8]

Selection
in extended 
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Selection
in extended 

multiscale DS

Selection
of feature lines
by supervised 

method [9]

Selection
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supervised 

method [10]

Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5

Figure 1.5: General taxonomy of prototype selection methods including the methods proposed
in this thesis at the bottom of the hierarchy with the corresponding chapters where they appear

if the computation is performed in the two possible directions, from the objects to the proto-
types and from the prototypes to the objects. In Chapter 5, we consider that we may loose
important information if we impose symmetrization before submitting the data to automatic
classification. We study how to actually make use of the two directed asymmetric dissimilarities
which lead us to propose the extended asymmetric dissimilarity space as a mean to fully use
them without imposing symmetrization. By extended space, we refer to a space that is a carte-
sian product of different spaces, which in this case coincide with two DS, one for each directed
dissimilarity. This is a type of generalized DS, since the prototypes are extended models of
the objects by considering multiple dissimilarities. We also study the selection of prototypes
in this proposed space. Instead of prototype selection with a symmetrized dissimilarity, in this
approach, the prototypes together with the best directions to compute the dissimilarities are
selected to conform the final DS. The obtained results confirm that the approach is in many
cases superior to any of the symmetrization procedures.
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The second topic of Chapter 5 is the selection of prototypes for multiscale dissimilarity data.
When it is possible for some problem to obtain multiscale dissimilarities that may be non-metric
the question arises how to select the prototypes from an extended multiscale dissimilarity space
in a way that the best information provided by the prototypes in the different scales is preserved.
We assume that prototypes which are good in one scale are not necessarily good in other scales,
thereby we select the best prototypes with their best related scales. In the final part of the
chapter we study the suitability of standard supervised methods (since these methods inher-
ently use our assumption) to select prototypes in the extended multiscale dissimilarity space
compared to other methods for combining non-metric dissimilarities for the creation of the DS.
The proposal is also compared to the selection of prototypes including all the dissimilarities
in all the scales and with classification in individual scales. Some parts of this chapter were
published in [24,25].

General concluding remarks and open issues that may be addressed in future works are
presented in Chapter 6.
For a better understanding, Fig. 1.5 shows the relations among the proposed methods in a
general taxonomy with the corresponding chapters where they appear.

1.5 Main contributions

This thesis is concerned with the selection of prototypes for the classification of data in the
dissimilarity space. Our main research question is: Can we create better prototypes and/or
selection procedures if we take the nature and characteristics of the dissimilarity data into
account in the process? Our general hypothesis is that if we take into account the nature and
spatial distribution of the dissimilarity data we can obtain better selection procedures, better
prototypes and better DSs in the sense of compromising between classification accuracy and
efficiency. From our study we confirmed this hypothesis, especially for the selection of small
numbers of prototypes. By making use of the dissimilarity nature of the data, better and faster
procedures are obtained. In addition, by creating suitable models, which reflect the spatial
distribution of objects, the methods outperform previous general approaches based on objects
as prototypes. We found that taking into account the nature of asymmetric and multiscale
dissimilarities in the definition of the DS is more successful than ignoring their specificities.
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Abstract
A common way to represent patterns for recognition systems is by feature vectors lying in some
space. If this representation is based only on the predefined object features, it is independent
of the other objects. In contrast, a dissimilarity representation of objects takes into account
the relations between them by some measure of resemblance (e.g. dissimilarity). The nearest
neighbour (1-NN) is a dissimilarity-based classifier that has shown to be very competitive for
several pattern recognition problems. Classification results on dissimilarity spaces spanned by
dissimilarities to prototypes can reach or improve the 1-NN results in terms of accuracy and
computational efficiency. This is possible if a small set of prototypes is selected with similar
discriminative power than the complete set of initial prototypes. How to obtain this set has been
studied by researchers in the area of dissimilarity representations and graph representations by
means of prototype selection methods. In this chapter we present an overview and a discussion
of different approaches proposed in the literature on this topic.

2.1 Introduction

Different prototype selection methods have been developed with the aim to find a small rep-
resentation set that is still capable of generating a dissimilarity space where classifiers can
discriminate between the classes as well as or even better than with all the initial objects, since
by improving the radio #trainingobjects/dimensionality we avoid overfitting and the curse of
dimensionality. Moreover, we gain in computational complexity, both, for representation as
well as for classification. For dissimilarity representations the adaptation of prototype selection
techniques available for the vector space representation or feature-based approach has been in-
vestigated showing good results [17]. Also new techniques have been investigated [11].

In general in the k-NN literature two basic types of algorithms can be identified: prototype
generation and prototype selection [3, 11]. The first group focuses on merging the initial pro-
totypes in a way that optimizes the performance of k-NN. Examples of these algorithms are
Kmeans [1] and learning vector quantization (LVQ) [26]. The second group focuses on reducing
the original set. Condensing methods identify a small set so that the overall performance in
this set is similar to the performance in the original set. Editing methods remove noisy samples
leaving smooth decision boundaries [27, 28]. Generally, condensing methods are applied after
the editing methods. The editing and condensing methods have the disadvantage of usually
working in Euclidean spaces.

The main difference of the application of prototype selection methods for k-NN and for
dissimilarity space classifiers is that in the first case, the techniques are applied for choosing
the final training objects; and in the second case for determining the prototypes to construct
the dissimilarity space, since still all the initial objects will be used for training. In [17] the au-
thors compared prototype selection methods for constructing dissimilarity spaces showing good
results when used with linear and quadratic classifiers. In [11] various techniques were com-
pared such as Kcentres, Modeseek, feature selection, linear programming, editing-condensing
methods, and a mixture of Kcentres with linear programming. These techniques showed good
performance especially for small sets of prototypes, where random selection performed worse.
Other prototype selection methods have been proposed in the graph and string domain [29,30].
The methods tackle the question of how to select a small representation set for constructing the
dissimilarity space.

It is also of our interest to detect the methods that can be applicable to generalized dissimi-
larity representations, where instead of selecting objects for prototypes, the methods will select
models of the objects. We can find studies on generalized dissimilarity representations using
feature lines and feature planes in [31].
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We briefly summarizes some of the methods presented in the literature on prototype selection,
which are applicable to dissimilarity data computed from the initial objects directly, from vec-
torial representations and from graphs or strings, where prototypes can be objects or models.
Also, methods that create or generate new prototypes instead of selecting them from a set of
objects or models that already exist have been investigated, but these methods are out of the
scope of this thesis since they rely in an underlying feature space. In our case, we only assume
that the dissimilarity data is given in the form of a dissimilarity matrix. Examples of those
methods are: means of clusters [32], LVQ and mixture of gaussians [17]. The following section
presents an overview of the procedures used in the literature [11,17,29–31].

2.2 Procedures

Random. This method selects k prototypes randomly from the training set [11]. This is a type
of sampling which makes sense for dissimilarity data since it takes into account statistical distri-
butions, e.g. uniform distribution. It can work well for large prototype sets since neighbouring
objects present similar representational capabilities (they are similar prototypes candidates).
However, the random selection may be less successful if a small prototype set is needed. Be-
sides, as a disadvantage, it is possible to find redundant prototypes with this method.
KCentres. This unsupervised method is based on a clustering procedure for dissimilarity
data [11]. It selects k prototypes in a way that they are evenly distributed with respect to the
dissimilarity information. The procedure randomly selects a first set of prototypes and assigns
the other objects in the dataset to their nearest prototype to create the clusters. By an expec-
tation maximization (EM) type of algorithm, the initial prototype for each cluster is replaced
by the center of the cluster, i.e., the prototype that minimizes the maximum distance to the
objects in its cluster. For a training set T = {x1, x2, ..., xn} divided into k disjoint subsets Pj

or clusters containing nj , j = 1...k objects each, the next criterion is minimized for each cluster
centre rj :

 = max
xi∈Pj

d(xi, rj). (2.1)

As another more robust option, the average distance to all the objects in the cluster can be
minimized as well:

 =
∑

xi∈Pj

d(xi, rj). (2.2)

The cluster center is selected as prototype after a predefined number of iterations. One disad-
vantage is that the result is sensitive to the initialization. Another disadvantage is that densely
populated regions are more represented than sparsely populated ones.
Modeseek. The method is also based on a clustering procedure [11] for feature spaces. It finds
the modes of the density estimate using a nearest neighbour technique. For each object xj , the
method finds the dissimilarity to its sth neighbour. The selected prototypes are the ones with
minimum dissimilarity to their sth neighbour:

min
xj∈T

:  = d(xnj , xj), (2.3)

where xnj is the n-th neighbour of xj . For given dissimilarity matrices it is a fast procedure.
FeatSel. It is a supervised greedy forward selection [33] optimized for dissimilarity data [11].
It uses as criterion the Leave-One-Out (LOO) 1-NN error based on the selected prototypes. It
can be understood as a forward prototype selection for editing. This proposed criterion in [11]
is very fast since it operates directly in the dissimilarities between training and representation
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objects:
min :  =

∑
xi∈T−R

CE(xi),

CE(xi) =
{

1, λT (xi) 6= λR(rk)
0, λT (xi) = λR(rk) , rk = argmin

rj∈R
d(xi, rj) (2.4)

in which λT (x) is the class label of x ∈ T , λR(r) is the class label of r ∈ R and  is the 1-
NN classification error of the training set T classified by the set of prototypes R. If R ⊂ T ,
representation objects are excluded in T as a possible nearest neighbor of x if x = r (LOO
approach). The prototypes are considered in a DS, but the classification error for each prototype
set is computed based on the LOO 1-NN error on the original dissimilarity matrix and not in
the DS. In cases where the classification error is the same for different representation sets, ties
are solved by selecting R for which the sum of dissimilarities between T and R is minimum.
LinProg. This method [11, 34] solves a linear optimization problem in order to train a sparse
separating hyperplane wTD(x,R) + w0 in a dissimilarity space D(T,R). The wj are expressed
by non negative variables αj and βj as wj = αj − βj . In the optimization problem it is also
introduced a nonnegative slack variable ξi that accounts for classification errors as well as a
regularization parameter γ. Let xi ∈ T be training objects with class labels yi ∈ 1,−1, the
minimization problem is formulated as follows:

min :  =
n∑

i=1
(αi + βi) + γ

n∑
i=1

ξi (2.5)

subject to yif(D(xi, R)) ≥ 1− ξi, i = 1, ..., n (2.6)
αi, βi, ξi ≥ 0. (2.7)

The final prototypes are the objects that have wj weights different from 0. The authors state
that this procedure may be beneficial for two-class problems from a computational point of view,
but for multiclass problems not so much since they may results in a large set of prototypes.
EdiCon. This is the classical Editing Condensing algorithm [27] applied to the original dissi-
milarity matrix [11] and not to a dissimilarity space. The Editing method removes those objects
that are erroneously classified by the 1-NN, so the overlapping of classes is decreased. Then,
Condensing is applied. Condensing removes objects taking care that the performance of the
1-NN classifier on the new set is similar to the performance using all the training objects. As
it can be seen, the algorithm returns at least one prototype per class, since the 1-NN needs to
have some pattern of each class to measure the resemblance of a new incoming test object.
Center prototype selector. This procedure was proposed in [30] for representing strings
by edit distances and in [29] for representing graphs as it is also the case of the Border and
Spanning prototype selectors that will be explained below. The center prototype selector starts
from the set median string, and gradually adds the remaining median objects. All the selected
prototypes are in the center of the dataset, therefore they are redundant on their contribution
for representing the other objects. On the other hand, outliers are avoided, which is a desirable
property in order to discard noise. Starting from the empty set R = {}, in the j-th iteration,
the method adds the prototype that fulfills the next condition:

min
xj∈T−R

:  =
n∑

i=1
xi∈T−R

d(xi, xj). (2.8)

It has the disadvantage that, as it selects the objects in the center of the training set, it does
not represent well the distribution of training objects.
Border prototype selector. As its name suggests, this method is based on selecting those
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objects belonging to the border of the data distribution [30]. It is important to emphasize that
whether one object belongs to the center or border of the dissimilarity data is determined by the
dissimilarity measure used and the problem at hand. Especially for dissimilarities computed on
top of complicated structures such as graphs, a center or border object may be tricky to define.
In this method, the problem of the similar contribution of the center prototypes selected by the
previous method is avoided. On the other hand, outliers are likely to be selected, since they
usually are in the borders of the data distribution.
Spanning prototype selector. Starting from the set median string, the next prototype to be
added to the representation set R is the object with largest minimum distance to the current
set of prototypes [30], formally, the one fulfilling:

argmax
xi∈T−R

{min
rj∈R

d(xi, rj)}. (2.9)

In this way, objects that yield similar contribution to the representation set are not likely to
be selected, since the next prototype is always the farthest one to the already selected set.
Also, the prototypes have a tendency to be uniformly distributed. The authors also point that
outliers are likely to be selected since they have a large distance to other objects. Actually, this
method is a variant of the farthest first transversal (FFT) [16] which was originally proposed
for a K-centers clustering initialization [35]. The difference between the two is that the FFT
starts from a random object and not from the median object.
Length-based selection of feature lines. Feature lines are linear models of the objects
constructed in a class wise manner [31, 36]. The method is based on sorting all the lines by
length. Then it is possible to start the selection by the one that has the smallest length, and
gradually add the next always by smallest size. Another possibility is to select the set of lines
that has the largest length. Selecting the middle length feature lines was also considered in
order to describe slightly curved manifolds.
MaxNCN. This is a condensing method based on the concept of Nearest Centroid Neighbours
(NCN) [17]. For an object p, the nearest objects are the ones that are closer to the object. In
addition, for the NCN, it is also considered the symmetrical distribution of the nearest objects
around p. The idea is based on the assumption that the geometry of the distribution of objects
may be more informative than the distances between them. The method proceeds as follows.
The first NCN is the nearest neighbour of p. The next NCN to be added is the one that with
the previously added NCN, determines the closest centroid to p. Objects found like this, tend
to surround p. The process continues while the class of the next maxNCN is the same as the
class of p. As prototypes of one class should be located in a neighbouring area, they can be
replaced by a single prototype without a major loss in their representation potential. The first
prototype for a class is the object with a larger number of NCN. The algorithm removes the
NCNs of this prototype and the prototype itself, and updates the number of neighbours of the
remaining class objects as being part of an already processed group or neighbourhood. Then,
again the object with larger number of NCN is selected, until it is not possible anymore to select
a new prototype.
Reconsistent. The MaxNCN procedure has the disadvantage of discarding objects that are
close to the decision boundary. The Reconsistent method tries to tackle this problem. After the
MaxNCN procedure is applied, all the objects from the training set are classified by the 1-NN
with respect to the prototype set obtained by the MaxNCN. The set of misclassified objects
is condensed taking as reference the prototype set. Then, the condensed set is added to the
prototype set returned by MaxNCN in order to conform the final representation set. In spite of
the fact that the method does not take class separability into account by using the minimization
of a classification error, somewhat when it stops once one object of a different class is reached,
this can be seen a a way of considering the class separability.
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2.3 Comparison

Finally, we will compare some aspects that characterize a prototype selection method:

1. The applicability of the method to generalized dissimilarity representations.

2. If the method requires as parameter the number of prototypes to return (controllable by
the user) or if it is able to find the appropriate number automatically.

3. Dependance of the selected representation set on the initialization of the method.

4. If the method interprets the dissimilarities as such and not as arbitrary numbers, e.g.
the fact that small numbers indicate high resemblance and large numbers indicate small
resemblance is taken into account.

5. If the class separability is optimized.

6. Ability to work with non-metric data, that is if the dissimilarity measure is not restricted
to be metric.

7. Ability to handle asymmetric data, that is if the dissimilarity measure is not restricted to
be symmetric.

Table 2.1: Comparison of the prototype selection methods from the literature
methods Applicable #prot set Initialization Interprets Supervised Non-metric Asym.

to GDR by user dependant diss. diss. diss.
Random yes yes yes no no yes yes
Kcentres no yes yes yes no yes no
Modeseek no no no yes no yes no
Featsel yes yes no yes yes yes no
Linprog yes no no yes yes yes no
Edicon no no no yes yes yes no
Center no yes no yes no yes no
Border no yes no yes no yes no
Spanning no yes no yes no yes no
Line Length yes1 yes no yes no no no
MaxNCN no yes no yes no no no
Reconsistent no yes no yes no no no

We can see from this table that only a small number of procedures are applicable to gen-
eralized dissimilarity representations, therefore the creation of new methods for this type of
representation is a topic that requires future work. In many of the procedures the user has
control over the number of prototypes. This may be good for real world applications under
time budgets, and when we already know the intrinsic dimensionality of the data. The majority
of the procedures are able to deal with non-metric (but symmetric) data. However, only the
random selection, due to its simplicity, is able to cope with asymmetric data. This topic requires
further study.

2.4 Concluding remarks

In this section we described the prototype selection methods for dissimilarity space classification
that existed before this thesis was started. Some suggestions can be made to potential users.
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For example, if the expert comes with a classification problem in terms of dissimilarity data, and
he knows in advance that the dissimilarity matrix does not fulfill the metric requirements, then
the MaxNCN cannot be applied. This method and the Reconsistent were created for data with
an underlying metric vector space, so they are not flexible enough to allow the use of non-metric
data. The fact that most of the other methods can be applicable to non-metric data, allows the
use of dissimilarity data created by experts exploiting knowledge on their specific domains; we
claim that this is usually more robust and informative than using one general metric such as
the Euclidean.

Prototype selection methods that allow the user to control the number of prototypes to
obtain are more adequate for developing systems with execution time constrains; almost all
the presented methods fall into this category. Only the EdiCon and Modeseek methods return
automatically the best number of prototypes.

For the case when the methods can be executed in a class-wise way, one advantage is that
uniformity of the prototypes distribution can be gained when the classes are evenly spread and
balanced. If classes are unbalanced, finding a fixed number of prototypes per class will not
represent the true distribution. Instead, the number of prototypes should be proportional to
the number of elements of each class. Also, exploiting class labels might be beneficial since
more information of the problem is being used. One interesting question is whether it is really
necessary to have prototypes from all the classes.

Generalized dissimilarity representations allow more flexibility than dissimilarity representa-
tions based on just object distances. The possible applicability of the already published methods
for dissimilarity representations to generalized ones is a promising research direction.

When class separability can be taken into account in the selection criteria as in the FeatSel
case, it may help to obtain good classification performances with a small representation set.
This was showed in [11], where the FeatSel method outperformed the others in some datasets.

Random, RandomC and Kcentres have the disadvantage of being dependent on the ini-
tialization. Kcentres and ModeSeek are good candidates for unsupervised prototype selection,
but they cannot be easily applicable to generalized dissimilarity representations. FeatSel and
EdiCon are the only methods that optimize class separability on the training set and due to
this they are applicable for the selection of generalized prototypes since a classification error
can always be computed for any set of prototypes. The Center Prototype Selector returns pro-
totypes with redundant contribution and the Border and Spanning Prototype Selector have the
disadvantage of potentially returning outliers. MaxNCN and Reconsistent need an underlying
feature representation available in order to compute the centroids, also they do not allow the
use of non-metric dissimilarities.

Results in [11] demonstrate that, generally, the 1-NN classification performances can be
reached or outperformed by using prototype selection methods with a small representation set,
implying a lower computational cost. There is no superior prototype selection method, it seems
that this depends on the problem at hand, dissimilarity measure used, and data distribution.
Also, systematic procedures outperformed random ones for small sets of prototypes while for
larger sets the random selection performs well.

In [11] the authors claim that prototype selection for multi-class problems pose a superior
challenge than two-class ones and require further research.

In general, the authors detected that the best performing procedures from [11] were the
Kcentres and the supervised procedures Edicon, Linprog and Featsel. However, the Linprog
and Edicon find the number of prototypes automatically, which can be very large for the Linprog
case. Therefore we consider only the Kcentres and Featsel since we want to keep control over
the number of prototypes for comparison purposes. In addition, from the approaches in [29,30],
the best performing procedures were the Spanning and K-Medians (as they named a Kcentres)
prototype selectors. Since all these procedures are able to deal with non-metric data, they will
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be used for comparison purposes throughout this thesis when applicable for the problems under
consideration.
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Chapter 3

Prototype selection by genetic
algorithms
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3.1 Prototype selection for dissimilarity representation by a ge-
netic algorithm

This section has been published as “Prototype Selection for Dissimilarity Representation by a
Genetic Algorithm”, by Yenisel Plasencia-Calaña, Edel Garcia-Reyes, Mauricio Orozco-Alzate,
Robert P. W.Duin, in Proceedings of the IEEE 20th International Conference on Pattern Recog-
nition, 2010.
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Abstract

Dissimilarities can be a powerful way to represent objects like strings, graphs and images for
which it is difficult to find good features. The resulting dissimilarity space may be used to train
any classifier appropriate for feature spaces. There is, however, a strong need for dimension
reduction. Straightforward procedures for prototype selection as well as feature selection have
been used for this in the past. Complicated sets of objects may need more advanced procedures
to overcome local minima. In this paper it is shown that genetic algorithms, used previously
for feature selection, may be used for building good dissimilarity spaces as well, especially when
small sets of prototypes are needed for computational reasons.

3.1.1 Introduction

Data preparation and representation are usually required steps before an automatic analysis
on the data is performed. From the pattern recognition point of view it is possible to have
supervised (generalization) as well as unsupervised analyses on the basis of some representation
of the patterns. Widely extended is the use of vector spaces to represent patterns, where statis-
tical classifiers can be used and are theoretically justified by the metric or Euclidean properties
assumed beforehand. More complex representation have been also studied, e.g. structural rep-
resentations [37], where patterns are encoded in graphs, strings or grammars. Another way to
encode the patterns is by dissimilarities derived from pairwise comparisons between objects.
It is possible to compute dissimilarities between vectors or structures [29, 30], and also from
original data without intermediate representations (e.g. dissimilarities derived from a matching
process of images directly).

If we are dealing with dissimilarities instead of distances, where an exact metric embedding
is not possible, the alternatives for the classification of this data are [3]: classification by the
k Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) rule, classification in dissimilarity spaces and classification after
embedding the data in pseudo-Euclidean spaces. The computation of dissimilarities can be
computationally demanding as in case of comparisons of images and graphs, then a reduction of
the number of dissimilarities to be measured is of interest. One way to do this is by prototype
selection. In dissimilarity spaces prototype selection aims to find small sets of objects in order
to decrease the dimension of the dissimilarity vectors but for the generalization step all the
training objects are included. In the case of the k-NN rule and the pseudo-Euclidean spaces the
prototype selection will determine the number of training samples.

For dissimilarity representations some prototype selection techniques have been investigated
showing good results [11], specially when used with linear and quadratic classifiers. In [11] vari-
ous techniques were compared such as Kcentres, mode seeking, forward feature selection, linear
programming, editing-condensing, and a mixture of Kcentres with linear programming. It
showed that forward selection is one of the best, especially for small sets of prototypes. Other
prototype selection methods have been proposed in the graph and string domain [29, 30]. The
methods tackle the question of how to select a small representation set for constructing the
dissimilarity space. In this paper it is of our interest to study a selective scheme and not a
creative scheme since one goal is to work with a given dissimilarity matrix that could have
been computed directly from the initial data, and an intermediate space for creating artificial
prototypes may not exist.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been used for feature selection [38] as well as for prototype se-
lection [39]. In these cases, each specimen is represented by a binary chromosome whose genes
are associated either to features or prototypes. However, in almost all studies where GAs have
been used for prototype selection, the aim is reducing computational demands of the nearest
neighbor classifier as conceived for feature spaces but not for choosing appropriate prototypes
in order to build a dissimilarity space.
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Fitness functions employed in the above-mentioned studies made possible to emphasize either on
the maximization of the classification accuracy or either on penalizing the cardinality of the rep-
resentation set. Kuncheva and Jain [40] compare the GA-based selection against the sequential
forward feature selection (SFS) method as well as against two classic rules of condensing [13]. In
general, these studies conclude that the use of GAs for feature/prototype selection is suggested
in spite of its non-optimality; nonetheless, others such as [33] point out that simpler feature
selection methods should be preferred because GA-based results might not be always so good
as expected.

In this paper, we will show that GA-based selection can overcome local minima thus outper-
form the sequential forward selection of prototypes for dissimilarity space classification. Both
procedures are compared on the basis of the same selection criterion, the optimization of class
separability by the minimization of the leave one out (LOO) 1-NN error in the training set.

3.1.2 Prototype selection by a genetic algorithm for dissimilarity spaces

The dissimilarity space was proposed by Pekalska et al. [3]. It was postulated as a Euclidean
vector space. For its construction a representation set R = {r1, r2, ..., rk} is needed, where the
objects belonging to this set are chosen adequately based on some criterion. Let X be the
training set, R may or may not overlap with X. Once we have R, the dissimilarities of the
objects in X to the objects in R are computed. Any object is now represented by a vector of
dissimilarities dx to the objects in R as shown in (3.1).

dx = [d(x, r1) d(x, r2) ... d(x, rk)]. (3.1)

The dissimilarity space is defined by the set R. Each set of coordinates of a point in that
space corresponds to the dissimilarities to the prototypes and the dimension of the space is
determined by the number of prototypes selected. A good selection of R allows one to decrease
the computational complexity at the cost of slightly increased error rates. Finding good criteria
and algorithms for prototype selection is still an open issue. One of the best methods in [11],
forward selection, used the minimization of the LOO 1-NN error as criterion. The computation
of this criterion is fast as it relies on the given distances. No other computation than minimum
operations are needed.

GAs are inspired in natural systems where species evolve by selection, reproduction, and
mutation, ensuring better organisms as well as diversity. They are classified as global search
heuristics. One drawback of the methods is that some parameters should be set by the user.
Another drawback is that solutions are sensitive to initialization, and a satisfactory solution
may or may not have been reached when the method stops.

In the GA vocabulary, a gene is a part of a candidate solution, a chromosome is a string of
genes that represents a candidate solution, and a population is the available set of chromosomes
to be explored. An important component of a GA is the fitness function that evaluates the
candidate chromosomes, the GA minimizes or maximizes the value returned by this function
and the best candidate is selected in each evolution cycle according to its fitness. The simplest
way to encode the candidate solutions is by strings over the alphabet

∑
= {0, 1}. For example

a set of strings of size two over this alphabet is
∑2 = {00, 01, 10, 11}.

The GA for prototype selection has as input parameters the dissimilarity dataset and the
desired number of prototypes k. Solutions are encoded by binary strings. The first chromosome
is chosen as the best, and we iterate in an evolution cycle while the fitness value of the new
best chromosome improves in a new iteration. The solutions or chromosomes will evolve by the
reproduction, mutation and selection operations.

The heuristic search strategy of the GA tries to avoid the local minima by introducing the
random mutations. The forward search from the R initial candidates for prototypes, evaluates
first each individual prototype and the one that leads to the best classification performance is
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kept, then the second prototype that combined with the first leads to the best classification
performance is added and so on, this way of finding the solutions can cause the convergence to
local minima.

3.1.3 Experiments

In order to evaluate our hypothesis on the benefits of the GA search strategy over the forward
search for the problem of prototype selection for dissimilarity space classification we conducted
some experiments on different dissimilarity datasets. The methods are compared in terms of
classification errors of the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) in the dissimilarity space while
varying the number of prototypes. We compared the GA and the forward selection of proto-
types using as selection criterion the LOO 1-NN error. The parameters for the GA were: 50
chromosomes for the initial population, 0.5 of mutation and reproduction probability, and 3
generations without change as stopping criterion. As a baseline we also computed the results
for the random selection and for the 1-NN classifier applied directly on the total dissimilarity
matrix and not in the dissimilarity space. Learning curves are used to illustrate the changing
rate of learning for the LDA classifier while varying the number of prototypes.

Four different dissimilarity datasets were used for the experiments, the CatCortex, Chickenpieces-
20-60, CoilYork and CoilDelftDiff datasets [41]. All of them are multiclass problems. The
datasets were split randomly into training and test sets taking approximately 50 percent of the
objects in each set. A comparison of different properties of the datasets can be found in Table
5.3.
The smallest dataset is the CatCortex [42], the 65x65 dissimilarity matrix is measured in an
ordinal scale and describes the connection strengths between 65 cortical areas of a cat from four
regions (classes): auditory (10 samples), frontolimbic (19), somatosensory (18) and visual (18).

The dissimilarity dataset Chickenpieces-20-60 is computed from the chickenpieces image
dataset [43]. From these images the edges are extracted and approximated by segments of
length 20, and a string representation of the angles between the segments is derived. The dissi-
milarity matrix is composed by edit distances between these strings. The cost function between
the angles is defined as the difference in case of substitution and as 60 in case of insertion or
deletion.

The CoilYork dataset is composed by dissimilarities between graphs derived from four ob-
jects of the COIL database, the graphs are the Delaunay triangulations derived from corner
points of the images [44]. The dissimilarity matrix is constructed by graph matching, using the
algorithm of [45].

The CoilDelftDiff dissimilarity dataset is also computed from a set of graphs derived from
four objects of the COIL database. The graphs are the Delaunay triangulations derived from
corner points of the images [44]. Graphs are compared in the eigenspace with a dimensionality
determined by the smallest graph in every pairwise comparison by the JoEig approach [46].

Average classification errors over 40 repetitions of the 1-NN in the dissimilarity matrix and

Table 3.1: Properties of the datasets
Datasets # classes # objects per class symmetric metric

CatCortex 4 10,19,18,18 yes no
ChickenPieces-20-60 5 117,76,96,61,96 no no

CoilYork 4 4x72 no no
CoilDelftDiff 4 4x72 yes no

LDA in the dissimilarity space for the random, forward and GA selection as a function of the
number of prototypes are presented in Fig. 3.1.
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It was observed that in a number of cases for small sets of prototypes the GA search can
find better solutions than the forward search as it can be seen in the CoilYork, CatCortex and
CoilDelftDiff datasets. But in other cases as in the ChickenPieces-20-60 dataset the GA cannot
improve the solution found by the forward selection. In the CatCortex and CoilDelftDiff with
prototype selection it is possible to reach or improve the 1-NN classification results at a lower
computational cost since the 1-NN needs to measure all the dissimilarities to the training objects,
and with prototype selection only the dissimilarities to the prototypes are measured. In the
other datasets the 1-NN has a smaller error but at the cost of a superior computational demand.
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(a) CatCortex dataset
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(b) Chickenpieces-20-60 dataset
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(c) CoilYork dataset
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(d) CoilDelftDiff dataset

Figure 3.1: Classification results of LDA in the dissimilarity space and 1-NN on the original
dissimilarities as reference

3.1.4 Discussion and conclusion

The problem of prototype selection for building dissimilarity spaces is related to that of feature
selection for feature spaces. There are, however, a few significant differences. In contrast to fea-
ture sets, the set of candidate prototypes (the training set of objects) constitutes a homogeneous
field: neighboring object have similar properties as prototypes. There is not really a scaling
issue because all dissimilarities are in the same range. As given dissimilarities may result from
clustered sets of objects and are often non-Euclidean, the search for good sets of prototypes
may be hampered by local minima. On the positive side it should be mentioned that the given
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dissimilarities may be used for a fast computation of separability criteria. This makes the use
of GAs desirable as well as feasible.

In this paper we have shown by a set of experiments on given dissimilarity matrices that
GAs may be used successfully to construct good dissimilarity spaces. There is not always a need
to do this. Forward search procedures as well as even random selection may also do well. For
some problems, of which we have given clear examples, GAs perform better, especially when
small sets of prototypes (e.g. one to twenty) are needed and also when training sets are small
and complicated. It is of importance when fast classifiers have to be built in dissimilarity spaces
maximizing the classification accuracy. For larger training and prototype sets, GAs might need
a careful selection of their parameter values.
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3.2 Scalable prototype selection by genetic algorithms

Parts of this section has been published as “Towards Scalable Prototype Selection by Genetic
Algorithms with Fast Criteria”, by Yenisel Plasencia-Calaña, Mauricio Orozco-Alzate, Heydi
Me’ndez Vazquez, Edel Garcia-Reyes and Robert P. W.Duin, in proceedings of the Joint IAPR
International Workshop on Structural, Syntactic, and Statistical Pattern Recognition, S+SSPR
2014, LNCS. A version of the chapter will be submitted to the Pattern Recognition journal.
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Abstract

Classification in the dissimilarity space has become a very active research area since it
provides a possibility to learn from data given in the form of pairwise non-metric dissimilarities,
which otherwise would be difficult to cope with. The selection of prototypes is a key step for
the further creation of the space. However, despite previous efforts to find good prototypes,
how to select the best representation set remains an open issue. In this paper we study how
to select the set of prototypes out of very large datasets. We propose two methods based on
genetic algorithms which optimize unsupervised and supervised scalable criteria for this purpose.
The unsupervised criterion is based on the Minimum Spanning Tree of the graph created by
the prototypes as nodes and the dissimilarities as edges. The supervised criterion is based on
counting matching labels of objects and their closest prototypes. The suitability of these type
of algorithms is analyzed for the specific case of dissimilarity representations. The experimental
results showed that the methods select good prototypes taking advantage of the large datasets,
and they do so at low runtimes.

Introduction

The vector space representation is a common option to represent the data for learning tasks
since many statistical techniques are applicable for this kind of representation. However, there
is an increasing number of real-world problems which are not vectorial. Instead, the data are
given in terms of pairwise dissimilarities which may be non-Euclidean and even non-metric.
In [3] several approaches were presented to learn from dissimilarity data, where the dissimi-
larity space (DS) has several advantages over the other approaches. In the DS approach, the
dissimilarities of the training objects to the representation set are interpreted as coordinates of
a vector space.

A careful selection of the prototypes is needed to build a “good” DS based on a small set
of prototypes. However, a random selection was found to perform well for large numbers of
prototypes [11]. Since this is the fastest method, the selection of good prototypes by more
dedicated methods is only of interest for small numbers of prototypes. A good method must be
able to find a minimal set without a significant decrease in the accuracy of classifiers in the DS.

Several methods have been proposed [11,47] to find small representation sets by supervised
or unsupervised strategies. Supervised methods have the advantage of maintaining a high ac-
curacy, however this is achieved at high computational costs; besides, they might suffer from
overfitting. Unsupervised methods have the advantages of being fast and avoiding overfitting.
However, as a disadvantage, they are not always good in maintaining class separability since
class labels are not taken into account.
In this paper we focus on the selection of prototypes for classification in the DS. Our more spe-
cific target is to learn from large datasets, thereby we must design scalable procedures since it is
known that the full search for the best prototypes set is intractable. This has been overlooked
so far and only some studies such as the one in [16] cope with the problem. The analysis of large
datasets is of interest because, nowadays, vast amount of data arise due to dropping costs for
capturing, transmitting, processing and storing. There are also modalities that have millions of
classes such as biometrics and others that present hundreds of thousands samples such as brain
tractography data in [16].

We propose to use genetic algorithms (GAs) for scalable prototype selection with a fast
clustering replacing the random initialization of the standard GAs. We discuss whether the
proposed procedures are good for this purpose and on which situation they are better than
other procedures. In addition, we propose a modification to the principal component analysis
(PCA) method to compute the intrinsic dimension of large datasets.

The selection of prototypes seems similar to the selection of features for feature spaces.
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However, the interpretation of features is different from the interpretation of prototypes since
features might be very different and unique while dissimilarities relate similar objects. There-
fore, adequate methods for selecting features are not necessarily adequate to select prototypes.
A set of prototypes as well as vectors of dissimilarities are homogeneous in the sense that they
represent values of the same dissimilarity measure; however a set of features may be very dif-
ferent since features may correspond to different type of measurements, even not numerical e.g.
categorical. Thereby, the comparison of features is ill-defined. In contrast, the comparison of
objects is well defined and it can be performed in a natural manner by an expert-defined dissi-
milarity measure or by an appropriate distance measure. In large datasets, objects have similar
neighbors that may cause (after replacement) just slightly better or worse results. These are
convenient properties that encourage the use of GAs.

It is usually assumed in the literature that linear-time algorithms are acceptable for scaling
up to large datasets [48]. We also adopt this assumption. The parameter that dominates the
complexity in our problem is the number of samples, since we assume that the other parameter,
the number of selected prototypes, will always be small. We propose new prototype selection
methods which may receive an already computed full dissimilarity matrix that fits into memory,
and also address the case when the full dissimilarity matrix do not fit into memory, and the
approaches have to compute or load the dissimilarities on demand. Some strategies to cope with
scalability [48] include parallelism, techniques to work with data that do not fit into memory,
stochastic methods, etc. In this study we focus on the time complexity. The space complexity
is quadratic (the size of the full dissimilarity matrix) for the case when the full matrix fits into
memory. In the case that dissimilarities are computed on demand, the space complexity is
smaller but at the cost of increased time complexity as a function of the complexity for dissi-
milarity computation.

In [20], a GA was proposed for prototype selection but it is not able to cope with scalabil-
ity issues. Here, we develop two versions of a scalable GA that optimize two different criteria
for prototype selection on data where dissimilarities are either given or must be computed on
demand. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3.2.1 presents the
dissimilarity representation and prototype selection, Section 5.1.2 presents the two proposed
methods and their complexity analysis for the case when dissimilarities are given and Sec-
tion 3.2.5 presents their modifications and new analysis for the case when dissimilarities must
be computed on demand. Section 3.2.7 presents our proposal for estimating the linear intrinsic
dimension for large datasets. Experimental results are reported and discussed in Section 4.1.6
and conclusions are drawn in Section 3.2.10.

3.2.1 Dissimilarity space and prototype selection

The dissimilarity space was proposed by Pekalska and Duin [3]. It was postulated as a Euclidean
space, which allows the use of all the classifiers that assume such space. Let X be the space
of objects which may not be a vector space, but an input space of row measurements. Let
R = {r1, r2, ..., rk} be the set of prototypes such that R ∈ X, and let d : X × X → R+ be a
suitable dissimilarity measure for the problem. The prototypes may be chosen based on some
criterion or even at random; however, the goal is that they have good representation capabilities
specially when pursuing small representation sets. For a finite training set T = {x1, x2, ..., xl}
such that T ∈ X, the dissimilarity space is created by the data dependent mapping φd

R : X → Rk

where:
φd

R(xi) = [d(xi, r1) d(xi, r2) ... d(xi, rk)]. (3.2)

Many methods have been proposed for the selection of prototypes in small-sized datasets.
The study in [11] presents the Kcentres cluster-based method, an editing and condensing
method, as well as supervised methods such as the forward selection (FS) to select prototypes.
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However, only the Kcentres is able to scale to large datasets. The methods proposed in [47,49]
to select prototypes for strings and graph problems maintain in general a linear computational
complexity. However, only two of the methods have good performances: the Kcentres and
a version of the farthest first transversal (FFT) which they call spanning prototype selector.
Thereby, we include them in our comparisons. We assume we have a validation set V which
is used to select the prototypes out of it. The validation set is also used to compute those
selection criteria that involve dissimilarity computations between the prototypes and objects in
the dataset. In very large datasets we can afford large validation sets, but at the same time
this poses the challenge to create methods which are able to deal with such large sets. It is
worth noting that Kcentres has a complexity of O(nk + k ∗ (n/k)2) and FFT has a complexity
of O(nk), where k = |R| and n = |V |. For the sake of simplicity we say that they both behave
as linear or almost linear time algorithms. The method proposed in [16] presents a variant of
FFT that uses a sample of the dataset. However, the sampling decreases performance of the
original version. Thereby, we use the version computed on the full dataset for our experiments.

3.2.2 Proposed methods

We propose two different variants of GA which are designed in order to be fast for prototype
selection. The two methods receive as parameter the desired number of prototypes. Finding an
appropriate number of prototypes for each particular problem is of interest since it allows one to
save computing time and execute prototype selection methods only for a particular cardinality
of the set. A good practice is to find the intrinsic dimensionality and select the number of
prototypes accordingly. In our setup, we may or may not have a square dissimilarity matrix D
computed among all training samples. The prototypes will be selected from the set of samples.
Dissimilarities must be measured with these prototypes in case they are not already computed.
Note that our goal is not to generate new prototypes as combinations of the original ones, but
to select ones that already exist.

The GA is a search method based on heuristics that mimic the natural evolution mechanisms,
by evolving individuals (chromosomes or solutions) created after each generation by the best
fitted ones. This property of GAs makes them much better scalable than using a full search. In
our problem, each individual is a set of prototypes of fixed cardinality k codified in a k− vector
containing in each position the index of the potential prototype. For example, the 5 − vector
(65, 30, 7, 19, 87) codifies an individual representing a set of 5 potential prototypes which can
be accessed in some data structure by the indexes 65, 30 and so on. The GA usually starts the
search in an initial population of randomly generated individuals.

Before executing the GA, we propose to perform a nearest prototype clustering assignment
to randomly chosen centers in the set of candidates to prototypes to find k clusters. The number
of clusters equals the desired number of prototypes. The candidates are clustered in order to
guide the GA search in such a way that it has a faster convergence. The clustering runtime is
O(nk), where n = |V | and k = |R|. The GA is slightly modified since its initial population is
now generated by more restricted chromosomes. Each prototype represented in a position or
gene of a chromosome is randomly sampled from a different cluster. In each generation, the
best solution according to the fitness function is found and reproduced with each member of
the population with a preset probability for the genes using uniform reproduction or crossover.
Elitist selection is performed since the best fitted individual is retained for the next generation
without undergoing mutation. In addition, only the best fitted individual is selected as parent
of the next population of individuals. The rest of the population undergoes gene mutation with
a preset probability which is usually small. We keep the constrain that the new index codified
in a gene must belong only to the specific cluster linked to the gene. The pseudo-code for the
case where dissimilarities are already given is presented in Algorithm 1.

In order to be fast and achieve full scalability, these methods should be able to handle: (1)
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Algorithm 1: Scalable Genetic Algorithm
Input: D: dissimilarity matrix among samples and candidates to prototypes; k:

desired number of prototypes, S: number of individuals in the population, rp:
reproduction probability, mp: mutation probability, iter: number of
generations

Output: bestindividual: set of prototypes indexes
// perform a nearest prototype clustering assignment to randomly chosen

centers in the space of candidates to prototypes to find k clusters
cluslabs← NN cluster asignment(D, k);1

// randomly generate the population ensuring that, in the j-th position
of the individual, only objects belonging to the j-th cluster are
allowed

P ← GenerateInitialPopulation(cluslabs,D, k, S);2

bestindividual← P [1];3

// find the best solution from the population and assign it to
bestindividual

foreach currentindividual in P do4

// Note that the next line is where the proposed selection criteria
must be used as the Fitness function

if Fitness(currentindividual,D) > Fitness(bestindividual,D) then5

bestindividual← currentindividual;6

end7

end8

while number of generations < iter do9

// Evolution cycle
foreach currentindividual in P do10

// Reproduction, replace a gene of currentindividual with
probability rp by a gene of the best solution

Reproduce(bestindividual, currentindividual, rp);11

// Mutation, change a gene of currentindividual with probability
mp

Mutate(currentindividual,mp);12

end13

// find the best solution from the population and assign it to
bestindividual

end14

large sets of candidates for prototypes, (2) large numbers of individuals in the search space of
the GA and (3) large number of samples (|V |) to be used (if the selection criterion requires it) to
compute the fitness function. In our proposal the GA handles well (1) large sets of candidates
for prototypes since we discarded the standard binary codification of individuals that demands
vectors of length equal to n where n � k. Instead, we resorted to vectors of length equal to
the number of prototypes k since we codify only the indexes of the prototypes to be evaluated.
Scalability in the number of individuals to analyze in the search space (2) is also achieved since
the stopping condition is a small predefined number of GA generations that does not depend
on the number of individuals in the search space. A small number of generations is sufficient
for GA’s convergence thanks to its guided sampling since not all the possible combinations of
prototypes are explored but only the best ones which arise after each generation. In addition,
the initial clustering helps to avoid redundant prototypes in the same individual. Scalability in
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the number of samples to be used in the computation of the fitness function (3) will be explained
in the next subsections.

3.2.3 Minimum spanning tree-based unsupervised criterion

In the fitness function computation, the set of k prototypes being evaluated as well as the n
validation samples are usually involved. The proper number of prototypes k depends on the
intrinsic dimension of the data which is usually small, thereby, n� k. For large datasets, this
implies that the dominant term for the fitness computation is the total number of samples n.
To achieve scalability in the fitness function, it must be able to scale to a large n. This highly
depends on how the criterion to be optimized in the fitness function by the GA is conceived.
Our first proposal for GA criterion is based on the minimum spanning tree (MST) of a set of
prototypes. Prototypes are interpreted as nodes in a graph and dissimilarity values between
prototypes correspond to edge weights. The sum of edge weights (usually named tree weight)
is used as criterion to be maximized, thereby increasing the diversity of the prototypes and
improving the coverage over the DS.

The MST weight is related to the Rényi entropy of the set of prototypes [50]. This relation
is monotonically increasing: the entropy of the set of prototypes increases as the MST weight
increases. The entropy is also a type of diversity measure which confirms our intuition that
higher MST weights are related to higher diversity of the prototypes.

As we used the Prim’s algorithm to find the MST and the graph is complete, the computation
of this criterion from an already constructed graph has a runtime of O(k2 log(k)). Therefore, it
is independent on the large number of samples n and, as a consequence, highly scalable for very
large problems. The pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 2. The total runtime of the proposed
GA with this criterion is as follows. For computing the initial clustering of the prototypes the
runtime is O(nk), for the fitness function O(k2 log(k)), and O(k) for mutation and reproduction
since each position of the vector representing an individual has to be analyzed. The dominant
term in the whole procedure is O(nk), as we assume that the desired number of prototypes is
small and fixed, therefore the total runtime is O(nk). However, if the initial clustering step is
not performed, the complexity is only O(k2 log(k)), which in case of requiring sub-linear (in n)
methods is more appropriate.

3.2.4 Supervised criterion based on counting matching labels

Our second proposed criterion is a linear-time supervised criterion that is different from previous
expensive supervised ones [51] since it does not compute a classification error in the DS or an
intra-class distance, which are usually quadratic. Our method, instead, considers each candidate
for prototype as a representative of a cluster and every object in V is assigned to the cluster
represented by its nearest prototype. The proposed criterion counts the number of assigned
objects whose class labels match their representative class label. The best solution is the one
that maximizes this value. This has the smallest runtime for a supervised method that analyzes
all the samples with relation to the prototypes (O(nk)). The pseudo-code is presented in
Algorithm 3.
The runtime of the complete supervised GA is as follows. For computing the clustering the
runtime is O(nk), for the fitness function O(nk), and for mutation and reproduction O(k). The
total runtime is O(nk). However, in practice, this is higher than the unsupervised procedure
since it is multiplied by a higher constant due to the cost for comparing the class labels. In
general, these times are better than or comparable to other linear or almost linear (in n)
algorithms compared in our experiments such as the Kcentres and the FFT.
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Algorithm 2: Unsupervised Fitness function by MST
Input: w: vector of prototypes indexes; D: dissimilarity matrix
Output: fitnessvalue: fitness value
// Interpret the prototypes indexed in w as nodes and dissimilarities

among them stored in D as edges weights of a complete graph G =
(v,e)

// compute minimum spanning tree by Prim’s algorithm
v′ ← v[1];1

k ← |v|;2

e′ ← ∅;3

while |e′| < k − 1 do4

// select an edge of minimum weight which connects one node in v’
with a node which is not in v’

// add the new edge to e’, add the new node to v’
end5

MST ← (v′, e′);6

// sum all the weights of edges e′ in MST
fitnessvalue← SumWeights(MST);7

Algorithm 3: Supervised Fitness function based on counting matching labels
Input: w: vector of prototypes indexes; D: dissimilarity matrix
Output: fitnessvalue: fitness value
// interpret the prototypes rj indexed in w as centers of clusters
fitnessvalue← 0;1

foreach x ∈ V do2

// find the nearest prototype of x
r′ ← argmin(D[x, rj ]);3

if getclasslabel(x)=getclasslabel(r’) then4

fitnessvalue← fitnessvalue+ 1;5

end6

end7

3.2.5 Proposed GAs when dissimilarities must be computed on demand

In this section we assume that datasets are so large that the presented approaches that load the
full dissimilarities into memory are not feasible and dissimilarities have not been pre-computed
and stored. The dissimilarities must be computed on demand using a proper dissimilarity
measure for the problem. In addition, the data is given by raw measurements or some other
intermediate representation, e.g. images/time signals/graphs and we assume that finding a
dissimilarity between any two objects needs q computations. The proposed GAs are modified
accordingly allowing scalability for such large datasets where the storing of the full dissimilarity
matrix into memory is not possible. In this section we will describe the main components of
the proposed GAs that change in this new situation as well as their computational complexity
analysis. We assume that the complexity of the dissimilarity measure is linear in the number of
measurements. This is true, for example, for distances such as those of the Minkowski family
which contains the widely used Euclidean one.

First, in the clustering, the nearest prototype clustering assignment to random centers must
include the computation of dissimilarities among the randomly initialized prototypes and all
the samples, but this is performed only once so the total cost is O(nkq), being q the number
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of measurements. The two important links of a general purpose GA with an specific problem
are the encoding of solutions or individuals and the fitness function. The encoding of solutions
is affected by the need to compute dissimilarities on demand since we access now to the object
instead of its already pre-computed dissimilarities with other objects. In the next subsection
the modifications needed for the proposed fitness functions are explained.

3.2.6 Unsupervised and supervised fitness function modifications

In the case of the unsupervised fitness, the all-against-all pairwise dissimilarities among the
candidate prototypes indexed in an individual must be computed. The second step is to compute
the fitness value which includes the MST construction. The total fitness function, including first
the computation of the square pairwise dissimilarity matrix for the prototypes and second the
MST computation, takes O(k2q+k2 log(k)), which boils down to O(k2(q+ log(k))). In case the
clustering step is used, the total runtime of the unsupervised GA is O(nkq+ k2(q+ log(k))). If
the clustering step is not used, the GA method takes O(k2(q + log(k))).

The supervised fitness function must also be reformulated when the dissimilarities between
the samples are not given. In this case, the dissimilarities between all the objects and the
prototypes must be computed before the criterion. The total complexity of the fitness function,
including the computation of dissimilarities between objects and prototypes, is now O(nkq). The
total runtime remains the same whether the clustering step is used or not. The computational
complexities for both cases, when the dissimilarities are given as in [21], or when they must be
computed on demand are summarized in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Computational complexities when dissimilarities are given and when dissimilarities
are computed on demand

Type of problem Fitness function GA with clust. GA no clust.
Given diss. unsup. O(k2 log(k)) O(nk + k2 log(k)) O(k2 log(k))
Given diss. sup. O(nk) O(nk) O(nk)

On demand diss. unsup. O(k2(q + log(k))) O(nkq + k2(q + log(k))) O(k2(q + log(k)))
On demand diss. sup. O(nkq) O(nkq) O(nkq)

3.2.7 Intrinsic dimension estimation for large datasets

One drawback of the proposed methods is that they rely on a given number of prototypes and
thereby, on the dimension k of the DS. In practice, the proper k to use must be estimated from
the intrinsic dimension (ID) of the data. We study how to find the ID for large datasets. The
ID of a dataset is the smallest number of variables needed to describe the data properly. In
the pattern recognition context, this is usually referred to as the dimension of the subspace or
manifold where the objects lie. The term degrees of freedom is sometimes used as well. If the
ID is unknown, the prototype selection methods must be executed for several values of k to find
the one who leads to the best compromise between accuracy and efficiency. We avoid this by
finding the ID k by an ID estimation method.

The standard linear ID estimator is the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) approach.
The general idea is that, after centering the data by substracting the mean, PCA estimates the
covariance matrix of the data and finds its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Given the training set
T = {x1, x2, ..., xl}, and the data mean φ = 1

n

∑l

i=1
xi, the covariance matrix C is given by:

C = 1
n− 1

l∑
i=1

(xi − φ)(xi − φ)T = AAT (3.3)
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Next, the eigenproblem Cv = λv is solved and the eigenvalues are sorted in descendent manner
and scaled in a way that their summation is 1. The cumulative sum is computed until some
predefined threshold is reached, usually 0.98 or 0.95. The ID k corresponds with the rank where
the threshold was reached. The interpretation for such selection in terms of the PCA is that the
maximum variance of the data can be explained with k dimensions and the other dimensions are
representing noise. However, the eigendecomposition is O(l3) for covariance matrices, thereby
its standard version is not adequate for very large datasets.

Here, we adapted the PCA for ID estimation on large datasets by resorting to data sampling.
To support the proposal, we study the influence of different sampling cardinalities on the PCA
results. In addition, PCA has a “trick” [52] that makes it suitable for large datasets if the
number of prototypes is much smaller than the number of samples. This comes from the fact
that eigenvectors of the covariance matrix AAT are equal to the eigenvectors of the smaller
matrix ATA multiplied by A up to scaling. If this holds, the PCA complexity is O(q3), being
q the number of prototypes. As the complexity depends on the minimum between the number
of objects and the number of prototypes, we decide to select a sample of the large dataset and
use it both as the set of objects and as the set of prototypes. However, in order to detect the
intrinsic dimension of the dataset, the cardinality of the sampled set Z must satisfy: |Z| �ID.
We can apply the mentioned trick to our dissimilarity representation. The standard PCA can
operate in a DS created by the all-against-all dissimilarity matrix among the randomly sampled
set of objects of moderate cardinality (e.g. 1000).

One drawback of applying PCA is that it assumes that the data is linearly distributed and
for some datasets it might not be the case. Therefore, in case of nonlinearly distributed data
the actual ID would be smaller than the one returned by PCA.

3.2.8 Datasets and experimental setup

Four different datasets of small to medium size were used for the experiments considering that
the full dissimilarity matrix fits into memory. A brief description of them is provided below:
Zongker data. It is computed by deformable template matching by Jain and Zongker [53]. The
dissimilarity measure is the result of an iterative optimization of the non-linear deformation of
a grid on the images of digits.
Pendigits dissimilarity data. It was created by Bunke and Spillman [49] for the data described
in [54] by Alimoglu and Alpaydin. The digits are written by 44 different writers. An edit
distance was computed for string representations. Note that both problems, Zongker data and
pendigits data, are studied for recognition of handwritten digits.
XM2VTS face data. This dataset was created using face images from the XM2VTS database [55]
which contains images of the same subject under different lighting conditions. It contains 3540
images corresponding to 295 subjects. All face images were cropped to 120x140 pixels and Local
Binary Patterns (LBP) histograms were extracted. The chi square distance was computed on
the histograms.
Diabetes dataset. The data comes from the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and
Kidney Diseases (USA). It is available at UCI Machine Learning Repository [56]. One class is
healthy individuals and the other is individuals with a higher risk of diabetes. The Euclidean
distance was used on the original features.

In addition, the following four datasets of large size were used for the experiments to test
our versions of the proposed methods for the case when the full dissimilarity matrix does not
fit into memory.
MNIST data. The dataset [57] was collected from subsets of NIST having a balanced number
of digits written by high-school students and Census Bureau employees. The original black and
white images from NIST were scaled to fit in a 20x20 pixel box while preserving their aspect
ratio. The digits were centered in a 28x28 image by computing the center of mass of the digit
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image pixels, and translating the digit image to fit the center in that of the 28x28 image. Our
dissimilarities were created using Euclidean distances on the 28× 28 images.
Street View House Numbers data. The dataset is used for the purpose of digit recognition in
the wild [58]. We divided it into SVHN1 and SVHN2 depending on which of the available sets
(the smaller with 73257 or the larger with 531131 images) is used as validation set. Examples
of digits from MNIST and this dataset are shown in Fig. 3.2. For SVHN1 and SVHN2 we
had to process the 32 × 32 digit images first since they are very noisy. The digit histograms
were equalized and the resulting image intensities were scaled by a Gaussian-shaped function
emphasizing the middle of the images which actually contain the digits and gradually giving
less weight to farther pixels which contain noise. Next, the images were blurred using a 5 × 5
Gaussian kernel with σ parameter equal to 0.5. SVHN1 is the smaller dataset with 73257 images
containing the most difficult samples. SVHN2 is larger, with 531131 extra data containing easier
digits. These sets are later partitioned into two sets, one for prototype selection and one for
training. The standard test set of 26032 images is used for testing.
YouTube Faces dataset. The original version of YouTube faces database [59] is composed by
face videos and it was designed to investigate unconstrained face recognition. It contains a
total of 3,425 videos from YouTube of 1,595 subjects. The shortest clip contains 48 frames, the
longest clip contains 6,070 frames, while the average length of a video clip is 181.3 frames. In
the database, there are 1045 subjects with at least one video having more than 100 frames. We
used these subjects for our experiment, and only one video was selected for each person. The
videos were split into frames to construct the datasets. LBP descriptors were computed for
the normalized faces contained in the frames and Euclidean distances are used as dissimilarity
measure, since they behave well on these descriptors. Besides, these Euclidean distances are
in agreement with our computational complexity analysis since we assume the use of a linear
time dissimilarity measure. The characteristics of the datasets as well as the cardinality of the
training sets used are summarized in Table 5.3.

Table 3.3: Characteristics of the datasets used in this study, the last column (|V |) refers to the
validation set cardinality used for the experiments

Datasets # Classes # Obj Metric |V |
Zongker 10 200× 10 no 1000
Diabetes 2 500/268 yes 384
Pendigits 10 10992 no 5000
XM2VTS 295 12× 295 yes 1770
MNIST 10 70000 yes 60000
SVHN1 10 99289 yes 73257
SVHN2 10 630420 yes 531131

YouTube 1045 308963 yes 247170

The small and medium-sized datasets were divided into validation, training and test set 30
times. The validation is used to select the prototypes out of it and to compute the selection
criterion. In the case of MNIST, the standard training and test set division was used, except
that the training set was randomly divided 10 times into one set for validation with 98% of
the total objects (without considering the test set), and the other 2% was used to train the
classifier. This was done since our purpose is to show that the selection methods scale well
to large datasets and still find good prototypes. Small training sets were used since they give
us the opportunity to analyze better if the selection with the proposed methods is successful
since, in some cases, a large training set may compensate for an inadequate prototype selection.
Similarly, in the case of SVHN1 we randomly divided 10 times the difficult set of 73257 images
to use 98% for selecting the prototypes and 2% to train the classifiers. We also carried out an
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(a) MNIST

(b) SVHN1

Figure 3.2: Examples of grayscale images from the digits datasets used in the experiments
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(b) 20 prototypes
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(c) 30 prototypes

Figure 3.3: Average criterion values for different numbers of prototypes and different number
of generations of the GA for Zongker data
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(b) 20 prototypes
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(c) 30 prototypes

Figure 3.4: Average errors for different numbers of prototypes and different number of genera-
tions of the GA for Zongker data

experiment on SVHN2 where we selected the prototypes out of the extra set of SVHN contain-
ing 531131 images, we train with a subset of 53113 images randomly selected and test with the
standard test set, to show the scalability for half a million images.

In the case of the YouTube dataset, we randomly divided the data into 80% for validation
from which the 0.05% was used for training, and 20% for testing. The globally best performing
classifier per dataset between the linear discriminant classifier (LDC), which is the Bayes clas-
sifier assuming normal densities with identical covariance matrices, and the 1-NN classifier was
used to report the classification errors for the different prototype selection methods compared
in the medium-sized dataset, the compared methods are:

• Random selection

• Forward selection [11] optimizing the supervised criterion

• FFT [16]

• Kcentres [11]

• GA in the space of clustered prototypes with the proposed unsupervised fitness function
based on MST (GA (clust) MST)

• GA with the proposed unsupervised fitness function based on MST without clustering the
prototypes (GA MST)

• GA in the space of clustered prototypes with the proposed supervised fitness function
(GA (clust) sup)

• GA with the proposed supervised fitness function (GA sup)

In the case of the large datasets the classifiers tested were the 1-NN and the quadratic discrim-
inant classifier (QDC) since we can afford to estimate different covariances for large datasets.
In addition, the QDC outperforms the LDC for all the procedures on these datasets. The FS
was not considered for the experiments on the large datasets due to its lack of scalability.

The parameters used for the GA are: 20 individuals for the initial population, 0.5 for prob-
ability of reproduction per gene, and 0.02 for probability of mutation per gene. The stopping
condition is 20 generations reached for the GA with initial clustering in the space of prototypes,
and 25 for the GA without the clustering for the medium-sized datasets. These numbers are
different in order to show that the clustering allows a faster convergence of the GA even when
some advantage is given to the version without the clustering. For the large-sized datasets, both
versions use 20 generations as stopping criterion and the probability of mutation is increased
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to 0.1 to allow a higher diversification of the solutions and therefore better exploration of the
large search space.

3.2.9 Results and discussion
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(a) Zongker LDC
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(b) pendigits 1-NN
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(c) Diabetes LDC
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(d) XM2VTS LDC

Figure 3.5: Average errors for different numbers of prototypes for the best performing classifier
in each dataset
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(a) MNIST 1-NN
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Figure 3.6: Average errors for different numbers of prototypes in the MNIST data

Figure 3.3 presents the criterion values convergence for different numbers of prototypes.
Figure 3.4 presents the test errors related to the criterion values in Fig. 3.3 for the different
GA generations. We observe that 20 generations provide a good compromise for acceptable
classification error at acceptable runtime. We used this number of generations (20) in all the
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(a) SVHN 1-NN
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Figure 3.7: Average errors for different numbers of prototypes in the SVHN data

(a) Two prototypes (b) Ten prototypes

Figure 3.8: The prototypes selected by different methods on the MNIST dataset from top to
bottom: GA (clust) MST, GA MST, GA (clust) sup, GA sup, random selection

experiments of the GA with initial clustering.
Figure 3.5 presents the average errors over 30 experiments for 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 50 prototypes
for datasets where dissimilarities are given. In the case of the MNIST and SVHN datasets the
dissimilarities must be computed on demand, Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 show the results averaged over
10 experiments for 10, 20 30 and 40 prototypes.

It can be seen in Fig. 3.5(a) that, for the Zongker dataset, the best results are obtained with
the FS and the supervised criterion, also the proposed GA with this criterion outperforms the
other unsupervised methods in accuracy with a comparable efficiency. The FS outperformed the
GA in this dataset because it does not present a significant class overlap. However, when there
is a significant overlap among the classes as in XM2VTS (see Fig. 3.5(d)), the GA outperforms
the FS since it takes into account the contribution of the prototypes as a whole. One problem
of the FS that causes its lower performance is that for a new object to be added to the set, its
contribution is only analyzed with the already selected objects. Thereby, we loose the possibility
of finding better solutions that involve the new object if they exist.

From results on Diabetes dataset in Fig. 3.5(c), it can be seen that the proposed GA with the
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Table 3.4: Classification errors using a training set of 12358 objects for Youtube when selecting
10, 20 and 30 prototypes out of 247170 objects set. Best results are in bold.

XXXXXXXXXXXMethod
# Prot. 10 20 30

GA(clust)MST+QDC 0.3431 0.1831 0.1685
GA MST+QDC 0.3617 0.1936 0.1623

GA(clust)sup+QDC 0.3926 0.1957 0.1586
GA sup+QDC 0.3494 0.1986 0.1619
random+QDC 0.3551 0.1988 0.1634

FFT+QDC 0.3963 0.2006 0.1614
GA(clust)MST+1-NN 0.3694 0.1423 0.1121

GA MST+1-NN 0.4022 0.1655 0.1064
GA(clust)sup+1-NN 0.4503 0.1668 0.1121

GA sup+1-NN 0.4032 0.1900 0.1219
random+1-NN 0.4117 0.1927 0.1227

FFT+1-NN 0.4275 0.1555 0.1108

Table 3.5: Classification errors using a training set of 53113 objects and the standard test set
of 26032 for SVHN2 when selecting 10, 20 and 30 prototypes out of the set of half a million
objects. Best results are in bold.

XXXXXXXXXXXMethod
# Prot. 10 20 30

GA(clust)MST+QDC 0.4678 0.3175 0.2404
GA MST+QDC 0.5043 0.3247 0.2470

GA(clust)sup+QDC 0.4823 0.3090 0.2435
GA sup+QDC 0.4661 0.3082 0.2402
random+QDC 0.5197 0.3241 0.2480

FFT+QDC 0.4801 0.3136 0.2414
GA(clust)MST+1-NN 0.5308 0.3925 0.3582

GA MST+1-NN 0.5539 0.4015 0.3592
GA(clust)sup+1-NN 0.4466 0.3475 0.3224

GA sup+1-NN 0.4554 0.3742 0.3275
random+1-NN 0.5831 0.4209 0.4018

FFT+1-NN 0.5638 0.4141 0.3730

unsupervised criterion outperforms the other methods except for the FFT which has a similar
performance. From results for Pendigits in Fig. 3.5(b) we find again that the GA with the
unsupervised criterion is among the best performing methods both in speed and accuracy (see
Fig. 3.9(b)). Regarding our second question whether cluster analysis may be helpful, we see that
results with initial clustering are usually equal to or better than those without clustering the
prototypes before executing the GA, except for the XM2VTS complicated dataset that presents
a significant class overlap.

In the XM2VTS we find that the best method is the proposed supervised GA but without the
clustering. A clear explanation of why this happens was derived from the data exploration by
multidimensional scaling (MDS) in Fig. 3.10(d) and the knowledge of the dataset characteristics.
This is a dataset with strong illumination changes: frontal, right, and left illuminations of
the faces. The three different illuminations create three large clusters of objects, so they are
determined by noise instead of by the identities. Due to this, the unsupervised clustering before
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(b) Pendigits
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(c) Diabetes
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Figure 3.9: Average times in seconds plotted in log scale
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Figure 3.10: MDS mappings

the GA does not find meaningful clusters for this complicated problem. However, our supervised
criterion handles the class overlap better. Thereby, the supervised clustering assignment that we
perform to evaluate our supervised criterion is not linked to the initial unsupervised clustering
of the space of prototypes. These results show that the proposed GAs are good for prototype
selection. In the next set of experiments, we will show that they are able to select prototypes
out of very large datasets, without having to resort to the straightforward solution of randomly
sampling the datasets.

In the experiments on the large-scale datasets we can see from Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 that the
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1-NN benefits more from a systematic selection of the prototypes than the QDC. This can be
seen from the improvements found when using the proposed systematic methods for selection
compared to the random selection. By performing a t-test we detected that the improvements
were statistically significant for the 1-NN in the MNIST and SVHN datasets. Our methods are
almost always the best performing ones for the QDC classifier. However, the FFT is better
than our procedures when using the 1-NN.

Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) show the digits returned as prototypes for MNIST when the
methods select the best two and ten. It can be seen that the GAs returns digits that differ from
each other, manifesting the suitability of the used criteria to allow diversity in shapes of the set
of prototypes. It is clear that the random selection is not able to achieve this diversity. The
supervised GA returns perfectly handwritten digits, which can be expected since those digits are
the ones that represent their classes better. Therefore, depending on the problem, the selected
prototypes carry a meaning that can be used in other analysis different from classification. From
the results on Youtube data in Table 3.4, it is interesting to see that with only 30 prototypes
we obtain remarkably good results for a 1045-class problem. This means that we do not need
objects from all the classes to generate a good DS. We use all the classes for training but only
10, 20 or 30 objects are used, in total, to create the space where the training set is mapped.
The GA maximizing the MST outperformed the other methods in all cases.
Table 3.5 shows the classification errors when selecting the prototypes out of the set of half a
million images. It can be seen that the supervised selection by GA provides the best results.
Note that it uses the complete set of half a million objects to compute the selection criterion
in each GA iteration, in contrast to the unsupervised version that only needs the dissimilarities
among the prototypes being evaluated to compute the criterion. Thereby, it is useful to use as
many objects as possible to compute the selection criterion for this difficult dataset. Since the
computation of the supervised criterion is linear in the number of objects, the computation cost
is affordable.

The computation times for some of the datasets reported in Fig. 3.9 show that the GA with
unsupervised criterion is the fastest method in all the datasets, except for 10 prototypes in
MNIST and SVHN1. The supervised proposal is comparable to other unsupervised methods.
This analysis, together with the computational complexity analysis, indicates that the proposed
GAs are able to scale well to large datasets when the final goal is the selection of a small set
of prototypes. However, the fitness function must also be designed scalable. In addition, GAs
are embarrassingly parallelizable, which highlight even more the benefits of GAs for scalable
prototype selection. This means that they can be easily decomposed into parallel subtasks.
This can be exploited to speed-up the process further.

We analyzed relations between performance of methods and data distribution by inspecting
the MDS plots. We found that the supervised method handles well datasets with homogeneous
distributions or with class overlap as the one in Fig. 3.10(a). In contrast, the MST-based
unsupervised criterion copes better with non-homogeneous distributions where we can find,
inside the same class, densely populated regions as well as sparse ones as in Fig. 3.10(b). In
addition, the MST-based GA handles well easier problems and elongated classes as in the
Diabetes dataset in Fig. 3.10(c). We found that among the competitors the FFT provided
reasonably good results especially for easier problems and when using the 1-NN classifier. The
FFT might be preferred in case of clear separable classes and the GA, especially the supervised
version, for more difficult problems with overlapping classes. This can be expected since the
GA refines the set of prototypes en each iteration while the FFT adds one prototype in each
iteration and the method stops when the desired cardinality of the set is reached without any
refinement of this set.

We study the ID estimation as a way to overcome the computation of prototype sets of
different cardinalities which incur in higher computational costs. Our proposal is aimed to
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validate the standard PCA as a tool for estimating the ID of large datasets by analyzing the
variance on smaller subsets of the whole data. The datasets were sampled uniformly at random
and we computed IDs for sample sizes of 200 to 60000, assuming that the important information
is contained in a 95% of the data variance. Table 3.6 presents the IDs found by PCA for the
different sample sizes, it can be seen that the results are quite stable when more than 1000
objects are used to compute the PCA. This supports our proposal of PCA for ID estimation
for large datasets by resorting to a randomly sampled small subset of the data to execute the
method. For the tested datasets of digit images with low ID, a moderate sample size (e.g. 1000
or 5000) is sufficient for ID estimation. However, for a large ID, a larger sample size is needed
due to problems with the curse of dimensionality.
It is worth noting at the end of the discussions that the final solutions found by the proposed
GAs are not affected by the fact that dissimilarities among objects and prototypes are computed
on demand. The results are exactly the same as if they were obtained with the full dissimilarity
matrix loaded in memory.

Table 3.6: Intrinsic dimension estimation for different sample sizes on SVHN1 and MNIST
XXXXXXXXXXXdataset

# objects 200 500 1000 5000 10000 15000 20000 40000 60000

SVHN1 0.95 18 20 20 21 21 21 21 21 21
MNIST 0.95 37 46 49 52 52 52 52 52 52

3.2.10 Conclusions

The selection of prototypes is a crucial step for classification in the dissimilarity space. In this
paper we proposed two different prototype selection methods by genetic algorithms and two
scalable supervised and unsupervised criteria which are used for the fitness functions. Our work
focuses on achieving low computational costs by exploiting the suitability of genetic algorithms
to find good trade-offs between time complexity and accuracy of the solution and maintaining
low asymptotic complexities in the fitness function. Experimental results showed the validity of
the proposals for selecting good prototypes and the runtime analysis showed that the methods
are able to scale to large datasets. Other general approaches to cope with scalability include
parallelism, stochastic methods, among others.

The proposed unsupervised method is the fastest one since the evaluation of its criterion
does not depend on the size of the dataset but on the number of prototypes. Besides, the
linear time supervised criterion is also very fast compared to other supervised ones, which are
generally quadratic and thereby do not scale to large datasets. Its computational complexity is
comparable to previous unsupervised methods from the literature.

After comparing the unsupervised and supervised methods for the selection, a question
arises: is the label of a prototype really relevant? Another object with the same dissimilarities
to other objects but a different label will likely generate the same result. However, the use
of labels, in general, allow us to emphasize that we search for different objects, improving the
coverage over the space of objects. In addition, in our procedure, we also ask that each of
these prototypes must represent its class as good as possible. These requirements make the
procedure especially good for datasets with overlap among the classes. However, in other cases,
unsupervised procedures may do equally well. Especially, if we are aiming at many more, or
much less prototypes than classes, their labels will not help us.

We found that it is profitable in some cases to involve as many objects as possible in the com-
putation of the selection criterion as we do in our supervised proposal. This holds especially for
difficult datasets since we find improvements over the other methods when using this strategy.
In addition, the computational burden when including even millions of objects in the criterion



computation is affordable, as the supervised criterion is linear in the number of objects. For
not very complicated problems, the unsupervised selection that only uses the distances among
the prototypes in the criterion computation is sufficiently good, and no further improvements
are found by involving the large datasets in the criterion computation.

It is clear that the GA samples its search space in a clever way using the heuristics related to
crossover and mutation, circumventing the infeasibility of a full search. In our case, we submit
all objects in the dataset for clustering before its search is started, influencing the total amount
of time needed to find the solution. However, in some cases it may be preferred to speed-up
this further especially for very large datasets. A smaller candidate set may be created by some
smart sampling of the dataset on which the GA may operate. The proposed initial clustering
does a similar thing, but on the search space level instead of on the data level.

To complement our procedures, we studied the suitability of the principal component analy-
sis for intrinsic dimension estimation of large datasets by sampling the data. We concluded that
this technique is convenient for this purpose since its results are stable over different sampling
cardinalities. As a requirement, these cardinalities should be larger than the actual intrinsic
dimension of the data.







Chapter 4

Prototype models creation and
selection
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4.1 Selecting feature lines in generalized dissimilarity represen-
tations

This section has been published as “Selecting feature lines in generalized dissimilarity repre-
sentations for pattern recognition”, by Yenisel Plasencia-Calaña, Mauricio Orozco-Alzate, Edel
Garcia-Reyes and Robert P. W.Duin, in Digital Signal Processing, Elsevier, 2013.
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Abstract

Recently, generalized dissimilarity representations have shown their potential for small sam-
ple size problems. In generalizations by feature lines, instead of dissimilarities with objects, we
have dissimilarities with feature lines. One drawback of such generalization is the high amount
of generated lines that increases computational costs and may provide redundant information.
To overcome this, the selection of lines based on the length of the line segments has been con-
sidered in previous works, showing good results for correlated data. In this paper, we propose
a new supervised criterion for the selection of feature lines. Experimental results show that
the proposed criterion obtains competitive or better results than those obtained by previous
criteria, especially for data with high intrinsic dimension, spherical data and data with outliers.
As our proposal provides better results for small representation sets, it allows one to obtain a
good trade-off between classification accuracy and computational efficiency.

4.1.1 Introduction

Dissimilarity representations (DRs) for pattern recognition [3] arose as an alternative to feature-
based and structural representations. They can be built directly from raw data as well as on
top of these two representations [17, 37]. Intuitively, we can realize that a class is constituted
by a set of similar objects so (dis)similarities play an important role in the process of classi-
fication [3]. Sometimes, the data is given in terms of dissimilarities since it can be difficult,
expensive, inconvenient or even impossible to extract good features to characterize the data.
Also, for some problems, experts can define robust dissimilarities that incorporate expert knowl-
edge and invariances.
Recently, there have been promising studies on the topic of classification in dissimilarity spaces [17].
A dissimilarity space is a Euclidean vector space defined by a set of prototypes. To embed a
new object into the vector space, it is needed to compute the dissimilarities of the object with
the set of prototypes. If a training set is available, classifiers can be trained in the dissimilarity
space. One drawback is that, usually, these dissimilarities are obtained from matching processes
that are computational expensive. Prototype selection is a way to approach this problem by
reducing the number of prototypes to which an incoming object is going to be compared in
order to be classified afterwards.

More recently, Orozco-Alzate et al. [31,36] introduced and developed the topic of generalized
dissimilarity representations (GDRs) by feature lines and feature planes. These approaches are
specially useful for small sample size problems or data under representational limitations. In
these approaches, objects are represented by their dissimilarities with lines or planes. GDRs by
feature lines give one the opportunity to exploit the geometry of the cloud of points distributed
in the original feature space and thereby use more information. This geometry can even be cap-
tured when the original feature representation is not available and only the distances between
objects are used.

For classification in generalized dissimilarity spaces, the feature lines are used as prototypes
and not as the training set. The original objects constitute the training set, but the represen-
tation of these objects is constructed using the distances to the feature lines. One drawback
is the high amount of lines that can be created since this increases the number of dissimila-
rity computations for posterior representation of training and test objects. Selecting the most
representative feature lines is a way to overcome this drawback. Up to now, the feature lines
selection methods considered have been the random selection and selection by the length of the
feature line segments. New selection methods using discrimination ability of the feature lines
may be more suitable to reduce the high computational costs while maximizing the accuracies
of classifiers constructed in generalized dissimilarity spaces spanned by distances to the selected
feature lines.
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One issue that affects classification accuracy in generalized dissimilarity spaces spanned by
feature lines is the interpolation inaccuracy [31]. The interpolation and the extrapolation inac-
curacies were detected when a rectified version of the nearest feature line (NFL) classifier was
proposed [60]. The interpolation inaccuracy appears when lines are constructed in a class that
is divided into clusters and when between the clusters there are instances of a different class as
it can be seen in Fig. 4.1; where a point p belonging to the class “triangle” is closer to a fea-
ture line that links the two clusters of the class “square.” The extrapolation inaccuracy appears
when the extrapolating part of a line trespasses the territory of a different class as it is shown
in Fig. 4.2; where a point p that belongs to the class “triangle” is closer to the extrapolating
part of a feature line of the class “square.”

In [31], the authors demonstrate the applicability of the generalized approach to correlated
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Figure 4.2: Extrapolation inaccuracy

data sets because the procedure exploits the linear geometric relations in the data; in addition,
they show that selecting few of the largest lines is sufficient to represent all the objects accu-
rately. Also, the study in [61] points out that the selection of the middle length feature lines is
suitable for manifold structures. A representation set composed by feature lines should avoid
the inaccuracies related to the computation of distances between objects and feature lines in
order to have a good representational power. In this paper, we propose a new criterion for se-
lecting feature lines that tries to avoid these inaccuracies. It is based on selecting the lines that
minimize the NFL [62, 63] classification error in the training set. As this classifier is affected
by these inaccuracies, by minimizing its error we are selecting the lines that are likely to avoid
these problems. This allows taking advantage of the power of generalizations by feature lines
not only for correlated data sets but also for data with different distributions such as spherical
ones.

The paper is divided as follows. Subsection 4.1.2 introduces the dissimilarity space and the
generalized dissimilarity space by feature lines. Subsection 4.1.5 presents the proposed criterion.
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Subsection 4.1.6 presents the data and experimental setup, while subsection 4.1.7 presents the
results and discussion. Conclusions are drawn in Subsection 4.1.8.

4.1.2 Dissimilarity representations

In this section we introduce some concepts such as dissimilarity spaces and generalized dissimi-
larity spaces.

4.1.3 Dissimilarity space

The dissimilarity space (DS) was proposed by Pekalska and Duin [3]. In a pattern recognition
problem, objects are usually represented by feature vectors. These vectors can be embedded in
feature vector spaces that are Euclidean or metric. Alternatively, objects can be represented by
a vector of dissimilarities with other objects, and these vectors can be mapped to a DS. This
space was postulated as a Euclidean one, providing the possibility of using well-known statistical
classifiers such as linear and quadratic ones. Given a training set T and a representation set
R = {r1, r2, ..., rk}, that is usually a subset of T , any object x in T can be represented by a
vector of dissimilarities with the objects in R:

dx = [d(x, r1) d(x, r2) ... d(x, rk)], (4.1)

where d(x, r1), ..., d(x, rk) are dissimilarities from the object x to the prototypes.
Classifiers can be trained in the DS using T . For the classification of a new test object, the

representation is obtained in the same way as for training objects (see Eq. 4.1). The dimension
of the DS as well as the length of the dissimilarity vectors are determined by the cardinality of
the representation set |R|: the amount of prototypes selected. Prototype selection allows users
to decide their preferred trade-off between classification accuracy and computational efficiency.
There are methods that even return the “best” number of prototypes automatically such as the
LinProg and EdiCon procedures proposed in [11].

4.1.4 Generalized dissimilarity space by feature lines

The generalized dissimilarity space (GDS) was proposed to cope with small sample size problems
since the data is enhanced by the creation of feature lines. Analogous to the DS, the GDS by
feature lines is a space where objects are represented by their dissimilarities with the feature
lines [31]. In this approach, the feature lines are the prototypes. Feature lines are computed
between objects of the same class. The dimension of the GDS and the length of the dissimilarity
vectors are determined by the amount of feature lines used. We denote the representation set
of feature lines as RL = {L1, L2, ..., Lk}, where R stands for a representation set and L stands
for feature lines. Let us suppose we have a training set of C classes with N objects per class,
then the total number of feature lines that can be generated is: n = N ∗ (N − 1)/2 ∗ C. The
representation of any object x is:

dx = [d(x, L1) d(x, L2) ... d(x, Lk)], (4.2)

where d(x, L1), ..., d(x, Lk) are dissimilarities from the object x to those feature lines.
The usual assumption when using DR, that is also made in this paper, is that the set of

objects is given only in terms of pairwise dissimilarities. This means that we do not have a
feature space where the lines between two feature vectors can be easily generated from the
position of an object to the position of another object. Instead, the feature lines must be
computed in terms of the available set of dissimilarities that contain the information about the
nearness between the objects. This can be done following the methodology in [31]. Given the
dissimilarity matrix D(T,R) and in order to build the generalized dissimilarity matrix D(T,RL),
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it is needed to compute the height h of a scalene triangle as shown in Fig. 4.3, where xc
i and

xc
j are two arbitrary objects of the same class, xk is a new object and dik, djk, and dij are

the dissimilarities between the three objects. In this approach, the authors decided to restrict
themselves to metric dissimilarities to avoid complex numbers when solving the equations to
find h. Let us define:

s = (dik + djk + dij)/2, (4.3)

then, the area of the triangle can be computed by:

A =
√
s(s− dik)(s− djk)(s− dij). (4.4)

As the area can also be computed by:

A = dij × h
2 , (4.5)

Eqs. (4.6) and (4.5) can be solved for h that coincides with the distance of xk with the feature
line:

h =
2×

√
s(s− dik)(s− djk)(s− dij)

dij
. (4.6)

dij

d i
k

d
jk

Lc
ij

h
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Figure 4.3: Scalene triangle where height is computed to find dissimilarity with a line for data
without an associated feature representation available

4.1.5 Proposed criterion

The motivation in our proposal for the selection of feature lines is to minimize the interpolation
problems that limit the applicability of GDRs by feature lines. Our main objective is to select
the best small set of feature lines trying to affect as least as possible the classification accuracy in
GDS while the computational and storage costs are decreased. The set of feature lines selected
will be used to generate the GDS, since training and test objects will be represented by their
dissimilarities with the feature lines. We will try to achieve this by a new criterion to perform the
selection. This will contribute to diminish computational costs of classification by computing
less distances with feature lines of an incoming object, and by using less dimensions to train
a classifier in a GDS. Selection criteria for feature lines have been based only on geometric
properties such as the length of segments between the points defining the feature lines [61].

For the classification of objects using feature lines, the first classifier proposed was the
NFL [62, 63]. When a new object x is submitted to classification for the NFL classifier, it is
found the feature line Lĉ

îĵ
whose distance to the new object is minimum, then, the classification

rule assigns to the object x the class ĉ to which this nearest feature line belongs. The NFL
distance is defined therefore as:

d(x, Lĉ
îĵ

) = min
Lc

ij∈RL,1≤c≤C,1≤i,j≤N
i 6=j

d(x, Lc
ij), (4.7)
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in which C is the number of classes and N is the number of objects per class.
We propose a new criterion for feature line selection for GDS creation based on the minimiza-

tion of the NFL error in the training set. The NFL classifier is very sensitive to the interpolation
inaccuracies, so the set of prototype feature lines that ensure a smaller error of the NFL are
likely to carry less interpolation inaccuracies when they are used for constructing the general-
ized dissimilarity space. This criterion should be more robust than the length based criteria
that do not try to find discriminative feature lines or to minimize the interpolation problems
present in a GDS created by feature lines. We use the forward selection (FS) to optimize the
criterion. Having a training set composed by feature lines, the FS starts from an empty set and
sequentially adds the line that, together with the already selected lines, ensures the best clas-
sification result for the NFL on the training set. The proposed criterion is formulated in Eq. 4.8:

min
RL

: (T,RL) =
∑
x∈T

CE(x),

CE =


1, λT (x) 6= λRL

(L)
0, λT (x) = λRL

(L) , L = argmin d(x, Lĉ
îĵ

), Lĉ
îĵ
∈ RL (4.8)

in which λT (x) is the class label of x ∈ T and λRL
(L) is the class label of the L that satisfies

min d(x, Lĉ
îĵ

). CE is the classification error; it is 1 if the label of the object and its nearest
feature line do not match and 0 otherwise.  is thereby the NFL classification error of the
training set T classified by the set of feature lines RL.

4.1.6 Datasets and experimental setup

We conducted experiments on eight different data sets: the Difficult data set generated by
gendatd in PRTools [64], the Oral [65] and the Laryngeal [66] data sets. From the UCI Machine
Learning Repository [56] we used the Liver, the Heart, the Diabetes and the Sonar data sets.
In the Heart data set, objects with missing values were neglected, and only the first thirteen
attributes were used since they are the most discriminative as agreed by experts. A data set of
volcanic events from the Galeras volcano in Colombia was also used.

Difficult normally distributed data set. This is an artificial two-class problem created by
the gendatd command in PRTools [64] where the classes have different class variances and class
overlap.

Oral data set. The Oral data set consists of autofluorescence spectra acquired from healthy
and diseased mucosa in the oral cavity. The data was collected at the Department of Oral
and Maxillofacial Surgery of the University Hospital of Groningen [65]. The classes represent
healthy tissue and diseased tissue.

Laryngeal data set. The Laryngeal data set is from the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences [66].
The goal is the diagnosis of laryngeal pathology, and especially in detecting its early stages.
Classes are normal and pathological voices; they are described by 16 parameters in the time,
spectral and cepstral domains.

Liver data set. The liver data was created by BUPA Medical Research Ltd. It is available
at UCI Machine Learning Repository [56]. It contains information about parameters that are
thought to be sensitive to liver disorders that might arise from excessive alcohol consumption.
Classes are normal or liver disorder. The first features are blood tests that are thought to be
sensitive to liver disorders and the last feature is the number of half-pint equivalents of alcoholic
beverages drunk per day.

Diabetes data set. It comes from the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and
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Kidney Diseases (USA). It is available at UCI Machine Learning Repository [56]. One class is
constituted by healthy individuals and the other by individuals with a higher risk of diabetes.
All patients here are females of at least 21 years old of Pima Indian heritage. Attributes are:
number of times pregnant, plasma glucose concentration a 2-hours in an oral glucose tolerance
test, diastolic blood pressure, triceps skin fold thickness, 2-hour serum insulin, body mass index,
age, diabetes pedigree function and if the diabetes test was positive or not.

Heart data set. Heart disease diagnosis data set refers to the presence of heart disease in the
patient. Classes are normal and sick. It is available at UCI Machine Learning Repository [56].
The data was collected by:

• Hungarian Institute of Cardiology. Budapest: Andras Janosi, M.D.

• University Hospital, Zurich, Switzerland: William Steinbrunn, M.D.

• University Hospital, Basel, Switzerland: Matthias Pfisterer, M.D.

• V.A. Medical Center, Long Beach and Cleveland Clinic Foundation: Robert Detrano,
M.D., Ph.D

Features are age, sex, chest pain type, resting blood pressure, serum cholesterol, resting elec-
trocardiographic results, maximum heart rate achieved among others.

Sonar data set. In this data, the objects are sonar signals, bounced off a metal cylinder
and a roughly cylindrical rock. Classes are mines (metal cylinder) or rock. The data set was
developed by Terry Sejnowski, at the Salk Institute and the University of California at San
Diego, and R. Paul Gorman of Allied-Signal Aerospace Technology Center. It contains signals
obtained from a variety of different aspect angles, spanning 90 degrees for the cylinder and 180
degrees for the rock. It is available at UCI Machine Learning Repository [56].

Galeras data set. Galeras is an active volcano located in the southwest Colombian Andes
near the border of Ecuador. Its elevation is 4.276 m (14,029 feet). The volcano has erupted
more than 20 times since it was first visited by European explorers in the 16th century. It is
monitored by The Volcanological and Seismological Observatory in Pasto (VSOP), that has a
monitoring network composed by 9 stations: 7 short-period stations and 2 broadband stations.
One of the short-period stations located in a place called Anganoy (ANGV) at a distance of
0.9Km SE from the main active crater, is considered a reference by the VSOP staff. Signals
used in this paper were recorded at the ANGV station. The classes of volcanic events used in
our experiments are: volcano tectonic (VT) events, long period (LP) events, and tremors (TR).
Data is composed by normalized power spectral densities (PSDs) of length 128 estimated via
Yule-Walker’s method, using an autoregressive model of order 6.

Table 4.1 shows the properties of these data sets in their original format. Subsequently,
for applying the feature lines approach, we move from original feature representations to dissi-
milarity representations by computing pairwise distances between all the objects in the data
set. The distances to the feature lines are computed using the objects pairwise distances as it
is explained in Subsection 4.1.4. We are restricted to metric distances as it is needed to avoid
complex numbers in the computation of distances from objects to the feature lines. For the first
data sets, the DR was constructed from the Euclidean distances between the feature vectors
but for the Galeras data set it was used the L1 distance. Using the matrices of dissimilarities
between the objects, we can construct a dissimilarity representation by feature lines.

For each dissimilarity data set, fifteen objects were randomly selected for training from each
class; thirty in total for two-class problems and fortyfive for the Galeras data that is a three-class
problem. The remaining objects were used for testing. The total number of objects per class for
each data can be found in Table 4.1. The nearest neighbour (1-NN) classifier assigns to a test
object the class of the nearest object between those thirty or fortyfive selected; the Euclidean
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Table 4.1: Description of the original form of the data sets used in the experiments and training
set (|Train|) and test set (|Test|) sizes used for classification in GDS

Data # Classes # Objects Dimension in |Train| |Test|
per class feature space in GDS in GDS

Difficult 2 100/100 2 30 170
Oral 2 581/123 199 30 674
Laryngeal 2 81/132 16 30 183
Heart 2 160/137 13 30 267
Liver 2 145/200 6 30 315
Diabetes 2 500/268 8 30 738
Sonar 2 97/111 60 30 178
Galeras 3 150/294/590 128 45 989

distance was used to compare the pairs of objects in order to find the prototype object with the
smallest distance to the test object. In the case of generalized representations for data sets with
two classes, 210 feature lines were constructed in total from the thirty objects, 15∗14

2 = 105 for
each class; in the Galeras data 315 feature lines were constructed. The NFL classifier uses all
these feature lines as training set and assigns to a new object the class of the feature line that
had the smallest distance to the test object. The 210 and 315 feature lines are used respectively
as potential candidates for the construction of the GDS.

For the creation of the GDS, the selection methods search the best 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20
feature lines among the available candidate feature lines according to each criterion. The lin-
ear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier was trained using all the original randomly selected
fifteen objects per class in each of the GDSs generated by the different sets of 2, 5, 10, 15,
and 20 feature lines for the different selectors. The errors are computed in the test data. In
each configuration, training and test objects projected in the GDS were represented by dissi-
milarity vectors of length equal to the amount of feature lines considered. When two feature
lines are considered for example, we obtain a space of two dimensions and the dissimilarity
vectors representing training and test objects contain two values. These values encode the
dissimilarities of the object with the feature lines that generated the space. We decided to use
the classification error as a measure to compare the performance of the proposed feature line
selection method with the other selection methods. We compared the LDA classification errors
in the GDS using our proposed method, the FS minimizing the NFL error on the training set
(LDA+FS+NFL error in GDS), with the following feature lines selection methods as reference:
random (LDA+random in GDS), selection of the shortest feature lines (LDA+shortest lines in
GDS), and selection of the largest feature lines (LDA+largest lines in GDS).

For the cases of selection by largest length, first, the feature line with largest length of one
class is selected, subsequently, the line with the largest length from another class and when we
have one line from each class we start again from the first class, in a way that it is ensured that
all the classes are evenly represented. We also included in the comparison, as reference, the
1-NN classifier in the original data without generalization using the distances to the randomly
selected training objects; and the NFL in the matrix of distances to the total set of feature lines.
The process of splitting the data into training and testing sets was repeated 60 times. Average
errors were computed and the curves of error rates for varying number of feature lines are shown
in Figs. 4 to 8. This implies that the lower a curve or a line is, the better the performance of
the related method is.

As regularization parameters for the LDA, we used 0.01 for the two parameters respectively
as suggested in [3]. It is important to take into account that 210 distance computations are
made with the feature lines when classifying test objects with the NFL; when classifying the
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data in the GDS using the LDA and the selection methods, only the dissimilarities with the
small sets of 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20 feature lines are measured. Figures 4 to 8 also show data distri-
bution for each problem by a mapping of distances using a multidimensional scaling (MDS) [67].
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(d) Classification errors in the Oral data set

Figure 4.4: Data distributions in (a) and (c), and fraction of classification errors vs number of
prototypes for the LDA in dissimilarity spaces generated by feature lines, and for 1-NN and
NFL using the distances directly for different data sets ((b) and (d)). The proposed approach
is the one in solid red curves with triangles.

Table 4.2: Percentage of cumulative variance retained by the principal components
# Comp Diffic. Oral Laryng. Heart Liver Diab. Sonar Gal.
1 93 97 93 74 71 88 31 39
2 100 98 97 89 85 95 52 67
3 - 99 98 98 97 97 60 70
4 - 99 99 99 98 98 67 73
5 - 99 99 99 99 99 72 76
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(c) 2D MDS projection of Diabetes
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Figure 4.5: Data distributions in (a) and (c), and fraction of classification errors vs number of
prototypes for the LDA in dissimilarity spaces generated by feature lines, and for 1-NN and
NFL using the distances directly for different data sets ((b) and (d)). The proposed approach
is the one in solid red curves with triangles.

4.1.7 Results and discussion

Table 4.2 shows the cumulative variances retained by the principal components of each data
found by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in the original feature space. It can be seen
that the Difficult, Laryngeal and Oral data sets are the ones with highest variance retained in
the first component, so they are elongated data sets.

In the results for the Difficult data set in Fig. 4 (b), it can be seen that the proposed selec-
tion method behaves similar to the largest lines selector, which is the best performing method.
This is to be expected since previous works concluded that the largest lines were very good for
representing elongated data. In the results for the Oral and Laryngeal data sets in Figs. 4 (d)
and 5 (b), it can be seen that the FS+NFL error outperforms all the feature lines selectors for
very small numbers of feature lines. For more than five feature lines, the FS+NFL error method
performs similar to the other selection methods. In the Diabetes data set in Fig. 5 (d), a similar
behaviour is observed. In Table 4.2, it can be seen that the principal component of this data
retains the 88 percent of the data variance. From this and from the MDS plot in Fig. 6 (c), we
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(d) Classification errors in the Sonar data
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Figure 4.6: Data distributions in (a) and (c), and fraction of classification errors vs number of
prototypes for the LDA in dissimilarity spaces generated by feature lines, and for 1-NN and
NFL using the distances directly for different data sets ((b) and (d)). The proposed approach
is the one in solid red curves with triangles.

can see that this data is also elongated. In general, for elongated data, the proposed FS+NFL
error selector outperforms all the other methods for very small numbers of feature lines such
as two. The proposed approach performs similar to the selection of the largest lines for more
than five prototypes.

In three of the four elongated data sets, the LDA classifier in the GDS generated by the
feature lines obtains lower classification errors than those obtained by the NFL using distances
to feature lines directly and the 1-NN using distances to the original training objects. In these
data sets, five feature lines provide a good trade-off between classification accuracy and com-
putational cost. In the Difficult and Laryngeal data, increasing the number of feature lines for
prototypes when using the proposed criterion only leads to the same or worst results since the
intrinsic dimension of the data is very low. This can be deduced by the cumulative variances,
thereby adding more dimensions can lead to either the same or noisy results. Other causes of the
worst results are the sensitivity of the FS to local optima, and sometimes the chosen parameters
for the regularization of the LDA may not be sufficiently good. In the Laryngeal data set, the
best overall result was obtained by the proposed selection criterion using five prototypes.
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(b) Classification errors in the artificial
Spherical data set

Figure 4.7: Data distributions in (a), and fraction of classification errors vs number of prototypes
for the LDA in dissimilarity spaces generated by feature lines, and for 1-NN and NFL using the
distances directly for artificial Spherical Gaussian data (b). The proposed approach is the one
in solid red curves with triangles.

From Table 4.1 we can see that the Oral, Laryngeal and Diabetes data have 199, 16 and 8
features respectively but their intrinsic dimension is much lower as demonstrated by the elon-
gated distribution and the high amount of variance contained in the principal components. The
number of features in the feature space does not influence the number of feature lines to select
as prototypes. However, for approximately linear data, the number of feature lines to select can
be roughly deduced from the number of principal components that retain, for example, the 95
percent of the data variance.

In the Liver and Sonar data sets in Fig. 6 (b) and (d) that have a more spherical distribution,
the proposed feature line selector outperforms the other selectors for all the numbers of feature
lines. In these cases, we do not observe the same phenomenon as in the elongated data where
adding more feature lines sometimes decreased the classification performance. For increasing
number of feature lines, the method is always improving and this seems to be happening be-
cause of the spherical distribution having the data variances contained in more directions and
not only in a few dominating ones. This implies that the intrinsic dimension of the data is
larger, which can be confirmed from Table 4.2.

In the Sonar data, the largest lines selection is the worst performing method. Largest feature
lines are not suitable to represent this spherical data since they do not provide discriminative
information for classification. Also, the largest distances between the objects may be shrinked
so errors are introduced. For example, for each feature line all the objects that are nearest to
the feature line will have a similar small coordinate in the dimension determined by the feature
line in a dissimilarity space. The largest lines are created by opposite objects in the border of
the data; they pass nearby the data center and have a segment length similar to the sphere
diameter. If the largest lines are selected, pairs of objects situated in the border of the data
distribution in opposite sides and closer to the same largest line will have a very similar small
coordinate in the dimension of the DS corresponding to that line. This does not represent
reality since, in fact, they are very far from each other with a distance between them similar to
the diameter of the sphere. This will lead to misclassifications. The proposed criterion provides
more discriminative information for classification since it finds the most discriminative lines by
optimizing a classification error in the training set.
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Figure 4.8: Data distributions in (a) and (c), and fraction of classification errors vs number of
prototypes for the LDA in dissimilarity spaces generated by feature lines, and for 1-NN and
NFL using the distances directly for different data sets ((b) and (d)). The proposed approach
is the one in solid red curves with triangles.

To illustrate the advantages of the proposed criterion over the largest lines selection for
spherical data, in a controlled experiment we generated an artificial data set with two partially
overlapped spherical classes using the PRTools [64] routine gendatc. Each class is drawn from
Gaussian distributions having different class mean and variances. The data was generated with
300 objects per class and 40 features per object. The classification results on this data can be
seen in Fig. 7 together with the 2D plot of the data using MDS. Experimental setup is similar
to the one used for the real data sets except that the experiments were repeated 10 times.
From the results, we can see how while increasing the number of feature lines the performance
of the largest lines selection remarkably deteriorates and the performance of the FS+NFL er-
ror improves. While more largest feature lines are added, the data representation looses more
discrimination ability since more largest distances in different directions are shrinked. The in-
terpolation problems are also influencing the results as the classes are overlapped. The proposed
method also outperformed the shortest lines selection and the random selection.

In the Liver data set there are some outliers, so the largest lines are probably constructed
using these objects as they are far from the other data. This may also be one of the causes of
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the better performance of the proposed criterion over the largest lines. For data with outliers,
the FS+NFL error may be more suitable as it must discard the lines constructed with outliers
that lead to higher classification error in the training set.

In the Heart data set in Fig. 8 (b), the FS+NFL error selection works better than the
shortest lines selection and the random selection for two and five feature lines, but the method
is outperformed by the largest lines selector. This data is slightly elongated and has a high class
overlap; for this reason, this result can be expected. Regularization parameters of the LDA may
not be good as all the selection methods decrease performance for increasing number of feature
lines.

In the Galeras volcano data set in Fig. 8, all the selection methods perform about the same.
The method using the proposed criterion outperforms the other methods for five prototypes,
but this improvement is not sustained for different numbers of feature lines. An interesting issue
is that the LDA classifier in the GDS outperforms the 1-NN and the NFL using only five feature
lines for representation. Other selection methods should be studied for this data since the ones
compared perform very similar. This data presents a nonlinear structure (see Fig. 8(c)) and is
also the first data used in our experiments with more than two classes.

Summarizing, the results suggest that the proposed selector (FS minimizing the NFL error
on the training data) shows a competitive performance for the data used in our experiments.
The proposed selection method seems to be a suitable alternative to represent data with spher-
ical distributions where there are no dominating directions and data with outliers.

The robustness of the proposed method was studied in comparison with the best reference

Table 4.3: Minimum and Maximum standard deviations achieved by the methods in sixty
experiments over different numbers of prototypes

Data Proposal Largest lines selector
Difficult 0.01-0.04 0.02-0.09

Laryngeal 0.03-0.04 0.04-0.07
Oral 0.06-0.07 0.07-0.13

Diabetes 0.03-0.04 0.04-0.07
Heart 0.03-0.06 0.03-0.06
Liver 0.04-0.05 0.04-0.05
Sonar 0.05-0.06 0.05-0.06

Galeras 0.01-0.02 0.01-0.02

method to perform the selection,that is the largest feature lines selector. Standard deviations
were analyzed for the two methods, they are shown in Table 4.3. Standard deviations of the
proposed method were smaller than or similar to the ones of the reference method. The pro-
posed approach was more robust than the reference approach in four elongated data sets, and
as robust as the reference approach in the other data sets.

The number of times that the proposed approach was superior than the best reference one
was counted for the different data partitions and the different numbers of prototypes in the
sixty experiments. Equal performances were not counted. It was found that for the data set
with outliers (Liver), spherical data set (Sonar), and for the smallest number of prototype fea-
ture lines used in the elongated data sets (Difficult, Laryngeal, Diabetes, Oral), the proposed
approach finds more times a better result compared to the reference approach. A remarkable
difference is found for the spherical data set where the proposed method finds a superior result
229 times, whereas the reference method finds a better result only 62 times. This supports
our findings that in these situations our approach is recommended. In the Heart data set that
has a high class overlap, and for larger prototype sets in the elongated data sets, the reference
approach finds a preferable solution more times than the proposed approach. This can be im-
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proved to some extent if a more advanced optimization method is used to optimize the proposed
criterion instead of the FS, because this method falls into local optima especially when a high
class overlap is present.

Table 4.4: Execution times in seconds for Liver data set
number of prototype feature lines 2 5 10 15 20
Feature line selectors
FS+NFL error in GDS 0.03 0.06 0.14 0.20 0.27
largest lines in GDS 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
smallest lines in GDS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
random selection in GDS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Classifiers
LDA+proposal(FS+NFL error)in GDS 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04
NFL classifier(210 Feat. lines) 0.30
1-NN classifier(30 prototypes) 0.10

In Table 4.4, we present the execution times of both the selection and the classification
methods (not training times, but classification times for all the test objects) for the Liver data
set in a computer with an Intel Pentium Dual CPU 1.80 GHz processor, 2 GB RAM and
Matlab version 7.9.1.705. We decided to use only one data set to show these results since for
the other data the same phenomenon is observed. We only present the LDA with our selection
method since for the other selection methods the time is similar. This happens because once
a fixed amount of feature lines is selected, the selection method used does not influence the
execution times of the classifier. From the execution times it can be seen that, when the
selection is performed by the proposed criterion before classification for the LDA in the GDS,
the classification times are smaller compared to the 1-NN and NFL. It should be pointed out
for a fair comparison that the proposed selection method is more time consuming than the
other selectors. Nevertheless, as this process is usually executed off-line and the computational
complexity of the optimization using the FS is polynomial (O(n2)) and not exponential, this
usually does not represent a significant drawback.

In general, GDRs by feature lines are useful for correlated data. Our selection approach
handles well this type of correlated or elongated data distribution, but it is more useful for very
small sets of prototype feature lines where the selection of the largest ones may fail. For larger
sets, the FS falls into local optima. However, if the proposed selection criterion (minimization
of the NFL classification error in the training set) is optimized by a more advanced procedure
instead of the FS, the method can be useful for larger sets as well. Examples of correlated data
are high resolution images or histograms because close pixels and bins are usually correlated.
From a PCA analysis of the data set, it can be deduced that it is correlated if the number
of principal components needed to retain the 95 percent of the data variance is substantially
smaller than the number of features. The proposed method can be useful or more appropriate
than the other selection methods used as reference for the experiments in the following cases:

• data sets with low correlations such as in the case of low resolution images or noisy
measurements (this can be seen from a PCA analysis, where there are no clearly dominant
eigenvalues, each of them accounts for about the same amount of variance retained)

• data sets with a high intrinsic dimension (this can be seen from a PCA analysis, where
to retain the 95 percent of the variance almost all the principal components are needed),
and especially for spherical distributions (this can be seen from a 2D plot of the data)
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• data sets with outliers (this can be seen from a 2D plot of the data, or from an analysis
of distances between the objects)

• small sample sizes (number of objects for training much smaller than the number of
features or prototypes in a dissimilarity space), because a really careful selection is needed
to handle the fact that the data distribution may not be well sampled by such a small
amount of training objects

However, if the data set has a very high class overlap (this can be deduced from a high 1-NN
classification error), our proposed criterion may work well, but its optimization must be made
by a more advanced procedure such as a genetic algorithm because the FS falls into local optima
for complicated data. Also, the study of the performance of the proposed method for a high
number of classes is not developed yet, so its application in these cases cannot be recommended.

4.1.8 Conclusions

It can be concluded from the studied datasets that the proposed feature lines selection approach
minimizing the nearest feature line (NFL) classification error on the training data provides
competitive or better results than the other selection methods studied for the construction of
generalized dissimilarity spaces (GDSs). The method allows one to improve classification rates
in the GDS and, at the same time, to decrease computational costs by selecting very small
sets of feature lines. The proposed approach was the best method for data sets with spherical
distributions (e.g. Gaussian distributed) and higher intrinsic dimension. It is also suitable for
data with outliers. For elongated data, the proposed approach is useful for very small numbers
of feature lines. For a very high class overlap, the proposed method is not recommended. These
conclusions are restricted to the studied two-class problems. For multi-class problems, some of
these statements may not hold. For data with a manifold structure, all the selection methods
compared work similar. In many of the data sets used in our experiments, classifiers in GDS
show improvements in terms of accuracies and computational costs over the nearest neighbour
(1-NN) classifier as well as over the NFL classifier applied to the original data.
Further studies should be developed in the selection of feature lines for nonlinear structures.
A topic of interest for future research is the creation of suitable classifiers for the GDS, that
take into account how the dissimilarity vectors were created and how to deal with the “fake”
distances introduced in the training data by the interpolation inaccuracies.
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4.2 Towards cluster-based prototype sets for dissimilarity space
classification

This section has been published as “Towards cluster-based prototype sets for dissimilarity space
classification”, by Yenisel Plasencia-Calaña, Mauricio Orozco-Alzate, Edel Garcia-Reyes and
Robert P. W. Duin, in Proceedings of the 18th Iberoamerican Congress on Pattern Recognition,
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Abstract

The selection of prototypes for the dissimilarity space is a key aspect to overcome problems
related to the curse of dimensionality and computational burden. How to properly define and
select the prototypes is still an open issue. In this paper, we propose the selection of clusters
as prototypes to create low-dimensional spaces. Experimental results show that the proposed
approach is useful in the problems presented. Especially, the use of the minimum distances to
clusters for representation provides good results.

4.2.1 Introduction

The representation of objects is crucial for the success of a pattern recognition system. The
feature space representation is the most common approach since a large number of techniques
can be used. Dissimilarity representations [3] arose as an alternative and have been showing a
good performance in several problems, where the dissimilarities may be computed by directly
matching original objects [3] or on top of feature representations [17]. Three main approaches
are presented in [3], the most promising being the dissimilarity space (DS).

In the DS, an object is represented by a vector of dissimilarities with other objects called
prototypes. If a large set of prototypes is used, it leads to a high-dimensionality of the DS
implying that computational costs of classification are increased as well as storage costs. In
addition, a high dimensionality leads to problems related to the “curse of dimensionality” and
small sample sizes. Furthermore, high dimensional representations are likely to contain noise
since the intrinsic dimensionality of the data is usually small, leading to overfitting.

Prototype selection is a way to overcome these drawbacks. It has been studied [11] for
reducing dimensions of DS with encouraging results. Several methods have been proposed such
as Kcentres, Forward Selection (FS), Editing and Condensing, among others [11]. In these
studies, the selected prototypes are objects. However, some efforts are also put in a different
direction and, instead of objects, linear models are built, selecting out some of them for repre-
sentation [22]. These studies showed that it is a feasible alternative to use a small number of
carefully selected feature lines as prototypes instead of the original objects.

In this paper we study the selection of clusters for the generation of a low-dimensional
generalized dissimilarity space (GDS). Our hypothesis is that clusters may be useful to obtain
low-dimensional GDSs in case datasets are structured in clusters. A similar approach was pre-
sented in [68], however it was specifically developed for graph distances while our research is not
restricted to graphs. Besides, they do not take into account the selection of the best clusters,
while our goal is to find the clusters which allow a good classification with a decreased dimen-
sion of the space. We also included the subspace distance to clusters. Different approaches to
compute the distances of the training and test objects to the clusters are presented. The paper
is divided as follows. Section 4.2.2 introduces the DS and prototype selection. Section 4.2.4
describes the construction of the datasets based on cluster distances. Experimental results and
discussions are provided in Sec. 4.2.5 followed by concluding remarks in Sec. 4.2.8.

4.2.2 Dissimilarity space

The DS was conceived with the purpose to address classification of data represented by dissimi-
larities that may be non-Euclidean or even non-metric. The dissimilarities of a training set X
with a set of prototypes R = {r1, ..., rk} are interpreted as coordinates in the DS. Thereby, the
number of prototypes selected determines the dimension of the space. The DS was postulated
as a Euclidean vector space, enabling the use of statistical classifiers. The set of prototypes may
satisfy R ⊆ X or R∩X = ∅. Once R is selected by any prototype selector, the dissimilarities of
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both training and test objects with R are computed. Let x be any training or test object and
d a suitable dissimilarity measure for the problem at hand, the representation dx of the object
in the dissimilarity space is:

dx = [d(x, r1) d(x, r2) ... d(x, rk)]. (4.9)

4.2.3 Prototype selection

Many approaches have been considered [11,17] for the selection of prototypes in the DS. Variants
of wrapper or supervised methods [11] have been proposed. Other approaches are considered
that use the distances or distribution of the prototypes over the dataset [17]; note that in these
cases the class labels of the prototypes may not be needed. An interesting option is the genetic
algorithm (GA) presented in [20]. The GA is an evolutionary method which uses heuristics in
order to evolve an initial set of solutions (sets of prototypes) to better ones by using operations
such as mutation and reproduction. Moreover, it is adequate to handle non-metric dissimila-
rities and it can find complicated relationships between the prototypes. For these reasons we
propose to use a GA to select the clusters together with the leave-one-out nearest neighbor
(LOO 1-NN) error in the DS as selection criterion. We adopt the same parameters for the GA
as in [20]. Clusters present nice properties that good prototypes must have. For example, they
do not provide redundant information since redundant or close objects must lie together in the
same cluster and they cover the representation space better than a small set of objects.

4.2.4 Construction of models based on clusters

In this section we describe our methodology to construct the new dissimilarity datasets based
on cluster distances computed from the originally given dissimilarities. In this study, the clus-
ters are created per class by the Affinity Propagation algorithm [69]. In the clustering process
representatives and their corresponding clusters emerge from a message-passing procedure be-
tween pairs of samples until stopping criteria are met. This method is reported to provide good
clustering results. Furthermore, it is also of our convenience that it semi-automatically selects
the proper number of clusters, emerging from the message-passing procedure but also from a
user preference of the cluster representatives. The original dissimilarities must be transformed
into similarities in order to apply the clustering procedure. We set the preferences for each
object (i.e. the potential to be selected as cluster center) equal to the median similarity.

Different types of distances are used to measure the resemblance of objects with clusters
such as: the minimum, maximum, average and subspace distances. The minimum distance is
computed as the distance between the object and its nearest object in the cluster. The maxi-
mum distance is defined as the distance between the object and its farthest object in the cluster.
The average distance is defined as the average of the distances between the object and all the
cluster objects. The subspace distance is explained more carefully. Theory about it is sparse
in the literature [70, 71], especially for the case of data given in terms of non-metric dissimi-
larities. Therefore, one contribution of this paper is to describe the methodology to compute
the (speeded-up) distance of objects to subspaces when data is provided in terms of non-metric
dissimilarities.

The methodology to compute the subspace distance to clusters is as follows. First, a sub-
space is created for every cluster in order to compute the subspace distances. To achieve this,
the set of dissimilarities D inside a particular cluster is transformed into equivalent dot prod-
ucts (which can be interpreted as similarities) and centered according to the “double-centering”
formula for each cluster:
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Sij = −1
2

(
D2

ij −
1
n
Ci −

1
n
Cj + 1

n2CiCj

)
, (4.10)

where Dij is the dissimilarity between the cluster objects xi and xj , Ci =
∑

j D
2
ij , which is the

i-th row sum of the dissimilarity matrix for the cluster objects, n is the number of objects in the
cluster, and Sij are the centered dot products. The eigendecomposition of S is performed and
eigenvectors are sorted in descendent manner according to their eigenvalues. Only the eigen-
vectors associated with eigenvalues λ > 0 are used to compute the projections of new points to
the subspace via the Nyström formula [72].

Each embedding coordinate of a cluster object xi used to compute the dot product matrix
or kernel is given by eik =

√
λkvik as for multidimensional scaling (MDS) [70], where λk is the

k-th eigenvalue and vik is the i-th element of the k-th eigenvector of S, but the embedding
for a new point is obtained via the Nyström approximation which is interpreted as the Kernel
PCA projection [71] using S as the kernel matrix. The Nyström formula was generalized for
extending MDS as suggested in [71], therefore, each embedding coordinate eik is computed by:

eik(x) =
√
λk

λk

n∑
i=1

vikS(x, xi), (4.11)

where xi are the objects belonging to the cluster and S(x, xi) is computed from a continuous
version of the “double-centering” formula:

S(x, xi) = −1
2

d(x, xi)2 − 1
n

∑
j

d(x, xj)2 − 1
n

∑
j

D2
ij + 1

n2

∑
ij

D2
ij

 . (4.12)

S(x, xi) is a data-dependent kernel where d(·, ·) is the dissimilarity function. This Nyström
embedding is applied to speed-up the embedding computation instead of recomputing the eigen-
decomposition including x in the whole process. However, in our case, the embedding is not
directly used, instead, the embedding coordinates are used to compute the distance to the sub-
space L. The squared distance of an object to the subspace dL(x, L)2 is formulated as the
difference between the squared length of the vector (its squared norm) given by S(x, x) and the
length of its projection on the space via Nyström:

dL(x, L)2 = S(x, x)−
m∑

k=1

(√
λk

λk

n∑
i=1

vikS(x, xi)
)2

. (4.13)

4.2.5 Experimental results

4.2.6 Datasets and experimental setup

The dissimilarity datasets were selected for the experiments based on the existence of clus-
ters in the data. The Ionosphere dataset consists in radar data [73] where the L1 distance is
used. The Kimia dataset is based on the shape contexts descriptor [74] computed for the Kimia
shapes data [75]. The dissimilarity is based on sums of matching costs for the best matching
points defining two shapes, plus the amount of transformation needed to align the shapes. The
dissimilarity data set Chickenpieces-20-60 [43] is composed by edit distances from string repre-
sentations of the angles between segments defining the contours of chicken pieces images. The
Ringnorm dataset is the one presented in [76]; it is originally a 20-dimensional, 2-class data,
where the first class is normally distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix 4 times the
identity. The second class has unit covariance matrix and mean close to zero. We use only the
first 2 features and the L2 distance. The characteristics of the datasets as well as the cardinality
of the training sets used are presented in Table 5.3.
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Table 4.5: Properties of the datasets used in this study, Symm. and Metric refers to whether
the data is symmetric or metric, the |T | column refers to the training set cardinality used for
the experiments.

Datasets # Classes # Obj. per class Symm. Metric |T |
Ionosphere 2 225,126 yes yes 140

Kimia 18 18× 12 no no 90
Rings 2 440,449 yes yes 222

ChickenPieces-20-60 5 117,76,96,61,96 no no 158

As classifier we used the support vector machine (SVM) classifier. For the SVM we used a
linear kernel and a fixed appropriately selected cost parameter C = 1. Note that despite the
fact that the curse of dimensionality was mentioned as a limitation of high-dimensional spaces,
the SVM classifier is able to handle high dimensions well. This makes our comparisons more fair
for the high-dimensional representations. However, the limitation was mentioned since in many
applications one may want to use classifiers that suffer from the curse of dimensionality and
resorting to low-dimensional representations by prototype selection is one option to overcome
the problem. Our proposals are the following cluster-based methods: selection by GA of clusters
created using minimum, maximum, average and subspace distances of training objects to the
clusters. The cluster-based methods are compared with some of the best prototype selectors
presented in the literature (which select objects as prototypes), with representatives of unsu-
pervised and supervised methods: Forward selection [11] optimizing the LOO 1-NN error in
the DS, Kcentres prototype selector [11], random selection, selection by GA of the best clusters
centers, and selection by GA of the best prototypes from the whole candidate set. In addition,
we compared the approach using all candidate objects as prototypes.

A set of 5 to 20 prototype clusters/objects are selected. However, the total number returned
by the affinity propagation is about 25 clusters. Averaged errors and standard deviations over
30 experiments are reported in Table 4.6 for the dimension where the best overall classification
result with the SVM was obtained. Objects in each dataset are randomly split 30 times into
training, representation, and test sets. Clusters are computed on the representation set which
also contains the candidate objects for prototypes, the best clusters and objects are selected
optimizing the criteria for the training set by which the classifiers are trained, and the final
classification errors are computed for the test sets. We performed a t-test to find if the differ-
ences between the mean errors of the best overall result and the mean errors achieved by the
other approaches was statistically significant, the level of significance used is 0.05. In the case
that a cluster-based method was the best, the statistical significance is computed with respect
to the non cluster-based approaches.

4.2.7 Results and discussion

In Table 4.6 it can be seen that classification results in the GDS generated by selected clusters
outperform the classification results in DS with selected objects as prototypes for the same
dimensions of the spaces. For the Ionosphere and Kimia datasets the best method uses clusters
with minimum distance, this is in agreement with previous findings for graph dissimilarities
in [68]. In the Ionosphere and Kimia datasets, the selection of clusters using maximum distance
is usually among the worse alternatives. This may be expected since it may be very sensitive to
outliers. However, in the Rings dataset the clusters based on maximum distances provide the
best overall result. In the case of Chicken Pieces, the best results are obtained using all objects
as prototypes, perhaps because this dataset has a high intrinsic dimension (176) according to
the number of significant eigenvalues of the covariance matrix in the DS. Therefore, in order to
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Table 4.6: Mean and standard deviation of errors over 30 experiments. The best overall result
is reported for each dataset with the corresponding results of the other methods for the same
dimension of the space (in parenthesis). When the difference of the best result with the other
standard approaches is statistically significant, it is reported in bold.
````````````Selectors

Datasets Ionosph(15) Kimia(20) Rings(20) Chicken Pieces(20)

Clusters minimum 0.063± 0.028 0.047± 0.032 0.265± 0.0205 0.11± 0.025
Clusters maximum 0.09± 0.029 0.11± 0.054 0.263± 0.0236 0.15± 0.028
Clusters average 0.072± 0.023 0.06± 0.045 0.274± 0.0181 0.09± 0.024

Clusters subspace 0.073± 0.022 0.07± 0.048 0.276± 0.0193 0.088± 0.023
Random 0.086± 0.026 0.12± 0.057 0.274± 0.0181 0.17± 0.039

GA (whole set) 0.082± 0.028 0.1± 0.043 0.274± 0.0181 0.16± 0.028
GA (cluster centres) 0.085± 0.032 0.094± 0.05 0.275± 0.0177 0.15± 0.029

Forward selection 0.09± 0.027 0.12± 0.054 0.274± 0.0184 0.16± 0.036
Kcentres 0.082± 0.029 0.13± 0.061 0.274± 0.0181 0.15± 0.036

All 0.083± 0.033 0.068± 0.042 0.274± 0.0181 0.077± 0.017

obtain good results, high-dimensional spaces are needed. However, the average and subspace
distance to clusters outperformed the other approaches that create low-dimensional spaces.

Cluster-based approaches create irregular kernels which nonlinearly map the data to the
GDS in a better way than the object-based approaches for the same dimensions. We computed
the nonlinear mapping for the Rings data from the underlying feature space to a Hilbert space
using a second degree polynomial kernel and applied SVM classification with this kernel and
regularization parameter optimized. We corroborate that the results were very similar to the
ones obtained using clusters in the dissimilarity space. Cluster-based prototypes allow one to
apply linear classifiers with good results to originally nonlinear data. The same can be achieved
by kernels and SVM if the dissimilarities are Euclidean (they are transformed to the equivalent
kernel). However, the original SVM will not work anymore for a non-Euclidean dissimilarity
matrix but a nonlinear mapping to the DS or GDS can still be achieved for non-Euclidean data
(e.g. the Kimia dataset).

The main disadvantage of using cluster-based prototypes compared to object-based proto-
types for spaces of the same dimension is the computational cost, since, when using clusters,
more dissimilarities must be measured. In this case, for training and test objects, the dissimi-
larities with all the objects in the clusters must be computed in order to find the minimum,
maximum and average dissimilarity. However, when compared to the approach using all objects
as prototypes, the computational cost of the cluster-based approach is smaller because some
clusters are discarded in the selection process and, thereby, less dissimilarity computations are
made for training and test objects. Since the dissimilarity matrix is computed in advance be-
fore prototype selection is executed, the proposed approach as well as the standard prototype
selection methods have limitations in case of very large datasets. This remains open for further
research.

4.2.8 Conclusions

For the selection of prototypes not only the optimization method and the criterion are important,
but also how the prototypes are devised is vital. We found that clusters may be useful to
obtain low-dimensional GDSs in the case of datasets that present clusters. Our approach is
useful for problems where the use of cluster-based prototypes make sense according to the data
distribution. Note that our results hold for small and moderate training set sizes. When large
training sets are available, they may compensate for bad mappings using objects as prototypes.



In general, we found that the minimum, average and subspace distances to clusters perform
well in real-world datasets. However, there is no “best” approach among the cluster-based
methods, it seems that the best option depends on specific data characteristics. Our intuition
is that the minimum distance seems to be more meaningful for measuring distances with sets
of objects with a shape such as the clusters. The cluster-based approaches improve the results
of using DS of the same dimension but created by selected objects as well as DS using all the
objects as prototypes (high-dimensional). Future works may be devoted to study the sensitivity
to the choice of different clustering methods as well as the influence of numbers and sizes of the
clusters.







Chapter 5

Devising and selecting the
prototypes in extended dissimilarity
spaces
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5.1 On using asymmetry information for classification in ex-
tended dissimilarity spaces

This section has been published as “On Using Asymmetry Information for Classification in
Extended Dissimilarity Spaces”, by Yenisel Plasencia-Calaña, Edel Garcia-Reyes, Robert P.
W.Duin and Mauricio Orozco-Alzate, in Proceedings of the 17th Iberoamerican Congress on
Pattern Recognition, CIARP 2012, LNCS.
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Abstract

When asymmetric dissimilarity measures arise, asymmetry correction methods such as aver-
aging are used in order to make the matrix symmetric. This is usually needed for the application
of pattern recognition procedures, but in this way the asymmetry information is lost. In this
paper we present a new approach to make use of the asymmetry information in dissimilarity
spaces. We show that taking into account the asymmetry information improves classification
accuracy when a small number of prototypes is used to create an extended asymmetric dissi-
milarity space. If the degree of asymmetry is higher, improvements in classification accuracy
are also higher. The symmetrization by averaging also works well in general, but decreases
performance for highly asymmetric data.

5.1.1 Introduction

Dissimilarity representations [3] arose as an alternative to feature-based representations when
the definition and extraction of good features is difficult or intractable while a robust dissimi-
larity measure can be defined more easily for the problem at hand. Research in this field has
focused on several topics: prototype selection [11, 47] or generation [31], classification in dissi-
milarity spaces [14,77], among others. One open issue corresponds to the information usage in
dissimilarity matrices: they can be asymmetric but most of the traditional classification and
clustering methods are thought for symmetric dissimilarity matrices. In case of asymmetry, the
typical approach is to symmetrize the matrix with any known symmetrization method, and then
apply the methods on the symmetric variant. This might carry a loss of useful information.

Asymmetric dissimilarity or similarity measures can arise in several situations; see [78] for
a general analysis of the causes of non-Euclidean data. Measures resulting from a matching
process may appear to be asymmetric due to a suboptimal procedure. Also, measures designed
using expert knowledge for the problem might not be symmetric. One example is fingerprint
matching [47], where measures are often asymmetric. When various dissimilarity matrices are
combined, the final matrix can also be asymmetric. One of the most widely used methods for
symmetrization is the average method. In [3], before embedding asymmetric dissimilarity ma-
trices into Pseudo-Euclidean spaces, the average method is used to make the matrix symmetric.
In [11], the dissimilarity matrix is symmetrized using the average method in order to allow the
use of some prototype selection algorithms in the dissimilarity space (DS). Other authors, in the
context of kernel-based classification, proposed the use of a positive semidefinite matrix KtK,
where K denotes a nonsymmetric kernel [79].

Different variants of the Multidimensional Scaling algorithm have incorporated asymmetry
in an intuitive way, by defining a skew symmetric term [80]. In [81], the authors proposed
modifications to Self Organizing Map and Sammon Mapping in order to deal with asymmet-
ric proximities showing that the proposed algorithms outperformed their symmetric variants.
In [82], the authors compared several symmetrization methods of asymmetric kernel matrices
for their use in the context of Support Vector Machines. They also proposed a simple supervised
symmetrization method that outperformed the other methods compared.

One question that arises is whether the asymmetry information can be useful for classifica-
tion in dissimilarity spaces, instead of ignoring it or using a symmetrization method. Another
question is how we can use the asymmetry information in the context of classification in dissi-
milarity spaces. In this paper we propose a new approach for using asymmetry information in
what we called the extended asymmetric dissimilarity space (EADS). As the dimension of the
EADS space is twice the dimension of the original DS, the use of prototype selection is needed in
order to reduce the dimensions before the EADS is constructed. Results are provided comparing
classification errors in both the DS and EADS for four standard asymmetric dissimilarity data
sets.
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5.1.2 Dissimilarity space and extended dissimilarity space

Dissimilarity representations arose from the idea that the classes are constituted by similar
objects, so the nearness information is more fundamental than features to discriminate between
the classes [3]. In this context, the DS was proposed in [3] as follows. Let R = {r1, r2, ..., rk}
be the representation set: a collection of prototypes that may be a subset of the training set T .
Let d be a dissimilarity measure for the problem at hand. The DS is created by a mapping of
the objects to the space defined by the dissimilarities to the prototypes, where each dimension
corresponds to the dissimilarities to a given prototype. The representation dx of an object x is:

dx = [d(x, r1) d(x, r2) ... d(x, rk)]. (5.1)

The DS was postulated as a Euclidean vector space, making suitable the use of traditional
classifiers for feature spaces like Bayesian ones. The cardinality of the representation set defines
the dimension of the DS. For the reduction of the representation set, prototype selection methods
are used. They allow one to determine the desired tradeoff between classification accuracy and
representation cardinality.

In this subsection we present the EADS. The motivation for this proposal is that when
projecting asymmetric data in the DS, asymmetry information is lost because we only use
dissimilarities from the objects to the prototypes, and not from prototypes to objects. If the
matrix is previously symmetrized, we are also neglecting the asymmetry present in the data. In
order to take advantage of the asymmetry information in both directions, we explore the use
of an extended representation of the initial asymmetric dissimilarity matrix in an EADS. We
propose to create the EADS using the prototypes selected from the original dissimilarity matrix
as it is given. Then, having those prototypes R = {r1, r2, ..., rk}, the representation of an object
in the EADS is defined by:

dx = [d(x, r1) d(x, r2) ... d(x, rk) d(r1, x) d(r2, x) ... d(rk, x)]. (5.2)

In order to represent the training set and the objects submitted for classification in the
EADS, we need to measure the dissimilarities from the objects to the prototypes and from the
prototypes to the objects. As a result, the dimension of the EADS space is twice the dimension
of the DS. Classifiers can be trained in the EADS in the same way they are trained in the DS.

5.1.3 Datasets and experimental setup

Our goal is to compare the discriminative power of the EADS with the discriminative power
of the non-symmetrized version and the one symmetrized by averaging. Classification errors
are presented using different numbers of prototypes in DS and EADS. Prototypes are the same
for both spaces, but in the DS only dissimilarities in one direction are used. In the EADS,
dissimilarities from the two directions are used. This leads to a space of dimension twice the
size of the DS dimension.

For the experiments we used four data sets: Chickenpieces-20-60, Chickenpieces-35-45,
CoilYork, and Zongker. The dissimilarity data set Chickenpieces-20-60 [43] is computed from a
set of images in binary format representing silhouettes from five different parts of the chicken.
From these images, the edges are approximated by segments of length 20 pixels, and a string
representation of the angles between the segments is derived. The dissimilarity matrix is com-
posed by edit distances between these strings. The cost function between the angles is defined
as the difference in degrees in case of substitution and as 60 in case of insertion or deletion. The
Chickenpieces-35-45 was obtained with the same methodology but for this data the segments
are of length 35 and the cost of insertion and deletion is 45.

The CoilYork data set is composed by dissimilarities between a set of graphs derived from
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four objects of the COIL database, the graphs are the Delaunay triangulations derived from
corner points of the images [44]. The dissimilarity matrix is constructed by graph matching,
using the algorithm proposed in [45].

The Zongker digit similarity data between 2000 handwritten NIST digits of 10 classes, is
based on deformable template matching. The similarity measure is the result of an iterative
optimization of the non-linear deformation of the grid [53]. It is transformed into a dissimilarity
matrix as proposed in [3], but with the slight modification of discarding the symmetrization
step.
Some important characteristics of the data sets can be found in Table 5.3. The Asymmetry
column shows an asymmetry coefficient ac for each data set, this was computed using the fol-
lowing equation:

ac = 1
n(n− 1)

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

|dij − dji|
min(dij , dji) + ε

, (5.3)

where n is the number of objects in the data set. We assume that dissimilarities between dif-
ferent objects will not be zero. In case that it is known beforehand that zero dissimilarities
between different objects may arise, a term with a very small value such as ε = 0.0001 must be
added in the denominator to avoid the indefinite result of the division by zero.

As classifier, the Linear Bayes Normal (BayesL) was used in both the DS and EADS. It

Table 5.1: Characteristics of the data sets, the |X| column is the number of training objects,
and |T | is the number of test objects.

Data sets # Classes # Obj. per class Asymmetry |X| |T |
ChickenPieces-20-60 5 117,76,96,61,96 0.05 222 224
ChickenPieces-35-45 5 117,76,96,61,96 0.08 222 224

CoilYork 4 4x72 0.009 144 144
Zongker 10 10x200 0.18 400 1600

is a simple and fast classifier that is optimal for normally distributed classes with equal co-
variances. Experiments were repeated twenty times using equal-sized random partitions for
training and testing for ChickenPieces and CoilYork data sets, and twenty and eighty percent
for training and testing respectively in the Zongker data set. Results were averaged over the
twenty experiments. As prototype selectors, two different methods are used: the systematic
forward selection optimizing the leave-one-out nearest neighbour error on the training set as
in [11] (FS+NN error), and the random selection. The methods selected 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25
prototypes. The BayesL and prototype selectors were trained using the training data, and the
classification results were computed in the test set for the DS and EADS generated using the
prototypes selected with the different methods. Regularization parameter of BayesL is 0.01.

5.1.4 Results and discussion

Figure 5.1 shows the curves of error rates for an increasing number of prototypes in the original
asymmetric representation in the DS and the representation in the EADS. Figure 5.2 shows
the curves of error rates for an increasing number of prototypes comparing the symmetrized
representation in the DS using the average and the representation in the EADS. Solid lines
represent the approaches in EADS; dashed lines represent the approaches in DS. The same
symbol is assigned for the results in DS and EADS using the same prototype selector. Standard
deviations are between 0.007 and 0.08.
From the results in Fig. 5.1 we can see that in three of the four data sets —the ChickenPieces-
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(a) ChickenPieces-20-60 data set
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(b) ChickenPieces-35-45 data set
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(c) CoilYork data set
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(d) Zongker data set

Figure 5.1: Classification results for the original asymmetric representation in the DS and the
EADS in the data sets, the dimension of the associated DS is equal to the number of prototypes,
and the dimension of the associated EADS is twice the number of prototypes.

20-60, ChickenPieces-35-45, and Zongker— classification in EADS outperforms classification in
DS using both the systematic and the random prototype selectors. These are the data sets with
the higher degree of asymmetry as measured by the asymmetry coefficient. In the CoilYork data
set, which has the smallest asymmetry degree, the results in the EADS were a little worse than
those in the DS. Except for the CoilYork data set, when the number of prototypes increases, the
difference between the error rates in EADS and DS decreases. This implies that the asymmetry
information is more useful if small sets of prototypes are used, and having more dimensions
compensates for not using asymmetry information.

From Fig. 5.2 we can see that once the dissimilarities are symmetrized by averaging, incor-
porating the asymmetry information does not improve classification in the same extent as by
using the non-symmetrized version. This shows that the symmetrization by averaging is a good
alternative for dealing with asymmetric data. In the CoilYork data set, the EADS performed
worse than the DS using the symmetrized dissimilarities. In this case, where the asymmetry
coefficient has a very small value, the use of asymmetry information leads to a slight decrease
in classification performance. The symmetrization by averaging becomes less useful when the
asymmetry degree of the data increases as it can be deduced from the similar classification
errors in the original DS (see Fig. 5.1, (d)) and the DS symmetrized by averaging (see Fig. 5.2,
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(a) ChickenPieces-20-60 data set
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(b) ChickenPieces-35-45 data set
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(c) CoilYork data set
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(d) Zongker data set

Figure 5.2: Classification results for the representation in the DS symmetrized by averaging
and the EADS in the data sets, the dimension of the associated DS is equal to the number of
prototypes, and the dimension of the associated EADS is twice the number of prototypes.

(d)) in the Zongker data.
From the results, we made a characterization of the relationship between the amount of

asymmetry present in each data set measured by the asymmetry coefficient and the improve-
ments obtained in classification in the EADS compared to the non-symmetrized DS. First, we
sorted the asymmetry coefficients of each data set in increasing order, and plotted the classifica-
tion improvements in EADS compared to DS measured by the differences between the curves for
the same prototype selection method in both spaces. The sum of these differences was plotted
for each data set with its related asymmetry coefficient, see Fig. 5.3.

In the function we can see a positive linear correlation between the two variables, as the
value of the asymmetry coefficient increases, the value of the improvements in classification also
increases. The value of the correlation coefficient was 0.99. This means that it is important
to take the asymmetry information into account in order to improve classification rates when
the asymmetry degree is perceivable, and while the data is more asymmetric the classification
improvement increases. In the CoilYork dataset we obtained a negative value of improvement
equal to -0.01, since the EADS performed slightly worse than the DS.
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Figure 5.3: Classification improvements in EADS compared to DS as a function of the asym-
metry coefficient

5.1.5 Conclusions

We proposed the EADS that proved to be suitable for exploiting the asymmetry information
in the dissimilarities. This is especially useful for small prototype sets. For a data set with a
very small degree of asymmetry, it might not be necessary and can even be slightly detrimental
to use asymmetry information. Another conclusion is that the symmetrization by averaging
is a good alternative for dealing with asymmetric data, although it becomes less useful when
the asymmetry degree of the data increases. In our results, the improvements achieved in
classification in EADS are positively correlated to the degree of asymmetry in each data set.
The use of EADS can be beneficial when one has a very small set of informative prototypes
with a highly asymmetric data set. The symmetrization operation may depend on the cause
of asymmetry, e.g. averaging can be good for asymmetry caused by noise, the minimum can
be useful for asymmetry caused by a shortest path optimization to compute the dissimilarities.
Further work may be devoted to study these operations and the usefulness of the EADS for
asymmetry caused by expert knowledge incorporated in the dissimilarity measure, noise or
suboptimal procedures.
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5.2 On the informativeness of asymmetric dissimilarities

This section has been published as “On the informativeness of asymmetric dissimilarities”, by
Yenisel Plasencia Calaña, Veronika Cheplygina, Robert P. W. Duin, Edel Garcia-Reyes, Mauri-
cio Orozco Alzate, David M. J. Tax, and Marco Loog, in Proceedings of the second International
Workshop on Similarity Based Pattern Analysis and Recognition, SIMBAD 2013, LNCS.
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Abstract

A widely used approach to cope with asymmetry in dissimilarities is by symmetrizing them.
Usually, asymmetry is corrected by applying combiners such as average, minimum or maximum
of the two directed dissimilarities. Whether or not these are the best approaches for combining
the asymmetry remains an open issue. In this paper we study the performance of the extended
asymmetric dissimilarity space (EADS) as an alternative to represent asymmetric dissimilarities
for classification purposes. We show that EADS outperforms the representations found from
the two directed dissimilarities as well as those created by the combiners under consideration in
several cases. This holds specially for small numbers of prototypes; however, for large numbers
of prototypes the EADS may suffer more from overfitting than the other approaches. Prototype
selection is recommended to overcome overfitting in these cases.

5.2.1 Introduction

Statistical and structural representations of patterns are two complementary approaches in
pattern recognition. Recently, dissimilarity representations [3, 10] arose as a bridge between
these representations. Dissimilarities can be computed from the original objects, but also on
top of features or structures such as graphs or strings. This provides a way for bridging the gap
between structural and statistical approaches. Dissimilarities are also a good alternative when
the definition and selection of good features can be difficult or intractable (e.g. the search for
the optimal subset of features has a computational complexity of O(2n), where n is the number
of features) while a robust dissimilarity measure can be defined more easily for the problem at
hand.

The classification of objects represented in a dissimilarity space (DS) has been an active
research topic [11, 14, 29, 47, 77], but not much attention has been paid to the treatment of
the asymmetry that can be present in the dissimilarities. Most traditional classification and
clustering methods are devised for symmetric dissimilarity matrices, and therefore cannot deal
with asymmetric input. In order to be suitable for these methods, asymmetric dissimilarities
need to be symmetrized, for instance by averaging the matrix with its transpose. However,
in the dissimilarity space, symmetry is not a required property and therefore a wider range of
procedures for classification can be applied.

Asymmetric dissimilarity or similarity measures can arise in several situations; see [78] for
a general analysis of the causes of non-Euclidean data. Asymmetry is common in human judg-
ments. Including expert knowledge in defining a (dis)similarity measure, such as for fingerprint
matching [47], may lead to asymmetry. In general, matching processes may often lead to asym-
metric dissimilarities. Exact matches are often impossible and suboptimal procedures may lead
to different matches from A to B than from B to A.

Symmetrization by averaging is widely used before embedding asymmetric dissimilarity data
into (pseudo-)Euclidean spaces [3]. The use of a positive semi-definite matrix KTK, where K
denotes a nonsymmetric kernel [83] is also proposed in the context of kernel-based classification
to make the kernel symmetric. A comparative study of methods for symmetrizing the kernel
matrix for the application of the support vector machine (SVM) classifier can be found in [82].
While such methods that require symmetrized matrices show good results, it remains an open
question whether asymmetry is an undesirable property, or that it, perhaps, contains useful
information that is disregarded by symmetrization.

In this paper, we explore using the information from asymmetric dissimilarities by concate-
nating them into an extended asymmetric dissimilarity space (EADS). Following up on [24], we
investigate a broader range of circumstances where EADS may be a good choice for represen-
tation, and compare EADS to the directed dissimilarities, as well as to several symmetrization
methods. The representation is studied for two shape matching and two multiple instance learn-
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ing (MIL) problems. We show that EADS is able to outperform the directed and symmetrized
dissimilarities, especially in cases where both directed dissimilarities are informative. It must
be noted that EADS doubles the dimensionality of the problem, which may not be desirable.
Therefore, we also include results using prototype selection in order to compare dissimilarity
spaces with the same dimensionality, and show that EADS also leads to competitive results in
the examples considered.

We begin with a number of examples that lead to asymmetric dissimilarities in Subsec-
tion 5.2.2. The dissimilarity space is explained in Subsection 5.2.5. Ways of dealing with
asymmetry are then described: symmetrization (Subsection 5.2.7) and the proposed EADS
(Subsection 5.2.8). The datasets used, experimental setup, results and discussion are provided
in Subsections 5.3.5 and 5.2.10, followed by the conclusions in Subsection 5.2.11.

5.2.2 Asymmetric dissimilarities

Although our notions of geometry may indicate otherwise, asymmetry is a natural characteristic
when the concept of similarity or proximity is involved. Just think of a network of roads, where
the roads can be one-way streets and one street is longer than the other. It is then clear that
traveling from A to B may take longer than returning from B to A. Asymmetric dissimilarities
also appear in human judgments [84]: it may be more natural to say that “Dutch is similar to
German” than “German is similar to Dutch” because more people might be familiar with the
German language and it is therefore a better point of reference for the comparison. Interestingly,
this is also evidenced by the number of hits in Google: about ten times as many for the “Dutch
is similar to German” sentence. When searching for these sentences in Dutch, the reverse is
true. Here we provide two examples of pattern recognition domains which may also naturally
lead to asymmetric dissimilarities.

5.2.3 Shapes and images

One possible cause of asymmetry is that the distances used directly on raw data such as images
may be expensive to compute accurately. For example in [43], the edit distance used between
shapes is originally symmetric. The distance has the problem that the returned values are
different if the starting and ending points of the string representation of the shape are changed.
In order to overcome this drawback, an improved rotation invariant distance was proposed. The
computation of the new distance suffers from a higher computational complexity. Therefore,
suboptimal procedures are applied in practice and, as a consequence, the distances returned are
asymmetric.

In template matching, the dissimilarity measure may be designed to compute the amount
of deformation needed to transform one image into the other as in [53]. The amount of defor-
mation required to transform image Ij into image Ik is generally different from the amount of
deformation needed to transform image Ik into Ij . This makes the resulting dissimilarity matrix
asymmetric.

5.2.4 Multiple instance learning

Multiple instance learning (MIL) [85] extends traditional supervised learning methods in order
to learn from objects that are described by a set (bag) of feature vectors (instances), rather than a
single feature vector only. The bag labels are available, but the labels of the individual instances
are not. A bag with ni instances is therefore represented as (Bi, yi) where Bi = {xik; k = 1...ni}.
In this setting, traditional supervised learning techniques cannot be applied directly.

It is often assumed that the instances have (hidden) labels which influence the bag label.
For instance, one assumption is that a bag is positive if and only if at least one of its instances
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is positive. Such positive instances are also called concept instances. One application for MIL
is image classification. An image with several regions or segments can be represented by a bag
of instances, where each instance corresponds to a segment in the image. For images that are
positive for the “Tiger” class, concept instances are probably segments containing (parts of) a
tiger, rather than segments containing plants, trees and other surroundings.

One of the approaches to MIL is to learn on bag level, by defining kernels [86] or (dis)similarities [87,
88] between bags. Such dissimilarities are often defined by matching the instances of one bag
to instances of another bag, and defining a statistic (such as average or maximum) over these
matches. This creates asymmetric dissimilarities, as illustrated in Fig.5.4.

(a) Dissimilarity from Bi

to Bj

(b) Dissimilarity from Bj

to Bi

Figure 5.4: Asymmetry in bag dissimilarities. The minimum distances of one bag’s instances
are shown. In this paper, the bag dissimilarity is defined as the average of these minimum
distances.

The direction in which the dissimilarity is measured defines which instances influence the
dissimilarity. When using a positive prototype, it is important that the concept instances are
involved, as these instances are responsible for the differences between the classes. Therefore,
for positive prototypes it is expected that the dissimilarity from the prototype to the bag is more
informative than the dissimilarity from the bag to the prototype. A more detailed explanation
of this intuition is given in [88].

5.2.5 Dissimilarity space

The DS was proposed in the context of dissimilarity-based classification [3]. It was postulated as
a Euclidean vector space, implying that classifiers proposed for feature spaces can be used there
as well. The motivation for this proposal is that the proximity information is more important
for class membership than features [3]. Let R = {r1, ..., rk} be the representation set, where k
is its cardinality. This set is usually a subset of the training set T , though a semi-supervised
approach with more prototypes than training objects may be preferable [89]. In order to create
the DS, using a proper dissimilarity measure d, the dissimilarities of training objects to the pro-
totypes in R are computed. The object representation is a vector of the object’s dissimilarities
to all the prototypes. Therefore, each dimension of the DS corresponds to the dissimilarities to
some prototype. The representation dx of an object x is:

dx = [d(x, r1) ... d(x, rk)] (5.4)
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5.2.6 Prototype selection

Prototype selection has been proposed for the dimension reduction of DS [11]. Supervised
(wrapper) and unsupervised (filter) methods can be considered for this purpose as well as dif-
ferent optimization strategies to guide the search. They select the “best” prototypes according
to their criterion. The selected prototypes are used for the generation of the DS. Prototype
selection allows one to obtain low-dimensional spaces avoiding as much as possible a decrease
in performance (e.g. classification accuracy). Therefore, they are very useful to achieve a
trade-off between the desirable properties of compact representation and reasonable classifica-
tion accuracy. The approach considered in this study for selecting prototypes is the forward
selection optimizing the leave-one-out (LOO) nearest neighbour (1-NN) error (so supervised)
in the dissimilarity space for the training set. It starts from the empty set, and sequentially
adds the prototype that together with the selected ones ensures the best 1-NN classification
accuracy.

5.2.7 Combining the asymmetry information

For two point sets, there are different ways to combine the two directed asymmetric dissimila-
rities. The maximum, minimum and average are used extensively and are very intuitive. Let
A = {a1, ..., ak} and B = {b1, ..., bl} be two sets of points, and D1 = d(A,B) and D2 = d(B,A)
the two directed dissimilarities. The maximum, minimum and average combiners are defined in
(5.5) to (5.7) respectively:

max(A,B) = max(D1, D2) (5.5)

min(A,B) = min(D1, D2) (5.6)

avg(A,B) = 1
2(D1 +D2) (5.7)

All these rules for combining asymmetry information ensure a symmetric measure.

5.2.8 Extended asymmetric dissimilarity space

For the purpose of combining the asymmetry information in both directions, we study the EADS.
From the two directed dissimilarities D1, D2, we have that Di → Xi ∈ Rk, i = 1, 2 represents
the mapping of the dissimilarities to the dissimilarity space. The EADS is constructed by:
[D1 D2]→ X1 ×X2 ∈ Rk×2, which means that the extended space is the Cartesian product of
the two directed spaces. Given the prototypes R = {r1, ..., rk}, the representation of an object
in the EADS is defined by:

dx = [d(x, r1) ... d(x, rk) d(r1, x) ... d(rk, x)] (5.8)

In the case that we have the full dissimilarity matrix using all training objects as prototypes,
the EADS is constructed from the concatenation of the original matrix and its transpose. Rows
of this new matrix correspond to the representation of objects in the EADS. As a result, the
dimension of the EADS is twice the dimension of the DS. Classifiers can be trained in the EADS
in the same way they are trained in the DS. By doubling the dimension, the expressiveness of
the representation is increased. This may be particularly useful when the number of prototypes
is not very large. When the number of prototypes is large compared to the number of training
objects, the EADS is expected to be more prone to overfitting than any of the symmetrized
approaches.
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Despite the fact that in the EADS symmetric distances or similarity measures can be used
on top of the asymmetric representation, this does not mean that we are not exploiting the
asymmetry information present in the original dissimilarities. The original asymmetric dissimi-
larities in the two directions are used in the object representation that is the input for classifiers
in the EADS. These classifiers can use any symmetric distance or kernel computed on top of
the representation.

Note that if the asymmetry does not exist in the measure, the representation of objects in
the EADS contains the same information replicated. These redundancies in the best case lead
to the same classification results as in the standard DS using only one direction [24]. However, it
may even be counterproductive since it may lead to overfitting and small sample size problems
for some classifiers. Therefore, doubling the dimension is not the cause for possible classification
improvements when using the EADS. The fact that the two asymmetric dissimilarities are taken
into account in the representation is what may help the classifiers to improve their outcomes.

5.2.9 Datasets and experimental setup

In this subsection we first describe the datasets and how the corresponding dissimilarity ma-
trices are obtained. This is followed by the experimental setup and a discussion of the re-
sults. The dissimilarity dataset Chickenpieces-35-45 is computed from the Chickenpieces image
dataset [43]. The images are in binary format representing silhouettes from five different parts
of the chicken: wing (117 samples), back (76), drumstick (96), thigh and back (61), and breast
(96). From these images the edges are extracted and approximated by segments of length 35
pixels, and a string representation of the angles between the segments is derived. The dissimi-
larity matrix is composed by edit distances between these strings. The cost function between
the angles is defined as the difference in degrees in case of substitution, and as 45 in case of
insertion or deletion.

The Zongker digit dissimilarity data is based on deformable template matching. The dissimi-
larity measure was computed between 2000 handwritten NIST digits in 10 classes. The measure
is the result of an iterative optimization of the non-linear deformation of the grid [53].

AjaxOrange is a dataset from the SIVAL multiple instance datasets [90]. The original dataset
has 25 distinct objects (such as bottle of dish soap called AjaxOrange) portrayed against 10
different backgrounds, and from 6 different orientations, resulting in 60 images for each object.
This dataset has been converted into 25 binary MIL datasets by taking one class (AjaxOrange)
in this case as the positive class (with 60 bags), and all others (with 1440 bags) as the negative
one. Each image is represented by a bag of segments, and each segment is described by a feature
vector with color and texture features.

The dissimilarity of two images is computed by what we call the meanmin dissimilarity,
which is similar to modified versions of the Hausdorff distance:

dmeanmin(Bi, Bj) = 1
|Bi|

∑
xik∈Bi

min
xjl∈Bj

d(xik, xjl) (5.9)

where d(xik, xjl) is the squared Euclidean distance between two feature vectors.
Winter Wren is one of the binary MIL bird song datasets [91], created in a similar one-

against-all way as SIVAL. Here, a bag is a spectrogram of an audio fragment with different
birds singing. A bag is positive for a particular bird species (e.g. Winter Wren) if its song is
present in the fragment. There are 109 fragments where the Winter Wren song is heard, and
439 fragments without it. Also here we use (5.9) to compute the dissimilarities.

The datasets and their properties are shown in Table 5.3. For each dissimilarity matrix we
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computed its asymmetry coefficient as follows:

AC = 1
n(n− 1)

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

|dij − dji|
min(dij , dji) + ε

(5.10)

where n is the number of objects in the dataset. This coefficient measures the average normalized
difference of the directed dissimilarities and is 0 for symmetric data.

The formulation in (5.10) assumes that dij 6= 0 for i 6= j, which may not necessarily be true
for dissimilarity data. In the case that dij = dji, a term ε with a very small value such as 0.0001
must be added in the denominator to avoid divisions by zero.

Table 5.2: Properties of the datasets used in this study, AC refers to the asymmetry coefficient
from (5.10); the larger the AC, the larger the asymmetry.

Dataset # Classes # Obj. per class AC

ChickenPieces-35-45 5 117, 76, 96, 61, 96 0.08
Zongker 10 10×200 0.18

AjaxOrange 2 60, 1440 0.31
Winter Wren 2 109, 439 0.23

For each of the dissimilarity datasets, we evaluate the performances using asymmetric dissi-
milarity measures D1 and D2, the symmetrized measures (using minimum, average and maxi-
mum) and the EADS.

The classifiers compared are the linear discriminant classifier (LDA, but denoted LDC in our
experiments) and the SVM, both in the dissimilarity space and implemented in PRTools [92].
For LDC we use regularization parameters R = 0.01 and S = 0.9, for SVM we use a linear kernel
and a regularization parameter C = 100. These parameters show reasonable performances on
all the datasets under investigation, and are, therefore, constant across all experiments and not
optimized to fit a particular dataset.

We provide learning curves over 20 runs for each dissimilarity / classifier combination, for
increasing training sizes from 5 to 30 objects per class. In each of the learning curves, the
number of prototypes is fixed to either 5 or 20 per class in order to explore the behavior with a
small and a large representation set size. This means that the dimensionality of the dissimilarity
space is the same for D1, D2 and the symmetrized versions, but twice as much for the EADS.
The approaches compared are:

• DS resulting from the computation of dissimilarities in the direction from the objects to
the prototypes (D1).

• DS resulting from the computation of dissimilarities from the prototypes to the objects
(D2).

• DS resulting from averaging the dissimilarities in the two directions ((D1 +D2)/2).

• DS resulting from the maximum of the two dissimilarities (max(D1, D2)).

• DS resulting from the minimum of the two dissimilarities (min(D1, D2)).

• The extended asymmetric dissimilarity space (EADS).
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(a) 5 prototypes per class
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(b) 20 prototypes per class
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(c) 5 prototypes per class
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Figure 5.5: LDC and SVM classification results in dissimilarity spaces for Zongker dataset

5.2.10 Results and discussion

In Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 it can be seen from the results on the Zongker and Chicken Pieces datasets
that the EADS outperforms the other approaches. This is especially true for a small number of
prototypes (see Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 (a) and (c)). The results of the different approaches become
more similar for the representation set of 20 prototypes per class, especially when SVM is
used (see Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 (d)). The EADS is better than the individual spaces created from
the directed dissimilarities, one explanation for this is that the directed dissimilarities provide
complementary information so together they are more useful than individually. The EADS
contains more information of the relations between the objects than an individual directed
DS. The maximum operation is usually very sensitive to noise and outliers what explains its
bad performance. The maximum dissimilarity makes objects belonging to the same class more
different. These higher differences inside the class are likely to contain noise since objects of
the same class should potentially be more similar. The average is more robust than maximum
since it combines the information from both directed dissimilarities avoiding in some degree the
influence of noise and outliers. Still, by averaging we may hamper the contribution of a very
good directed dissimilarity if there is a noisy counterpart. The EADS may improve upon the
average because the EADS does not obstructs the contribution of a good directed dissimilarity.
The minimum operator is usually worse than EADS and averaging. One possible cause is that
by using the minimum, the representation of all the objects is homogenized to some extent
because for objects belonging to different classes the separability is decreased by selecting the
minimum dissimilarity. Therefore, some discriminatory power is lost.
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(a) 5 prototypes per class
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(b) 20 prototypes per class
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(c) 5 prototypes per class
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Figure 5.6: LDC and SVM classification results in dissimilarity spaces for Chicken Pieces dataset

In AjaxOrange, it is an important observation that D2 is more informative than D1, espe-
cially for the LDC classifier (see Fig. 5.7 (a) and (b)). D2 means that the dissimilarities are
measured from the prototypes to the bags. The meanmin dissimilarity in (5.9) therefore ensures
that, for a positive prototype, the positive instances (the AjaxOrange bottle) influence the dissi-
milarity value by definition, as all instances of the prototype have to be matched to instances
in the training bag. Measuring the dissimilarity to positive prototypes, on the other hand, may
result in very similar values for positive and negative bags because of identical backgrounds,
therefore creating class overlap.

Because D1 contains potentially harmful information, the combining methods do not succeed
in combining this information from D1 and D2 in a way that is beneficial to the classifier. This
is particularly evident for the LDC classifier (see Fig. 5.7 (a) and (b)), where only EADS has
similar (but still worse) performances than D2. For the SVM classifier, EADS performs well
only when a few prototypes are used, but as more prototypes (and more harmful information
from D1) are involved, there is almost no advantage over D2 alone.

From the results reported in Fig. 5.8 for Winter Wren, we again see that D2 is more informa-
tive than D1. However, what is different in this situation is that both directions contain useful
information for classification, this is evident due to the success of the average, maximum and
EADS combiners. The difference lies in the negative instances (fragments of other birds species,
or background objects in the images) of positive bags. While in AjaxOrange, background ob-
jects are non-informative, the background in the audio fragments may be informative for the
class of the sound. In particular, it is possible that some bird species are heard together more
often: e.g. there is a correlation of 0.63 between the labels of Winter Wren and Pacific-slope
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Figure 5.7: LDC and SVM classification results in dissimilarity spaces for AjaxOrange dataset

Flycatcher. Therefore, also measuring dissimilarities to the prototypes produces dissimilarity
values that are different for positive and negative bags.

The increased dimensionality of the EADS is one of the main problems of this approach,
as in small sample size cases the increased dimensionality may lead to overfitting. In order to
overcome this, prototype selection can be considered. We developed other experiments using
prototype selection for all the spaces compared. A fixed training set size of 200 objects was used,
leading to spaces of dimensionality 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25. The choice to perform the selection
of the prototypes was the forward selection optimizing the LOO 1-NN classification error in
the training set. One example of standard and MIL dissimilarity datasets were considered:
the Zongker and Winter Wren. Prototypes are selected for EADS as it is usually done for a
standard DS. Prototypes using the two directed dissimilarities are available as candidates but
the prototype selection method may discard one of the two or maybe both if they are not
discriminative according to the selection criterion. The EADS is compared now with the other
spaces on the basis of the same dimensionality.

From the results in Fig. 5.9 (a) it can be seen that, for the Zongker dataset, the best
approaches are the EADS and the average. An interesting observation is that this dataset is
intrinsically high-dimensional because the number of principal components (PCs) that retain
95% of the data variance is equal to 529. The average approach adds more information in each
dimension since every dissimilarity encodes a combination of two. This implies that, for the
dimensions considered that are small compared to 529, it performs as good as the EADS. On
the contrary, the Winter Wren dataset is intrinsically low-dimensional, since the number of PCs
retaining 95% of the data variance is equal to 3. This is a possible explanation of why the EADS
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Figure 5.8: LDC and SVM classification results in dissimilarity spaces for the Winter Wren
dataset
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Figure 5.9: Classification results after prototype selection for the Zongker and Winter Wren
datasets

is the best in this case (see Fig. 5.9 (b)), because the average approach is likely to introduce
some noise.

One interesting issue of using prototype selection in EADS is that not only the dimensions
are decreased, but also the accuracy of the EADS itself may be improved especially in the
datasets where one of the directed dissimilarities is the best and the other is very bad (e.g.
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MIL datasets). The EADS without prototype selection in these cases may be worse than the
best directed dissimilarity (see Fig. 5.7 (a) and (b)). However, by using a suitable prototype
selection method in the EADS, only the prototypes from the best directed dissimilarity should
be kept, and noisy prototypes from the bad directed dissimilarity should be discarded. This
should make the results of the EADS similar to those of the best directed dissimilarity. This can
be achieved if a proper prototype selection method is used. In the prototype selection executed
for the Winter Wren, where one directed dissimilarity is remarkably better than the other, this
can partially be seen. For example, in one run, the method selected 18 prototypes from the best
directed dissimilarity in the set of 25 prototypes selected. Future work will include the study
of suitable prototype selectors for EADS.

5.2.11 Conclusions

In this paper we study the EADS as an alternative to different approaches for dealing with
asymmetric dissimilarities. The EADS outperforms the other approaches for a small number
of prototypes in standard dissimilarity datasets, when both dissimilarities are about equally
informative.

In MIL datasets, conclusions are slightly different because of the way the dissimilarities are
created. It may be the case that the best option is one of the directed dissimilarities. However,
if there is no knowledge on which directed dissimilarity is the best, the EADS may be the best
choice. This especially holds when only a low number of prototypes is available.

It should be noted that the EADS increases the dimensionality as opposed to other combining
approaches, therefore increasing the risk of overfitting. Prototype selection should be considered
to keep the dimensionality low. After prototype selection, the EADS also shows good results
in examples of intrinsically low- and high-dimensional datasets. However, for intrinsically high-
dimensional datasets, averaging is also worth considering as combining rule.

Our main conclusion is that asymmetry is not an artefact that has to be removed in order
to apply embedding or kernel methods to the classification problem. On the contrary, asym-
metric dissimilarities may contain very useful information, and it is advisable to consider the
dissimilarity representation as a means to fully use this information.
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5.3 Reduced representation of multiscale non-metric data by
prototype selection

This section will be submitted to the Signal Processing journal as: “Reduced representation
of multiscale dissimilarity data by prototype selection”, by Yenisel Plasencia Calaña, Yan Li,
Robert P. W. Duin, Mauricio Orozco Alzate, Marco Loog, and Edel Garcia-Reyes.
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Abstract

The representation of data under multiple scales provides the possibility of using more
information for data analysis. However, by having more information, the computational cost of
classification may potentially increase. In addition, if extended representations are used, other
problems such as the “curse of dimensionality” and overfitting may occur. A further challenge
is posed when the multiscale data is given in the form of non-metric dissimilarities since the
standard approaches, which assume metric dissimilarities, cannot be applied. In this paper,
we present a new approach to overcome these problems. We propose the Extended Multiscale
Dissimilarity Space (EMDS) which takes into account only the “best” information from all
the scales in a classification sense. Experimental results show evidence that our proposal, the
reduced EMDS, outperforms the individual scales in terms of accuracy while maintaining the
same computational cost. In addition, our approach outperforms the combination of the scales
in the averaged dissimilarity space in terms of computational efficiency as well as in classification
accuracy when the individual scales perform significantly different.

5.3.1 Introduction

Recently, the use of multiscale data in pattern recognition problems and specifically the use
of multiscale dissimilarity data started to receive more attention from the scientific commu-
nity [93–98]. The term multiscale refers to data represented at different scales or resolutions.
This approach provides more information that, if used properly, contributes to improve the
data modeling. However, the following question remains open: how to properly use multiscale
dissimilarities for classification without increasing the computational cost? In the literature
on supervised pattern recognition for multiscale data, we can find two main approaches: scale
selection [98,99], and scale combining [96,97]. Scale selection has been tackled, for example, by
Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) [99,100], which is similar to the problem of selecting the best
kernels for a given problem. For scale combining, all the different scales may be combined in
the form of similarity or kernel matrices using, for instance, MKL as well [101].

There are general approaches that deal with a dissimilarity matrix; for instance, the k
Nearest Neighbour classifiers (k-NN) directly applied to the matrix, and the classifiers in the
Dissimilarity Space (DS) [3, 11]. In the case of the k-NN, their outputs for the different scales
can be combined to find the final decision, or we can decide to use the classifier on the best
scale only. In the case of the DS, as proposed in [97], different classifiers can be trained for
each individual DS related to a given scale, and the final classifiers are the ones with the best
results. The advantage of this selection approach is that computational costs are proportionally
diminished according to the final number of scales selected, however the information of the
scales that are not selected is lost.

Another possibility to combine the scales is by computing a weighted average of the dissi-
milarities [97]. The disadvantage of this approach is its high computational cost since, for an
incoming test object, the dissimilarities with all the objects in all the scales must be computed.
This becomes very expensive for dissimilarity measures with a high computational complexity.
Besides, it is not clearly established how to combine different dissimilarities. Another approach,
to which little attention has been paid so far, is constructing an Extended Multiscale Dissimila-
rity Space (EMDS) from the dissimilarity matrices [102]. Despite the fact that the first results
presented in [102] using the EMDS were discouraging, we consider that a smart selection of the
set of prototypes can lead to better results.

We are not interested in combining classifiers computed for the different scales, which has
been thoroughly studied in previous works [98, 103–105], since we want to avoid the costs in-
volved in computing the dissimilarity measures for all the scales. These costs may be too high,
especially for the case of measures incorporating expert knowledge and invariances, e.g. when
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matching shapes with different rotations and selecting the result for the best match to make
the measure rotation invariant. In addition, this type of procedures usually assumes that the
dissimilarity measure is metric while our goal is to develop procedures able to deal with any
general dissimilarity measure. We also want to avoid the costs of submitting the data to multiple
classifier systems which, in addition, require combining the outputs of the individual classifiers.

We are only interested in the case where the multiscale data is provided by an expert in the
form of (possibly non-metric) dissimilarity matrices for each scale, where standard approaches,
which assume distances instead of general dissimilarities (e.g. asymmetric or disobeying the
triangle inequality), cannot be applied. Even methods based on kernels [99, 100] cannot be
applied without modifying the original proximities since only for a Euclidean distance matrix,
a positive definite kernel that preserves the distances in some space can be obtained (e.g. by
classical scaling [3]). We also discard the use of k-NN classifiers directly applied to the matrices
since they are computationally expensive. In addition, k-NN classifiers restrict classification to
this family, while many problems, for example those with small sample sizes, may benefit from
other classifiers such as linear ones. However, the DS seems to be a reasonable option for the
classification of multiscale dissimilarity data since it is fast, it provides the possibility of using a
plethora of classifiers and not only the k-NN ones, and it allows to explore in depth the EMDS
as a new possibility for combining multiscale information. Due to the mentioned drawbacks of
the other approaches, we will focus on the EMDS approach.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to represent potentially non-metric multiscale
dissimilarity data based on a reduced EMDS, which is created after supervised prototype selec-
tion by a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [106–108]. The reduction is performed in a way that the most
important information from all the scales is preserved using the most informative prototypes
according to a supervised criterion. In our approach, a smart compromise is obtained between
scale selection and scale combination. This approach is capable of outperforming the combina-
tion of all scales by averaging because the latter may result in more information loss. This can
be explained intuitively since, for instance, a very good prototype in one scale may be a very
bad prototype in another scale for several reasons (e.g. the scale was not appropriate to provide
discriminative information for the problem under consideration, the scale magnified the noise
present in the object measurements, etc). Consequently, by averaging the dissimilarity values,
the contribution of the good prototype is lost. We avoid this by selecting the best prototypes
per scale and using their information without modifications. Moreover, with our approach,
less distance computations are needed, since, for new incoming objects, the dissimilarities with
the selected prototypes are not computed in all the scales as in the averaging approach. Our
approach may also outperform the selection approach due to the fact that the information from
all the scales is used.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Subsection 5.3.2 introduces the ex-
tended multiscale dissimilarity space. Subsection 5.3.3 presents the related work on prototype
selection. Subsection 5.3.4 presents the description of the proposed GA with the supervised
selection criterion. Subsection 5.3.5 presents the data, experimental setup, results and analysis.
Conclusions are drawn in Subsection 5.3.7.

5.3.2 Extended multiscale dissimilarity space

The DS was proposed by Pekalska and Duin [3] as an alternative to represent dissimilarity
data. The DS is an adequate option to handle measures computed from matching processes
or measures incorporating expert knowledge that are non-Euclidean or even non-metric. In
this approach, it is not needed that dissimilarities are Euclidean themselves, because they are
interpreted as coordinates in the dissimilarity space. In the DS we can apply all the statistical
pattern recognition procedures that are suited for Euclidean spaces.
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Let X be the space of objects in consideration which may not be a feature vector space but
a more complicated one such as a graph space or other nonstandard one. A set of prototypes
R = {r1, r2, . . . , rl} ∈ X, also called representation set, is used for the creation of the DS. A
training set T = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} ∈ X is represented in the DS by the dissimilarities of objects
in T with objects in R. In general, for a representation set of l prototypes, and a suitable dissi-
milarity measure for the problem d : X ×X → R+

0 , we obtain a dissimilarity matrix D(T,R);
the mapping to a DS is represented as φd

R : X → Rl. The representation of an object x in the
DS is the vector of its dissimilarities with the prototypes:

φd
R(x) = [d(x, r1) d(x, r2) ... d(x, rl)]. (5.11)

In case of multiscale data, dissimilarities are computed for each scale independently. If we
have ten scales, then we obtain ten different dissimilarity matrices. Classifiers can be computed
in the individual DS for each scale. In the experimental comparison in [97], it was found that this
provides worse results than classification in the DS constructed by straightforward averaging of
all scales. However, when using the average, we have the problem of the high computational
cost because dissimilarities with prototypes from all the scales must be measured.

Our focus is in the construction of an EMDS. The extended space representation is cre-
ated from the individual representations in a DS for each scale. For a multiscale problem with
M scales, denoting Dm = Dm(T,R) the dissimilarity matrix computed for scale m, we have
D1, D2, . . . , DM , normalized dissimilarity matrices. The representation of training objects in
the EMDS is created by the concatenation of the individual dissimilarity matrices for each scale:
[D1 D2 . . . DM ]. The embedding of any object is obtained by the mapping Θd

R : X → RlM ,
which returns the vector of the dissimilarities with the prototypes from all the scales:

Θd
R(x) = [d(x1, r1

1) . . . d(x1, r1
l ) . . . d(xM , rM

1 ) . . . d(xM , rM
l )], (5.12)

which can be rewritten as:

Θd
R(x) = [φd

R1(x1) φd
R2(x2) . . . φd

RM
(xM )], (5.13)

where Rm = {rm
1 , r

m
2 , . . . , r

m
l } ∈ Xm,m = 1...M , is the representation set in scale m and Xm

the space of objects for scale m; xm ∈ Xm,m = 1...M , are the representations of x under
the different scales. In the framework of dissimilarity spaces, there are at least three possible
approaches to exploit multiscale data given in the form of dissimilarity matrices:

• selection: f(D1, D2, . . . , DM ) = Dj

• combination by weighted averaging: g(D1, D2, . . . , DM ) =
M∑

i=1
αiDi

• extension: h(D1, D2, . . . , DM ) = [D1 D2 . . . DM ]

It can be seen that the extended space has a dimensionality higher than the dimensionality of
the other approaches. This dimensionality increases in proportion to the number of scales. This
poses a need of prototype selection in the EMDS, in order to decrease the dimension of the
space and the computational effort for classification. However, this must be accomplished in a
smart way, in order to take advantage of the multiscale information.

5.3.3 Related work on prototype selection

The representation of objects in the EMDS is created by a concatenation of their representations
in individual DSs related to different scales. Therefore, the main problem with the EMDS is its
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high dimensionality. It is a cause of overfitting and the “curse of dimensionality” phenomenon.
The term overfitting refers to the fact that the classifier describes the noise in the data instead
of important underlying information. Due to this, the classifier cannot generalize well to unseen
data. The “curse of dimensionality” states that the number of objects needed to train a classifier
often grows exponentially with the number of dimensions. Another problem is the increase of
the computational costs involved in classification. To avoid these problems in a DS, prototype
selection methods have been studied [11,21].

In order to be able to use the multiscale information avoiding a high dimensionality of the
EMDS, a prototype selection must be performed to create a reduced EMDS. The only selection
method which converges to the global optimum solution is the exhaustive search, but it is com-
putationally unfeasible. In addition, the EMDS presents different conditions compared to an
standard DS. Therefore, we have to discard promising prototype selection procedures that work
directly with the dissimilarity information such as the KCentres and ModeSeek proposed in [11],
and the Farthest First Transversal (FFT) [16], unless they are applied on a single scale. These
methods require a direct comparison of the prototypes being analyzed, which in the EMDS case
may belong to different scales and, thereby, are not comparable. Another good method, the
Forward Selection (FS) [11], is not adequate for the EMDS due to the high dimensionality of
this space which is proportional to the number of prototypes and scales. The most appropriate
option that we found is the selection of prototypes by GAs optimizing as criterion a classifica-
tion error in the DS.

We consider that GAs are specially suitable for prototype selection in dissimilarity repre-
sentations, since, similar objects represent similar information and they can be chosen indis-
tinctively as prototypes and, therefore, a thorough search is not needed. GAs have been used
in similar problems such as feature selection [108] or prototype selection for k-NN classifica-
tion [39, 40]. The GA for prototype selection in a DS was proposed in [20], where it showed a
good performance in standard DSs of moderate dimensionality. However, its performance for
very high dimensional spaces such as the extended ones has not been studied.

5.3.4 Proposed method

We propose to select the prototypes in the EMDS taking into account information provided by
all the scales. In this way, we avoid the problem of the correlation or non-representativeness of
the prototypes. We propose a GA optimizing a 1-NN leave one out (LOO) classification error
in the EMDS for a validation set. For simplicity, the validation set coincides in our case with
the training set but it may be also different. The “1-NN error” criterion is computed in the DSs
for each candidate set of prototypes. The selected set of prototypes will be the one leading to
the smallest error. The criterion to be minimized can be formulated as follows:

 =
∑

xi∈T

CE(xi),

CE(xi) =
{

1, λT (xi) 6= λT (xk)
0, λT (xi) = λT (xk) , xk = argmin

xj∈T\{xi}
d(xi, xj) (5.14)

where λT (xi) and λT (xk) are the class label of xi, xk respectively, and xk is the object with
minimum Euclidean distance to xi in the DS. The criterion  is therefore the 1-NN classification
error on the validation set T in the dissimilarity space using the LOO approach. This criterion
takes both the multiscale and the labels information into account since the classification error
is computed for EMDS with different sets of prototypes coming from different scales. It is also
a relatively fast criterion compared to other criteria that take into account class separability
such as the Mahalanobis distance.
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The GA is an evolutionary method which uses heuristics to converge to better solutions,
resembling biological processes such as reproduction and mutation. Each possible solution
(individual, chromosome) is a set of prototypes of fixed cardinality l codified in a l − tuple of
prototypes indexes. The GA starts the search in an initial population of individuals. In each
evolution cycle, the GA evaluates the population using the fitness function which in our problem
corresponds to the proposed supervised criterion. The population undergoes reproduction (with
best fitted individuals) and mutation processes until criteria are met. As reproduction and
selection strategies we use uniform crossover and elitist selection. The sub-optimality of the GA
may not be as problematic as in feature selection problems since similar objects may have similar
properties as prototypes and they can be chosen indistinctively. Moreover, for large spaces such
as the EMDS, this is a good alternative in terms of computational time. The corresponding
pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Genetic Algorithm for prototype selection minimizing LOO 1-NN error
as fitness function

Input: D: dissimilarity matrix among samples and candidates to prototypes; k:
desired number of prototypes, S: number of individuals in the population, rp:
reproduction probability, mp: mutation probability, iter: number of
generations

Output: bestindividual: set of prototypes indexes
// randomly generate the population
P ← GenerateInitialPopulation(D, k, S);1

bestindividual← P [1];2

// find the best solution from the population and assign it to
bestindividual

foreach currentindividual in P do3

critvalcurrent← FitnessbyNNError(currentindividual,D);4

critvalbest← FitnessbyNNError(bestindividual,D);5

if critvalcurrent < critvalbest then6

bestindividual← currentindividual;7

end8

end9

while number of generations < iter do10

// Evolution cycle
foreach currentindividual in P do11

// Reproduction, replace a gene of currentindividual with
probability rp by a gene of the best

Reproduce(bestindividual, currentindividual, rp);12

// Mutation, change a gene of currentindividual with probability
mp

Mutate(currentindividual,mp);13

end14

// find the best solution from the population and assign it to
bestindividual

end15
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5.3.5 Data and experimental setup

In this section, the multiscale data sets used in our experiments are described. The different
approaches for prototype selection are presented. The experimental setup, results and discussion
are also provided.

Three different multiscale data sets were used in the experiments. They are the Colon,
Texture and Chicken Pieces data sets. Their descriptions are given below:

Colon. This data set [109,110] represents colon tissue data; it was provided by Dr. Marius
Nap from the Atrium Medical Center in Heerlen, The Netherlands. The objects are microscope
image patches of size 1024 × 1024 belonging to four classes: normal, inflamed, adenomatous,
and cancer. The Laplacian of different scales was applied to each image patch, and the city-
block (L1) distance between the histograms of the response images was used as the dissimilarity
measure.

Texture. This is the Brodatz texture data set downloaded from [111]. It has 111 images
that we consider as classes. The 640 × 640 images were partitioned into 9 subimages that are
used as class objects, each having a size of 210×210. The Leung-Malik [112] filter set at different
scales was applied to the images by us, and the Chi square distance between the histograms of
the response images was computed.

Chicken Pieces. This data set is computed from the Chicken Pieces image data set [43].
The images are in binary format representing silhouettes from five different parts of the chicken:
wing (117 samples), back (76), drumstick (96), thigh and back (61), and breast (96). From
these images the edges are extracted and approximated by segments of different pixel length,
and string representations of the angles between the segments are derived. A set of resolutions
for the string representations is used. The dissimilarity matrix is composed by edit distances
between these strings. A description of the data sets is presented in Table 5.3.

In the experiments, the reduced EMDS obtained after performing the prototype selection is

Table 5.3: Properties of the multiscale datasets, the last column (|V |) refers to the validation
set cardinality used for the experiments.

Data sets # Classes # Obj # scales |V | in EMDS
Colon 4 375× 4 9 100× 9

Texture 111 9× 111 6 222× 6
Chicken Pieces 5 446 11 170× 11

compared to the other multiscale approaches, the space of averaged multiscale dissimilarities,
and the individual spaces for each scale, always using the same dimensionality. For consistency,
we compare the same Linear Discriminant classifier (LDC), which is the Bayes classifier assuming
normal densities with identical covariance matrices, and the 1-NN in the different spaces and
data sets. All the dissimilarity matrices were normalized to avoid scaling problems.

Since the datasets present a small size, they were 20 times randomly divided into two sets:
a training set, that was used for selecting the extended prototypes in the different scales, to
optimize the selection criterion and to build the final classifiers in the EMDS, and a test set,
which was only used to compute the final classification error. The prototype selectors executed
are:

• GA in the EMDS

• random selection in the EMDS

• GA in the averaged DS

• random selection in the averaged DS
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• random selection in the individual DS for each scale

Note that the prototype selector used in the comparison with the GA is the random selection
because, as we discussed at the end of Sec. 5.3.3, many procedures rely on a square (all vs. all)
dissimilarity matrix, and others are too expensive for large spaces. The random selection re-
samples the space and performs well for large representation sets [11]. Different parameters
have been proposed for the GA [106, 113]. However, they can be problem-dependent, thereby
we decided to use parameters proposed in previous works on prototype selection [21]:

• Initial population: 30 individuals or solutions

• Probability of reproduction: 0.5

• Probability of mutation: 0.05

• Stopping condition: 20 generations reached

5.3.6 Results and discussion
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Figure 5.10: GA criterion convergence and associated test set errors when selecting ten proto-
types
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Figure 5.11: Classification results on the extended (EMDS), averaged (avg. DS) and individual
dissimilarity spaces for Colon data set
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Figure 5.12: Classification results on the extended (EMDS), averaged (avg. DS) and individual
dissimilarity spaces for Texture data set
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Figure 5.13: Classification results on the extended (EMDS), averaged (avg. DS) and individual
dissimilarity spaces for Chicken Pieces data set

Figure 5.10 presents the evolution of the criterion value and the related test set errors ob-
tained for each generation. It can be seen that the criterion is effective for improving the
classification results of a test set. However, it is clear that the the test set errors curves are
not smooth because a perfect monotonic relation between criterion values and test set errors is
rather difficult to obtain for a genetic algorithm which may fall into local optima. The small or
moderate sample sizes worsen the issue since the 1-NN classifier used as criterion may overfit
the data.

Figures 5.11-5.13 present the results obtained for the data sets used in our study. Classi-
fication errors are presented for increasing numbers of prototypes in multiscale spaces as well
as in the individual spaces from the different scales. Standard deviations were not included to
maintain the clarity of the plots, but they vary between 0.02 and 0.05 for Chicken Pieces, 0.01
and 0.03 for Colon, and between 0.007 and 0.05 for Texture data set.
In Fig. 5.11, for the Colon data set, it is possible to see that the EMDS outperforms the averaged
DS and the individual scales. Selection by GA achieves better results than random selection for
the 1-NN classifier. It is worth noting that after creating the spaces with the same cardinality
and training the classifiers, classification in the EMDS is much cheaper than classification in the
averaged DS, since the dissimilarities of a new test object must be measured with the prototypes
from all the scales in the averaged DS.

Results for the Texture data set show a clear example where selection of prototypes by the
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GA in the EMDS provides remarkably better results than the other approaches (Fig. 5.12).
Here we can see a recurrent phenomenon, the GA selection is more beneficial for the 1-NN
than for the LDC. This can be expected, since the 1-NN classifier is more sensitive to noise
and outliers than the LDC, therefore it benefits more from a careful selection of the prototypes.
The difference of results in the EMDS and averaged DS is less substantial for the LDC, which
is the best performing classifier. The EMDS is still better than the averaged DS. The EMDS
with prototype selection handles better an imperfect selection of the classifier. In this dataset
as well as in the Colon dataset, the EMDS significantly improves the results of the individual
scales.

Results for the Chicken Pieces data set in Fig. 5.13 show an opposite behaviour. The av-
eraged DS outperforms the EMDS. Our explanation is that, in this dataset, only four scales
present a decreased classification performance while seven scales perform similarly well. These
large number of good performing scales influence the average dissimilarity computation heavier
than the four worse ones. Therefore, the final averaged space behaves similar to the best scales.
However, for the Colon and Texture datasets, the individual scales perform significantly differ-
ent from each other, and the averaged space suffers from this while the reduced EMDS is able
to capture the important information for classification. The GA selection is beneficial for both
spaces.
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Figure 5.14: Classification error vs computational time in seconds for classifying a new object
for the extended multiscale spaces and averaged spaces when different numbers of prototypes
are used

indent Fig. 5.14 shows the errors vs. computation times of classifying a new object while varying
the number of prototypes for the EMDS and the averaged space. Results are shown for the
Colon and the Texture data sets only since, for the Chicken Pieces, we did not have access to
the code for computing the dissimilarities. The results are shown for the best prototype selector
in each space varying the number of prototypes. It can be seen that the computation times
for the EMDS are much smaller than the ones for the averaged space, while the classification
accuracy is similar or sometimes better.

Table 5.4 shows the decreasing ranking of the scales according to the number of times
prototypes of that scale were selected by the GA in the different data sets. Table 5.5 shows
an example of the number of times that prototypes in the first 6 most significant scales were
selected as a part of a solution for Colon dataset. It can be seen that whether the best scales
are the first, the middle or the last depends on the data. For the Texture and Colon data set,
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Table 5.4: Decreasing ranking of scales according to the number of times that prototypes of
each scale were selected

Colon dataset scales
10 prototypes 4 5 2 6 7 3 9 8 1
100 prototypes 4 7 6 2 3 9 1 8 5
Texture dataset
10 prototypes 1 2 3 4 6 5
100 prototypes 1 2 3 6 4 5

Chicken Pieces dataset
20 prototypes 9 1 6 8 5 7 3 10 11 4 2
170 prototypes 9 10 5 4 1 6 7 2 11 3 8

Table 5.5: Best 6 scales (sorted by decreasing order) and number of times (specified in brackets)
that prototypes of these scales were selected for Colon dataset

10 prototypes 4(26) 5(25) 2(24) 6(23) 7(23) 3(22)
100 prototypes 4(259) 7(237) 6(233) 2(226) 3(225) 9(219)

the best scales are the first and the middle ones respectively. For the Chicken Pieces, the last
and middle scales are the best ones. An interesting issue is that the first scales selected in each
data set are not only the ones with the smallest classification errors (see Figs. 5.11-5.13 (c)).
Scales with a high classification error such as scale 7 for Colon or scale 1 for Chicken Pieces
are also selected in the first positions. It means that individually they may not be good but,
when combined, they provide complementary information that is useful for classification. A
tendency of the larger scales to be more stable in their rankings can be seen for smaller and
larger numbers of prototypes.

5.3.7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new approach to cope with potentially non-metric multiscale
dissimilarity data. The multiscale data is represented in a reduced EMDS considering the best
prototypes that contribute with complementary information from the given scales. A GA with
a supervised criterion was proposed to accomplish the selection of the set of prototypes.

The classification results in the proposed EMDS outperform the results in the individual
scales for the same dimensionality. This means that the approach is as affordable as approaches
that deal with data in only one scale and at the same time provides better classification results.
In addition, the proposed approach outperformed the combination of the scales by averaging
when the individual scales provide significantly different information. Therefore, despite being
less computationally expensive, our approach is able to outperform the combination of scales
by averaging in the mentioned scenario.

In addition, our approach provides better interpretability of the selected prototypes since
they provide information both about the object and the scale where it was important. This type
of information is useful for experts, therefore the selection of prototypes in the EMDS presents a
value beyond classification. This is in contrast to the average approach since it is not possible to
determine in which scales the selected prototypes are more representative. When the majority
of the scales perform similarly well, the averaged DS is the best option in a classification sense.

The scales selected by the GA are different for each problem. In general, all the scales
contribute with some information in the EMDS, even the ones that when used individually have
a poor performance. One limitation of this approach is that despite the fact that we exploit



the multiscale information we are still limited by the fact the we use objects as prototypes. If
models are used as prototypes instead of objects, and they are combined with the multiscale
information, the results could be further improved.





Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Conclusions

In the thesis, we studied the selection of prototypes for classification of data in the dissimilarity
space. The main question which guided our study was:

• Can we create better prototypes and/or selection procedures if we take the nature and
characteristics of the dissimilarity data into account in the process?

Our general hypothesis was that by taking into account the nature and spatial distribution of
the dissimilarity data we can obtain better prototypes, faster procedures to select them, and
improved DS in the sense of better compromising between accuracy and efficiency of classifica-
tion. From our research, we found that this is true, especially when selecting small numbers of
prototypes.

We found that the prototype selection procedures which make use of the nature of the data,
especially of the dissimilarity character, are fast and accurate for the selection of a good repre-
sentation set. In addition, the prototype models which reflect the spatial distribution of objects
outperformed previous approaches based on objects as prototypes such as the KCentres, For-
ward Selection (FS) and Genetic Algorithms (GAs). Finally, we found that taking into account
the nature of asymmetric and multiscale dissimilarities in the definition of the extended proto-
types and combined with selection methods provides more successful compact representations
than when ignoring their specificities. However, we found that there is no “best performing”
prototype selection method, it depends on the nature of the problem and data characteristics.
We will return on this in the next section which presents different type of problems (two-class,
multi-class) and data characteristics (small sample sizes, large sizes, spatial distributions, linear,
non-linear, overlapped classes, asymmetric, multiscale).

From the work developed in Chapter 3 we found that GAs offer a promising alternative to
other selection methods based on objects as prototypes since they are able to find complicated
representation sets. We found that these algorithms can intrinsically exploit the knowledge on
our problem, leading to a fast convergence to good solutions for any cardinality of the set of
prototypes. They are especially suitable for selecting prototypes out of very large candidate
sets. This is in contrast to the FS which is computationally expensive especially for large candi-
date sets. The fact that neighbouring or nearby objects present a similar representational power
makes the GA more appropriate than FS procedures to accomplish the selection, since, any of
two close objects can be selected interchangeably. However, the FS needs a thorough evaluation
which may be needed for feature selection, but is certainly not needed for prototype selection
since we have the information (in the dissimilarities) of which prototypes are neighbours.

All the interesting properties of the GAs and specifically the good trade-off it finds, led us
to propose new GA-based scalable methods for prototype selection in section 3.2. To achieve
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this, two scalable criteria were proposed and tested on large scale datasets. We found that
the unsupervised criterion based on maximizing the length of the minimum spanning tree (and
therefore the diversity of the prototypes) is very fast compared to other criteria and provides
good representation sets especially for multiclass problems. The proposed supervised GA for
prototype selection, combined with the use of a large set of objects to compute the criterion, is
beneficial for data with a significant overlap among the classes.

One conclusion of this thesis from the study developed in Chapter 4 is that knowledge about
the spatial distribution of objects (specifically elongated or cigar-like distributions and clusters)
is beneficial to select proper models to be used as prototypes. Note that this knowledge is ob-
tained only from the dissimilarities since we assume there is no underlying vector space available.
This knowledge can be acquired by analyzing the dissimilarity values using different techniques:
from a visual inspection of the MDS plots of the dissimilarity data, from the intrinsic dimension
of the data, and even from the classification error of the 1-NN classifier. This may help users
to decide if some particular model is suitable for the data at hand. Selection methods must be
used to discard noninformative or even harmful prototypes. To achieve this for a generalized
dissimilarity representation by feature lines, we proposed a feature lines selection criterion which
demonstrated its usefulness in handling several types of data distributions including elongated
datasets.

In the case that it is known in advance that the dataset to be analyzed presents clusters,
the selection of cluster-based prototypes is a good alternative. Any of the available classifiers
for feature spaces can be applied on the DS, and specifically in the generalized DS by clusters.
We found that cluster prototypes are able to unveil better nonlinear structures and make the
data more linearly separable in dissimilarity spaces. Also object prototypes do this, but clusters
achieve higher linearity of data for the same dimension. This is similar to what can be achieved
by kernels and SVM. However, as it was originally conceived, the kernel-based SVM cannot
handle the non-Euclidean nature of general dissimilarity data while the mapping defined by
cluster distances overcomes this limitation of SVM. In general, in Chapter 4, we propose to
create additional information using previous knowledge on the spatial distribution of data to
cope with the prototype selection problem.

From Chapter 5 we found that extended dissimilarity spaces allow one to properly combine
prototypes with differently measured dissimilarities. In the case of asymmetric dissimilarity
datasets the prototypes are defined by using the best performing directed dissimilarities. We
found that this approach is more beneficial for classification than previous approaches that ig-
nore the directed asymmetric dissimilarities. In the case of multiscale dissimilarity data, the
best prototypes are devised from all the scales. Despite the fact that the extended multiscale
spaces by using all the candidate prototypes are very high dimensional, it is shown that with
a smart selection of the prototypes the dimension of the space can be dramatically decreased
while maintaining the benefits provided by the multiscale information. Prototype selection is
proposed such that the best performing dissimilarities (e.g. the best directed asymmetric dissi-
milarity or the best dissimilarity information from the scales) to prototypes are maintained
while the dimensionality of the DS is reduced. The obtained results suggest that combining
dissimilarities in this way is a good alternative. In Chapter 5, we use additional information
that already exists trying to maintain the specificities of this information in contrast to previous
approaches (e.g. averaging the dissimilarity values).

Note that throughout this thesis we do not perform the prototype selection procedures on
a per class basis. Instead, our proposal is to perform the selection on the whole dataset. We
think this is beneficial because we implicitly deal with imbalanced problems and for many of
our procedures it is not mandatory to have a perfect sampling of the data. Therefore, in many
examples, our procedures can even deal with classes which are distributed differently, e.g. the
GA+MST. This does not mean that class label information is not important. On the contrary,



for complicated problems we found that it is important to select prototypes which are more
close to their true classes than to impostor classes.

6.2 Guidelines

We introduce a set of guidelines which can help researchers to decide which approach is suitable
for their specific datasets. In addition, we advice the use of linear discriminant classifiers (LDC)
or quadratic discriminant classifiers (QDC) after the data is mapped to a dissimilarity space of
sufficiently low dimensionality.

1. Linearly separable two-class datasets. Select two or just few prototypes with GA+MST
or GA+sup from section 3.2.

2. Two-class datasets with small sample sizes and elongated distributions or overlapped classes.
Select two or just few feature lines with method proposed in section 4.1.

3. Nonlinearly separable two-class datasets (e.g. concentric rings, or one class surrounded
by the other). Select few clusters using minimum distances as in section 4.2.

4. Multi-class datasets with similar ball-shaped class distribution and separable classes. Se-
lect an appropriate number of prototypes by intrinsic dimension estimation, and perform
selection with GA+MST or GA+sup from section 3.2, FFT from section 2.2 can also be
used. Another option is to use cluster prototypes with minimum or average distances
to clusters as in section 4.2 in case a small dimensionality of the dissimilarity space is
required sacrificing time of dissimilarity vectors computation.

5. Multi-class large datasets with similar ball-shaped class distribution and separable classes.
Select an appropriate number of prototypes (depending on the intrinsic dimensionality of
the data + computationally feasible according to the user needs), and perform selection
with GA+MST or GA+sup from section 3.2.

6. Multi-class (potentially large) datasets with similar ball-shaped class distribution and over-
lapped classes. Select an appropriate number of prototypes, and perform selection with
GA+sup from section 3.2.

7. Multi-class (potentially large) datasets where classes are separable and present different
spatial distribution or are not well sampled. Select appropriate number of prototypes, and
perform selection with GA+MST from section 3.2.

8. Asymmetric dissimilarity datasets. Perform prototype selection in the extended asymmet-
ric dissimilarity space as in section 5.1 and 5.2 especially if the asymmetry coefficient is
large.



9. Multiscale dissimilarity datasets. Perform prototype selection in the extended multiscale
dissimilarity space as in section 5.3 when scales perform significantly different or perform
the selection on the averaged dissimilarity space otherwise.

6.3 Open issues

A promising direction for future studies is the creation of new approaches which are able to
exploit the accurate information that can be extracted from large datasets such as the data
distribution. Approaches such as GAs or deep learning could be used to find accurately the
best prototypes that can be constructed by combining different models of the original objects.
The final set may contain prototypes coming from different types of models which are learnt
from the data instead of being handcrafted using the previous knowledge on the problem (see
chapter 3).

A more fundamental open issue is whether supervision is really needed for selecting the
prototypes, and, if so, in which cases it is more profitable. Supervision usually poses an extra
computational cost and requires labeled sets.

The main aspects that require more research in the creation and selection of clusters are:
1) the sensitivity to the clustering procedure and 2) the sensitivity to the sizes and number
of clusters. The best choice seems to be different depending on the data characteristics. A
smarter way for measuring the dissimilarity with clusters should be developed. Especially, since
the minimum distances usually perform well, some substructures (e.g. smaller clusters) may be
identified inside each cluster to represent it. This will have a positive impact on the computa-
tional cost of the procedure since it will decrease the number of dissimilarities to be measured.
Another interesting topic is how to select the clusters. In this thesis we used as criterion the
minimization of the classification error found by the 1-NN classifier. However, provided that
we found that the clusters distances create dissimilarity spaces where the data is better linearly
separable than in the original space, the optimization of a classification error computed by linear
classifiers may improve the results even further. Another issue that remains open is whether
taking into account the negative part of subspaces may improve the representation based in
subspace distances. A possible way to incorporate the distances to the negative part of the
subspace into the representation is by concatenating the positive and the negative parts in an
extended representation.

In the proposed extended asymmetric dissimilarity spaces, one open question is: when it is
useful to apply the approach? It was found that it may be useful for shape matching incorporat-
ing expert knowledge and invariances where the two directions are about equally informative,
and sometimes for multiple instance learning. In addition, we found that the larger the asym-
metry coefficient, the higher the improvements we obtain by resorting to the extended space.
However, a deeper understanding is needed to find out when the use of asymmetry is a better
alternative than the standard symmetrization methods. Our intuition is that the cause of the
asymmetry plays a crucial role to define its importance for classification.

The creation of extended multiscale dissimilarity spaces also poses some challenges. How to
make the approach more suitable for data with similarly performing scales? Prototype clusters
in different scales may be an alternative to study in these cases, since they may provide more
information than objects in the low dimensional spaces which are obtained after prototype se-
lection. Another option is to first select the scales with respect to their diversity.

For datasets that are continuously growing (e.g. biometric datasets) but require accurate
responses at each moment for a new classification query one could wonder when and how to
update the already selected prototypes. As far as we know, this problem has not been investi-
gated.



In general, the study towards selecting prototypes in the DS is a promising research di-
rection. The new insights provided in this thesis can be used as a basis to advance this field
further. A combined approach including the strategies presented in this thesis (e.g. clusters as
prototypes computed from extended dissimilarity spaces and selection by the proposed GAs on
top of this) may improve upon the individual strategies.
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Summary

Automatic pattern classification for a given problem domain aims at assigning a class or cat-
egory membership to a new unseen object from the same domain. This is performed in three
main stages: data preprocessing, representation and classification. The data preprocessing
highly depends on the data type (e.g. images, signals) which makes its study highly domain
dependent. The representation and classification stages are more general and the same type of
representations or classifier can be studied for different problems. This thesis focusses on the
representation stage as better representation will result in better classification performances.
Traditionally, pattern recognition made use of vector space representation and structural rep-
resentations. Drawbacks, like the possible unavailability of distinguishing features and lack of
learning tools for the structural representations, have led to alternatives such as the Dissimila-
rity Representation (DR), which is a relational representation where the objects are represented
by the (potentially non-Euclidean and non-metric) dissimilarities to a set of prototypes.

One of the possibilities when considering DRs is the Dissimilarity Space (DS) approach. It
was postulated as an Euclidean space where an object is represented by its dissimilarities to a
set of prototypes. The DS is attractive since it gives a good trade off between accuracy and
computational cost of the representation especially when the prototypes are carefully selected.
In this thesis we study how to define and select the prototypes for creating good representations
in the sense of compromise between good classification accuracy and low computational cost.
Our main research question is: Can we create better prototypes and/or selection procedures if
we take the nature and characteristics of the dissimilarity data into account in the process?

This thesis presents new prototype selection methods based on Genetic Algorithms (GAs).
As prototypes are homogeneously spread over the dissimilarity space and similar objects have
similar representational power, randomized methods such as GA are a powerful approach for
selecting prototypes. These properties were further exploited by proposing two new scalable
methods based on GAs with two new scalable criteria to be evaluated in the GA fitness func-
tion, i.e. maximizing the weight of the minimum spanning tree of the set of prototypes, and,
maximizing matching labels of objects and their assigned prototypes after a nearest prototype
clustering is performed. We found that for multiclass problems our proposed criteria based on
maximizing diversity of the prototypes was crucial to select good prototypes.

The second part of the thesis studies the creation and selection of models as prototypes for
classification in generalized dissimilarity spaces. A new method, based on the nearest feature
line classifier, is proposed to select feature lines as prototypes. Feature lines are suitable for
data under representational limitations. We also studied the creation and selection of clusters
as prototypes. We considered different ways to measure distances of objects with clusters: the
minimum, maximum, and average statistics. A new method based on the Nyström formula
was proposed to measure a subspace distance of objects with the positive part of the subspace
created by the objects inside the cluster considering only the information contained in the given
dissimilarities. The results of the study showed that cluster-based prototypes where always
better than object-based prototypes when comparing DSs of the same dimension.

The last part of the thesis studies the creation and selection of extended prototypes. First,
the extension is achieved by considering directed asymmetric dissimilarities, where we obtain
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two dissimilarity values computed from the objects to the prototypes and viceversa. Prototype
selection in extended asymmetric dissimilarity spaces is studied as an alternative to symmetriza-
tion by averaging, minimum and maximum as well as the two individual directed DS. Supervised
procedures are studied to perform the selection since they are able to select the prototypes with
their best associated direction for the computation of dissimilarities. It was concluded from this
study that there is useful information in asymmetry and the dissimilarity space with prototype
selection is a means to use this information. In addition, we studied another alternative to use
extended prototypes for multiscale dissimilarity data. In this case, the prototypes are selected
in an extended multiscale dissimilarity space (EMDS). A GA optimizing a classification crite-
rion was proposed due to its ability to cope with large candidate sets of prototypes. It finds
the best prototypes with their best related scales in order to take advantage of multiscale data
provided in the form of dissimilarities. We found that our proposal of using a reduced EMDS
by prototype selection was useful for problems where the scales perform significantly different.

This thesis has contributed to gain insights on the topic of prototype selection for classifi-
cation in the DS. We found that diversity plays a key role for the selection of prototypes, and
this explains why a set of random prototypes is already a good starting point and why GAs are
powerful methods to optimize this set further. In addition, we discovered that by creating and
selecting more complicated models (depending on the data characteristics), such as clusters or
feature lines as prototypes, the classification accuracies are increased. This points to promis-
ing research directions such as automatically learning the best prototype models. Finally, we
showed that it is beneficial for classification to include extra knowledge, such as asymmetry in
data or multiscale dissimilarities, in an extended dissimilarity representation.



Samenvatting

De automatische patroonherkenning richt zich, binnen een gegeven probleemdomein, op het
toekennen van een klasse of een categorie aan nieuwe, nog niet geanalyseerde objecten uit
hetzelfde domein. Dit voltrekt zich in drie stappen: de voorbewerking van de data, de repre-
sentatie en de classificatie. De voorbewerking hangt sterk af van het soort data (bijv. beelden
of signalen). Hierdoor wordt de analyse sterk afhankelijk van het domein. De stappen van
representatie en classificatie zijn meer algemeen waardoor dezelfde typen representaties en clas-
sificatoren kunnen worden bestudeerd voor verschillende problemen. Dit proefschrift richt zich
op de representatiestap omdat een betere representatie tot een betere classificator zal leiden.
Traditioneel worden in de patroonherkenning de vectorruimte of een structuurbeschrijving als
representatie gebruikt. Nadelen, zoals het niet beschikbaar zijn van specifieke kenmerken en het
gebrek aan classificatoren voor structurele representaties, hebben geleid tot de dissimilariteit-
srepresentatie (DR). Dit is een relationele representatie waarbij objecten worden gerepresenteerd
door hun verschillen met een verzameling prototypes.

Een van de mogelijkheden voor een DR is de dissimilariteitsruimte. Dit is een Euclidische
ruimte waarin objecten worden gerepresenteerd door dissimilariteiten met prototypes. Een van
de interessante aspecten van deze representatie is dat hij, door een zorgvuldige selectie van pro-
totypes, een flexibele trade-off mogelijk maakt tussen de computationele kosten en de bereikte
classificatienauwkeurigheid. In dit proefschrift wordt de wijze bestudeerd waarop prototypes
kunnen worden gedefinieerd en geselecteerd zodat een goed compromis wordt gerealiseerd tussen
classificatie nauwkeurigheid en computationele kosten. Onze belangrijkste onderzoekvraag is:
kunnen betere prototypes en/of selectie procedures worden gevonden door aard en karakter-
istieken van de dissimilariteit in aanmerking te nemen?

Dit proefschrift presenteert nieuwe selectiemethoden voor prototypes gebaseerd op genetis-
che algoritmen (GAs). Omdat prototypes op een homogene manier in de ruimte zijn verdeeld
hebben naburige, en daardoor soortgelijke objecten, ongeveer hetzelfde representatieve vermo-
gen. GAs maken hieruit een min of meer willekeurige keuze en zijn daardoor een krachtig
hulpmiddel voor het selecteren van prototypes.

De eigenschappen van de DR zijn verder benut en gebruikt voor twee nieuwe, schaalbare GA
methoden gebruikmakend van schaalbare criteria. Deze zijn het maximaliseren van de gewichten
van de ’minimum spanning tree’ van de verzameling prototypes en het maximaliseren van de
match tussen de labels van objecten en die van prototypes na een cluster analyse. Bij de
analyse van meerklassenproblemen kon worden geconstateerd dat voor de onderzochte criteria
het maximaliseren van de diversiteit cruciaal was.

In het tweede deel van het proefschrift is de constructie en selectie van modellen onderzocht,
te gebruiken als prototypes voor een gegeneraliseerde DR. Allereerst wordt een nieuwe methode
voorgesteld gebaseerd op de ’nearest feature line’ classificator. ’Feature lines’ zijn onder bepaalde
voorwaarde geschikt voor representatie. Daarnaast is de analyse en selectie van clusters ten
behoeve van prototypes bestudeerd. Diverse manieren zijn beschouwd om afstanden tussen
objecten en clusters te meten. Een nieuwe methode, gebaseerd op de Nyström vergelijking is
onderzocht. Hiermee kunnen afstanden worden bepaald tussen objecten en een cluster door op
basis van uitsluitend de gegeven dissimilariteiten een nieuwe ruimte te creëren. De resultaten
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van deze studies lieten zien dat op clusters gebaseerde prototypes altijd beter waren dan bij het
directe gebruik van objecten als prototypes bij dissimilariteitsruimtes van dezelfde dimensie.

In het laatste deel van het proefschrift zijn de constructie en selectie van geaugmenteerde
prototypes beschreven. Eerst wordt hun uitbreiding beschouwd door de beide, gerichte, asym-
metrische dissimilariteiten te gebruiken die worden verkregen door objecten met prototypes te
vergelijken en andersom. Prototype selectie in geaugmenteerde asymmetrische dissimilariteit-
sruimtes is bestudeerd als een alternatief van symmetrisatie d.m.v. middeling, het nemen van
minima of maxima, of het kiezen van een van de twee gerichte dissimilariteiten. Het kon worden
geconcludeerd dat de asymmetrie nuttige informatie bevat en dat prototype selectie een manier
is om deze informatie te gebruiken. Hiernaast is nog een studie verricht om geaugmenteerde
prototypes te gebruiken voor meerschalige dissimilariteiten. Een GA op basis van een clas-
sificatiecriterium is gebruikt vanwege zijn vermogen om uit grote verzamelingen kandidaten
te selecteren. Hierdoor kunnen de beste prototypes met de beste bijbehorende schaal worden
gevonden, gebruikmakend van de multischaal dissimilariteiten. De onderzochte methode bleek
nuttig te zijn voor problemen waarbij de individuele schalen significant verschillend waren.

Dit proefschrift heeft een bijdrage geleverd aan de selectie van prototypes voor dissimilar-
iteitsruimtes. De diversiteit speelt een belangrijke rol bij deze selectie. Dit verklaart waarom
een initiële random keuze al een goed resultaat levert. GAs bieden een krachtig hulpmiddel
om deze verder te optimaliseren. Daarnaast hebben we gevonden dat door het construeren
en selecteren van meer ingewikkelde modellen (afhankelijk van de data eigenschappen) zoals
clusters en ’feature lines’, en deze te gebruiken als prototypes, de classificatiefout kan worden
vergroot. Dit wijst naar veelbelovende onderzoeksrichtingen als het automatisch leren van de
beste prototype modellen. Tenslotte is aangetoond dat het voordelig is voor de classificatie om
extra kennis in de vorm van asymmetrieën en multischaal dissimilariteiten te gebruiken voor
een geaugmenteerde representatie.
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